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SUmmary of contents 
This manual gives you Information about some of the technology to be used In a 
future version of the RISC OS operating system. This operating system has been 
designed to be used with some new hardware technol<>i}' not currently In use. 

This manual is designed to be used In conjunction with the RISC OS 3 Progranuur's 
Rtftrtnu Manual. and Is produced as volume 5 In the set. 

The manual only documents the differences between RJSC OS 3.1 and a future 
version of RISC OS. Many cross references are given between this volume and the 
earlier volumes so that you can always refer to the main topic to obtain further 
information. 

We've laid out the information In these parts as consistently as possible. to help 
you find what you need. Each chapter covers a specific topic, and in general 
includes: 

• an Introduction. so you can tell if the chapter covers the topic you are looklna for 

• an Overview. to give you a broad picture of the topic and help you to learn It for 
the first time 

• TuhnK<!I Delails. to use for reference once you have read the Overview 

• SWI ulls. described In detail for reference 

• • Commands. described In detail for reference 

• Application nolt5. to help you write programs 

• E..amplt progroms, to illustrate the points made in the chapter. and on which you 
can base your own programs. 

Indexes 

The Indexes at the end of this volume include references to this volume and the 
four previous volumes. This enables you to find all references to a topic at a single 
glance. Index entries for this volume are given in bold. These are: 

• an index of • Commands 

• an Index ofOS..B¥te calls 

• anindexofOS_Wordcalls 

• a numeric Index of SWI calls 

5-xi 
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• an alphabetic Index of SWI calls 

• an Index by subject. 

Conventions used 

Certain conventions are used In this manual: 

Hexadecimal numbers 

Hexadecimal numbers are extensively used. They are always preceded by an 
ampersand. They are often followed by the decimal equivalent which Is given 
inside bfackets: 

&FFFF (65535) 

This represents FFFF in hexadedmal. which Is the same as 65535 In ordinary 
decimal numbers. 

Typefaces 

Courier type Is used for the text of example programs and commands. and any 
ext.racts from the RISC OS source code. Since all characters are the same width In 
Courier. this makes it easier for you to tell where there should be spaces. 

Bold Courier type is used in some examples to show input from the user. We 
only use It where we need to distinguish between user Input and computer output. 

Command syntax 

Spedal symbols are used when defining the syntax for commands: 

• Italics Indicate that you must substitute an actual value. For example. 
filename means that you must supply an actual filename. 

• Braces Indicates that the item enclosed is optional. For example. r K) shows 
that you may omit the letter 'K'. 

• A bar Indicates an option. For example. 0 11 means that you must supply the 
valueOor I. 

Programs 

Many of the examples In this manual are not complete programs. In general : 

• BBC BASIC examples omit any line numbering 

• BBC BASIC Assembler prOQrams do not show the structure needed to perform 
the assembly 

About this manual 
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• ARM Assembler programs assume that header files have been Included that 
define the SWI names as manifests for the SWJ numbers. 

• C programs assume that similar headers are Included: they also do not show 
the lnduslon of other headers, or the calling of main I). 

Finding out more 

Reader comments 

For how to set up and maintain your computer. refer to the We/(.(llfll G~tidt supplied 
with your computer. The We/(.(l~~~tGuidealso contains an introduction to the desktop 
which new users will find particularly helpful. 

For details on the use of your computer and of Its application suite. refer to the 
RJSC OS 3 User Gui.lt supplied with lt. 

If you wish to write BASIC prOQrams on your RISC OS computer you will find the 
B8C BASIC Re{twiU M•IIWII useful. 

Your Aoom supplier has available the hJmt Ot$ilo, C and hJmt Dtsilop Asumbltr 
products. which you can use to write programs In (respectively) C and ARM 
assembler. Both products run In a desktop environment with full supporting tools. 
The manuals for both products are available separately if required: they are 
entitled horn ANSI C Rtlbrst 4 and horn Asltmbltr ~laJu 2. 

The hardware is described In the TdniC411 Rt{trtnct Muwd. 

If you have any comments on this Manual. please complete and return the form on 
the last page of this volume to the address given there. 
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Introduction 
RISC OS 3.X Is an operatlna system written by Acorn for Its new architecture. The 
operating system has only been changed where It has been necessary to support 
the changing hardware. We have tried to malte It as compatible as PQ5Sible with 
previous versions of the operatina system. 

This manual just documents the changes made In the prosrammers Interface for 
RISC OS 3.X. You stlll need your copy of the RISC OS 3 Prugr.riRIIID's Rl(mrtU 
Md~W<~I. 

RISC OS terminology 
The operating system known as RISC OS 2 In this manual consists of two variants. 
RISC OS 2.00 and RISC OS 2.01 . 

The operating system known as RISC OS 3 In this manual consists of two variants, 
RISC OS 3.()() and RISC OS 3.10 

The operating system supplied with the new architecture is called RISC OS 3.X In 
this manual. 

Hardware overview 
The main electronic components of the computer are: 

• An ARM (Advanced RISC Machines) ARM610 or ARM700 processor. which 
provides the main processlna In the computer. 

• A VIOC20 (VIdeo Controller) chip. which provides the video and sound outputs 
of the computer. 

• An IOMD (Input Output Memory Device) which provides the Interface between 
the ARM chip, the VI DC chip. the memory and other support chips. This chip 
replaces the IOC and MEMC chips used In earlier RISC OS computers. 

Other components 

The other components are: 

• ROM (Read Only Memory) chips contalnlna the operating system. 

5-1 
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• RAM (Random Access Memory) chips. 

• VRAM (Video RAM) chips used for video display (if fitted). 

• Peripheral controllers (for devices such as discs. the serial port. networks and 
soon). 

Schematic 

This dlaaram gives a schematic of an architecture which may be viewed as typical 
of this series of computers. 

ARM 6xx and ARM 7xx 

The ARM is a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor. 

With this generation of computers Acorn have two different versions of the ARM 
processor available. 

The ARM6u deliversaboutxtimesthe power of an ARM 2 (XX million Instructions 
per second. or MIPS. compared to some 4- 5 MIPS for the ARM 2). 

The ARM 7xxdeliversaboutxtimesthe power of an ARM 2 (XX million instructlons 
per second. or MIPS. compared to some 4- 5 MIPS for the ARM 2). The ARM 7xx 
also has a direct connection lor a hardware floating point chip. 

Introduction tl RISC OS 3.X 
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From the application pr~rammer's point of view. there Is no difference between 
the two processors. The ARM 7xx supports the same Instruction set as the 
ARM6xx. 

It is possible thatotherchlps In the ARM6/ARM7 family may also be used. 

The VIDC20 chip 

The VIDC20chip Is an updated version ofthe VIDCI and VI DC Ia chip used in the 
previous generation of h:om computers. You should refer to the RISC OS 3 
Programmer's R.t(mnu M<IIUI•I for Information about VI DC I. This section only refers 
to the differences be~n VI DCI and VIDC20. 

The VIDC20 provides: 

• A wide range of resolution options Including VGA. SuperVGA and XGA 
resolution. 

• I . 2. 4. 8. 16 and 32 bits per pixel. 

• 8 bit DACs giving 16 million colours 

VIdeo da ta tranlfer 

The VIDC20 has a 64 bit data bus allowing a high data bandwidth from memory. 
VIDC20 takes data from the memory banks under OMA control . VIDC20 takes its 
data from VRAM If It Is fitted. otherwise it takes data from DRAM. 

Palette 

The Vi DC 20 contains 296 write-only registers: 256 of these are used as the 28 bit 
video palette entries. Each entry uses 8 bits for Red. 8 bits for Green and 8 bits for 
Blue with 4 bits for external data. 

The video paletter entries or Look up tables (LUT) allow for logical to physical 
translation and gamma correction. The Red. Green and Blue LlTIS each drive their 
respective DACs. These DACs give a total of 16 million possible colours. 

Pixel clock 

VIDC20 is capable of generating a display at any pixel rate up to xxxMhz. The dock 
can be selected from one of three sources and then divided by a factor of between 
I and8. 

The VIDC20 also contains a phase comparator which when used with an external 
Voltage Controlled Osdllator forms a Phase Locked Loop. This allows a single 
reference clock to generate all the required frequencies for any display mode. You 
do not need multiple external crystals. 
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Sond aystem 

The sound system palette Is compatible with to the VI OCt sound system with an 
lndependant sound clock (24M Hz). It features an 8 bit (loearithmlc) system using 
an Internal DAC. This gives eight channels each with its own stereo position. 

The device can work with I . 2. 4 or 8 stereo channels using time division 
multiplexing to synthesise left and right outputs. The sample rate Is programmable 
through the Sound Frequency Register. 

See the nSound Chapter pagexx of the RISC OS 3 PRM 

C•rsor 

VIDC20 has a hardware cursor for a lilts modes. The cursor is 32 pixels wide and any 
number of pixels high. Each pixel can be transparent. or one of three colours 
chosen from its own 28 bit wide palette. The cursor can be any shape or colour 
within these limits. 

The IOMD chip 

The IOMD is a spedalised custom chip that takes the place of several large chips 
used In the old architecture. 

IOMD Includes some of the drcuitry formerly in the IOC and MEMC chips. as well 
as a large amount of 'glue' logic. 

The features of the IOMD include: 

• Direct interface to ARM6xx/ARM7xx processors 

• 16 bit steered bus. for on· board peripherals 

• IOC functionality (ticker. interrupt manager. i1C. 110 control) 

• Memory controller for DRAM and VRAM 

• DMA controller for VO. sound, cursor and video data 

• PC Keyboard interface 

• Quadrature mouse interface 

Cefteral architecture 

The IOMD is a memory, DMA and VO controller. 

It has a CPU interface for an ARM6xx/ARM7xx type processor which can allow an 
additional processor to be connected. The CPU interface consists of the processor 
address. data and control buses. 

lnlroduclion t:l RISC OS 3.X 
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There Is a DRAM and VRAM control bus which has RAS. OS. mul tiplexed address 
and other control lines. There are a number of DMA address generators. for sound. 
cursor. and generaiiiO DMA .. There Is also VRAM oontrol logic. induding logic to 
generate transfer cycles. 

Since the whole 32 bits of the main system bus connects to IOMD. it Is possible for 
IOMD to transfer data using DMA (Direct Memory .A.ccess) from DRAM into itself. 
There is a 16 bit 110 bus on IOMD. and there Is byte (and half-word) steering Joeic 
to allow DMA data at arbitrary byte (or half·word) memory locations to be 
transferred to'from the 110 system uslna this bus. The 16 bit VO bus forms the 
lower 16 bits of the 32 bit podule Interface. JOMD controls the latches for the upper 
16 bits of the extended podule bus. which allows 32 bit transfers. 

IOMD contains a large subset o( the functionality of IOC, Including two general 
purpose counter Ill mers (timer 0 and timer I I and the Interrupt control registers. 
The 10C baud rate and keyboard serial rate timers are not Implemented In IOMD. 
nor are all ol the general purpose 110 lines. The allocation of interrupt lines is 
largely similar to previous machines. 

IOMD provides a PC keyboard Interface Instead of the Archimedes KART Interface 
supported by IOC. This consists of an 8 bit synchronous serial interface. with 
Interrupt generation capability. 

The chip contains a quadrature mouse interface. This consists of X andY counters 
that are incremented and decremented by mouse movements. The counters wrap 
when they overflow or underflow. and are read regularly under interrupt. 

RISC OS 3.X overview 
RISC OS 3.X supports the new hardware architecture. This Includes support for: 

• The ARM6xx and ARM7xx CPUs and associated Ooating point hardware. 

• The VIOC20 video chip and Its 16 bit and 24 bit colour modes. 

• A new mode picker Interface to choose high resolution mode. 

• A new colour picker for choosing colours. 

• A new sprite format. 

• The PC keyboerd Interface to allow a standard PC keyboard to be used. 

• New faster and more efficient serial and parallel device driver software. 

• Connectlna a PC·type serial mouse to the serial port. 

• DMA access to various ports and expansion cards. 

• A new network expansion card Interface. 
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The following sections give a quick overview of the main changes In RISC OS 3.X. 

Memory management 

DMA 

Memory management now Incorporates the following : 

• Up to 256MB DRAM and 2MB VRAM memory allowed. 

• Direct memory access (DMA) control. 

• Ally second processor card can daim a chunk of memory. 

• The physical RAM allocation does not have to be contiguous. 

• The ARM6u page table allocation. 

• Expansion of the logical memory map n bit address space. 
~ .......... .._-.r;..~ ... 

Mo re information about memory management can be found starting on paee 9. 

The DMA (Direct memory Access) is controlled by four DMA channels. t~ 
service a potentially large number of devices. 

The DMA module: 

• Performs the arbitration and switching between devices (with help from the 
device drivers). 

• Provides a genera l purpose software interface to the DMA channel hardware. 

• Isolates hardware from software so that changes to the hardware only affect 
the OMA manaser and not OMA clients. 

• Handles memory mapping and memory management. so that any DMA cllents 
are not concerned with logical to physical add res translation or If a page Is 
remapped during a DMAoperalion. 

A DMA client registers itself with the DMA manager as the owner of a logical 
device. It then requests DMA transfers as and when necessary. 

Parallel and aerial device drivers 

The serial and parallel device drivers have been changed to: 

• Speed up the performance of these ports. 

• l'ake advantage of new hardware. 

The parallel device can be opened either for Input or output. but not for both at the 
same time. 

lniToduction tl RISC OS 3.X 
X7,::::::::;w.::;.:::::::::;:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~;:::::w~::::-::::~~::::.::~::m:--::m:-?.'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::~~:::::X~:::::::w. .. o:::::~ 
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Video . 

; The video system In the new architecture has been substantially changed so that 
t~e new VIDC20 video controller chip can be used to its full capabilities. 

Using VIDC20 gives a much improved video capability over the previous generation 
of RISC OS computers that used VI DCI chips. 

• VIDC20 allows 16 bpp (bits ptr piul) and 32 bpp screen displays as well as all 
' previously available colour depths. Additionally there is also an 8 bpp grey· level 

mode available. 

. These colour depths can be translated Into numbers o f colours: 

r 8 bpp 256 colours 
16 bpp n thousand colours (actually 32.768) 
32 bpp 16 million colours (actually 16.777.216) 

Colour picker 

The colour picker module Is a utility that allows users to pid a colour from the full 
range available. This utility can be used by all future applications that need to 
choose colours. It Is currently used by !Draw. !Paint and several thi rd pany 
applications. 

Keyboard and mouse 

One of the main change In the new architecture is the removal of the Acorn 
keyboard Interface from the kernel and its replacement with a standard PC M-style 
keyboard driver provided as a separate module. 

The standard quadrature mouse driver Is now a module. 

TI1ere Is also a serial mouse driver module that allows the use of a standard 
PC-type mouse connected to the serial port. 

Expansion card support 

The new architecture expansion card Interface has been enhanced in several ways. 
It now supports (in addition to the existing facilities): 

• 32 bit wide data paths 

• A mew 16MBaddressspaceforeachcard 

• A dedicated Network card Interface 

• Direct Memory h:cess (DMA). 

Only cards designed for the new architecture will be able to take advantage of 
these features. 
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2 Memory management 
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Introduction 
This chapter describes the changes in memory management in RISC OS 3 .X. These 
changes have been caused by the changes In the underlying hardware used In the 
new architecture. 

Memory management now incorporates the folowing: 

• Up to 256MB DRAM and 2MB VRAM of memory allowed. 

• Improved direct memory access (DMA) control. 

• Any second processor card can claim a chunk of memory. 

• The physical RAM allocation does not have to be contiguous. 

• The ARM6xx page table allocation. 

• Expansion of the logical memory map due to the 32 bit address space . 

• 
r .. ·-z~ ....... ~--~-·#1>-____,_--~ 
)' ll''"' ; <'"· ~ • , •. , . ..._, ~ .. .. ("" .... 
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Overview 

Free memory pool 
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In RISC OS 2 and 3 memory management was divided between the kernel and the 
Wimp. The kernel ordered the memory into dynamic areas and an application 
space: the Wimp model then used a free pool and multiple application spaces. 
rather than just the one application space which had all spare memory In It 

In the new architecture the free pool memory is managed by the kernel . The Wimp 
manaaes the multiple application spaces; it is responsible for constructing and 
managing tasks In the desktop. 

A new SWI OS_DynamicArea is used for the control . creation and deletion of 
dynamic areas. The existing SWI OS_ChangeDynarnicArea. which allows the 
resizing of dynamic areas. is used unchanged. 

To cope with the new maximum memory size on the new architecture a new 
dynamic area i.s used, known as the ·tree pool· (area number 6). 

How the free pool operates 

• If an area other than the free pool is grown. memory is taken from the free 
pool. if any exists. The current applicat.ion is not notified of this. 

If having shrunk the free pool to zero size. there is still not enough memory for 
the growth. the kernel attempts to remove pages from the application space as 
it does under existing versions of RISC OS. 

• If an area other than the free pool is shrunk. the pages recovered are added to 
the free pool. The current application Is not consulted. 

• If the free pool itself is grown. pages are taken from application space to put In 
it. The current application is consulted beforehand. 

• If the free pool is shrunk. the recovered pages are added to application space. 
The current application is consulted beforehand. 

Window Manager module 

The Window Manager understands the free pool. Its operation is simplified. as It 
no longer needs to maintain its own free pool. The SWis Wimp_ TtansferBiock and 
Wimp_CiaimFreeMemory have been modified to renect this. 

MBmory manag9t11ent 
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Dynamic areas 
In RJSC OS 2 and 3 (version 3.10) the main kernel interface for memory 
management was OS_ChangeOynamlcArea. which allowed the resizing of dynamic 
areas. The change dynamic area SWI called other modules depending on which 
dynamic area was being resized. The result was that there was no nexibility with 
how dynamic areas were used. 

Other memory related services were not available. For example it was not possible 
to find out what memory was available on the system without knowing a great deal 
about the platform. 

In the new architecture the SWI OS_DynamicArea Is used for the control. creation 
and deletion of dynamic areas. 

Memory terminology 
There are three ways ol referring to memory: 

P•yslcel address 

This refers to the address of the memory In the physical address space (that IOMD 
presents to the ARM processor core). 

Loclcaladdreu 

This refers to the IOQical address space that the ARM chip memory management 
unit presents to the ARM prooessor core. This is controlled by the operating 
system. 

Physical pace umber 

An arbitrary number assigned to each page of RAM physically present in the 
computer. 

Page blocks 

Several interfaces use Page blocks. These are tables of 3-word records 

Word Use 
0 Physical page number 

I LOQical address 
2 Physical address 

A block of memory 12•N bytes big whereN Is the number of records in the biod. 
They are used to pass round lists of addresses or pages. 
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User Interface 
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The user Interface for the Task manger window has changed slightly to rope with 
the Increased m.ulmum memory size and decrease In P'!ae size. For more 
Information see the chapter entitled User iftter{«ul on page 293. 

M81110f}' management 
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Technical Details 

Logical memory map 

i 

i 

2.5G 

2G 

64M I 

I 56M 

I 55M 

54M I 

53M I 

I 52M 

.SM I 

«M I 

I 

( 

32M 

31M+64K 

31M+32K : 

31M I 

30M+8K ( 

30M I 

28M+8K ( 

~ 28M 

32K ( 

161( ( 

) 

More dynamic areas 

Copy of physical space 

Oynam ic areas 

ROM 

Reserved lor 2nd processor control regis18fS 

Reserved lor Vinit &c emulation 

VIOC20 

Reserved tor VIDC1 emulation 

1.0SP<IC9 

Level 2 P'l99 tables 

RMA 

Reserved lor lake screen ( 4801<) 

"Nowhere· 

Cursor I system space I sound OMA 

Soh CAM map 

Undalined stack 

System heap 

svc stack 

Application space 

Scratch space 

System workspace 

1.5G Pubijc:S 

51 2M Privalll 

2G-64M Publ jc5 

8M Priva19 

1M Private 

1M Private 

1M Private 

1M Privata 

4M Private• 

4M Private 

11M Pubrcl 

2M-64K Private 

32K Privalll 

32K Privalll 

1M-8K Privalll 

8K Public;2 

2M-8K Prival9 

8K Public;2 

28M-32K Public 

16K Public1 

16K 
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Free pool 
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Notes about the IOQical memory map: 

I Public1 area may be used by any module that is not 

• used In an IRQ routine 

• used if you call something else that might also uses lt. 

An example dient would be FileCore using the scratch space to hold structures 
while working out how to allocate some freespace. Anotherexamplewould be 
the Filer using the scratch space to hold structures for OS_HeapSort. 

2 Public2 areas can be assumed to end on a I MB boundary. An exception will 
occur if they are accessed beyond this point. The exact location of these stads 
should not be assumed. 

J Public1 area should not assume the location of the RMA and its maximum size. 
However it will be in the lower 64MB (it can execute 26 bit code). 

4 Private• areas are Private and used for 110 except where device drivers export 
hardware addresses. 

5 Public5 areas can be used by a client to make its own dynamic area. 

To cope with the new maximum memory size on the new architecture a new 
dynamic area is used. known as the fra pool (area number 6). The SWI 
OS_ChangeDynamicArea has been changed to reOect this. thi s has already been 
described on page XX. 

WIMP changes 

The Window Manager has been modified to use the free pool. In particular. the 
programme(s Interface to the following SWis have changed: 

Wlmp_TtansferBiock 

In earlier operating systems Wimp_TransferBiock put all used task memory Into the 
application space. and then copied the relevant parts over. It cannot do this any 
more, as the total used task memory may not fit into application space. 

It now splits the t ransfer into chunks o f no more than half of the maximum 
application memory size. For each chunk. it puts the appropriate pages of the 
source blodt In at the start of application space. and the appropriate pages of the 
destination blod above these. It then performs the transfer. After all chunks have 
been transferred. it restores the current task·s pages in application space. 

M9f11Cf'( m/JJ1agement 
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NewSWis 

Wlrap_CialmFreeMemory 

Wimp_CiaimFreeMemory has also been modified. because the Wimp no longer 
maintains control of the free pool. It creates a new dynamic area of the size 
requested by the cal ler and passes that address back. When the memory Is freed 
the area is removed. 

The following new SWis have been created. they are defined In full at the end of 
this chapter starting on page 22. 

• The SWI OS_DynamlcArea Is used for the control. aeatlon and deletion of 
dynamic areas. RO provides a reason code which determines which operation 
Is performed. 

• As all operations on dynamic areas work In physical page numbers it is not 
possible to map anything other than RAM pages (DRAM and VRAM) into a 
dynamic area. In particular the extension to the existinQ expansion card bus 
space. known as the EASisPfu, cannot be mapped ln. 

• OS_Memory. This SWJ performs miscellaneous operations for memory 
management. 

Here are the defined reason codes: 

RO meanlfttJ patJe 
0 general page block page 38 

operations 

I to5 reserved page 40 
6 read physical memory page 41 

arrangement table size 

7 read physical memory page 42 
arrangement table 

8 read amounts of various page 43 
sorts o f memory 

9 read controller presence paae44 

• OS_CialmProcessorVector allows a module to attach itself to one ot the 
processo(s vectors. 
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Changes to Existing SWia 

OS_SetMemMapEntriee (SWI &53) 

With the new architecture you must use -I to Indicate that a paee should become 
Inaccessible. 

OS_ReadDynamlcArea (SWI &SC) 

In RISC OS l , If bit 7 of the dynamic area number is set then R2 will be returned 
with the maximum area size. 

This has chanaed sllahtly In RISC OS 3.X. 

If the dynamic area number passed in Is greater than or equal to 128 then R2 is 
returned as the maximum size of the dynamic area. Also. If the dynamic area 
number passed In Is between 128 and 255 inclusive then the Information Is 
returned for the area whose number is 1281ess than the passed-In value. 

The net result Is that for old dynamic area numbers (0-5) the functionality is 
unchanaed. but the number-space impact of the Interface Is minimised. 

OS_Heap (SWI &10) 

Reason code 0 (Initialise heap): 
In the RISC OS 3 PRM It states that the base of the heap as specified In R I must be 
word -aligned and less than 32M bytes. and the size of the heap must be a multiple 
of 4 and less than 16M bytes. 

In RISC OS 3.x platforms the only restrictions are that the base of the heap must be 
word -aligned. and the site must be a multiple or 4 bytes. 

•cache change 
·cache now switches both caching and write buffering on and off. The 
corresponding SWis are not Implemented. 

Dynamic area handler routine 

5-16 

This section describes the reason codes passed to the dynamic area handler 
routine. w ith their entry and exit conditions. This routine Is called when the size of 
an area Is belne changed. 

When called. OS_ChangeDynamfcArea is working. It rejects requests to resize 
dynamic areas. You should not use SWis which resize dynamic areas. for example 
using OS_Module to claim some workspace. File operations should be normally 
avoided. although 110 on an existing file is usually safe. 

Msmory management 
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Reuo1 codet 

On entry, RO contains a reason code. which describes what Is happening. The 
reason codes are as follows: 

PreGrow(O) 

Issued when a call results In an area growlna. 

0• e1try 

RO = 0 (reason code) 
R I = pointer to a page block. The physical page number entries are set to -I 
R2 • number of entries In Page blod (number of paaes area Is growing by) 
R3 =number of bytes area Is growing by (R2 • the page size R5) 
R4 • current size of area (bytes) 
R5 • page size 
Rl2 = polntertoworkspace 

On exit 

If the growth Is OK. then 

RO Is preserved 

II particular physical page numbers are required then all the physical page number 
entries must be filled in with the required peees. The o ther entries must be felt 
alone. 

V =O 
else 

RO ->error to return. or tero to return generic error 
V = l 

end if 

All other resisters preserved 

Ute 

This reason code Is Issued when a call to OS_ChangeDynamk:Area results in an 
area growlna. 

It permits the dynamic area handler to request that specific pages be used for 
growing the area. lf this is the case then all paaes must be specified. The 
correspondence between the Page block and memory Is that the first entry In the 
page block corresponds to the lowest memory address of the extension. and the 
last entry In the Page block the highest memory address. 

It is called before any pages are actually moved. 
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If an error Is returned. then the area will not change slz.e. 

PostGrow (1) 

Issued when a call results In an area growing. 

On entry 

RO = I (reason code) 
R I = pointer to a page block. Only the physical page number entries are defined. 
R2 =number of entries in Page block (number of pages area grew by) 
R3 =number of bytes area grew by (R2 • the page size R5) 
R4 = new size of area (bytes) 
R5 = page size 
R 12 = pointer to workspace 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Use 

This reason code is issued when a call to OS_ChangeDynamicArea results in an 
area growing. It is called after the PreCrow reason code has been issued 
successful ly and the memory pages have been moved. It provides the handler with 
a list of which physical pages have been moved into the area. 

PreShrink (2) 

Issued when a call results in an area shrinking. 

On entry 

RO = 2 (reason code) 
R3 = number of bytes area is shrinking by 
R4 = current size of area (bytes) 
R5 = page size 
Rl2 = pointertoworkspace 

On exlt 

If shrink (even by reduced amount) is OK. then 

RO preserved 
RJ =number of bytes area can shrink by. This must be less than or equal to R3 on 
entry. 

V=O 
else 

Memcxy management 
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RO ·>error block. or z.ero to return generic error 
R3=0 
V=l 

end if 

All other registers preserved 

Use 

This reason code Is Issued when a call to OS_Change[)ynamlcArea results in an 
area shrinking. It Is called before any pages are moved. It allows the handler to 
limit the amount of memory moved out of the area. or to object to the siz.e change 
altogether. The shrink amount allowed as returned by this reason code is permitted 
to be a non-page multiple. The ChangeDynamlcArea code will ensure the shrink 
permitted is always rounded down to a page multiple before It is actioned. 

PostShrink (3) 

Issued when a call results in an area shrinking. 

Oa entry 

RO = 3 (reason code) 
R3 = number of bytes area shrunk by 
R4 = new size of area (bytes) 
R5 = page size 
Rl2 = pointertoworkspace 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Use 

This reason code Is Issued when a call to OS_ChangeDynamicArea results in an 
area shrinking. It Is called after the PreShrink reason code has been issued 
successfully even if the memory pages cannot be moved. 
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Sequence of actions when SWI OS_ChangeDynamicArea Is called 

This section has been provided to give an overview of what happens when a 
dynamic area's size Is changed. This Is presented as pseudo-code for darlty. 

CMck lltOSeme.phore - reject CDA it eet 

Growing free pool1 
tno check fo r page •vailablility -do a a rrueh •• poaaible) 
Appli ca tion apace. being ahrunlc - con fin it •a OK: 

If CAO Jn applle•tlon epaeo THEN 
UpCallJtovingMe~ry (a.ak.a application if i t conaenta to IHI'Ory ft:IYC ) 
tP vpcalJ •not • cJaJat!d THEN reject CD.\ 

!I.SI 
Service_.Meeory (aaka IDOdulea for objector• to tbe Mlll:>ry 1110ve ) 
1 t Service •i•• cJa i.,d TH~ rejKt CD.\ 

END IF 
MoYe p.agea fro. application apace end to tr·ee pool 

Growln9 o tber dyn.aie area: 
Check for pa9e ava1labil i ty -if not e nough available bounce~ with error 
Table of pagea prepared: 

-'llocattl ~~tetftOry 
Filla in -t •a for •any pe.Qe• 

PTeGrow ia c alled : 
replac e• · 1 •a if it want a 
objecta about reaize atftOUnt perhapa 

Check tor unavailable. pagea : 

IF there ia a non -J which ca.n't M grabbed THEN r•j ect ('~ 
Chec k tor application apace reaizing: 

t P tree pool < amount n~~df!d THEN 
IF CAO in application gpace THEN 

UpCalljfovin~emory (aaka •pplic•tion if it con.eente to 
memory move) 

IF' ~Call •not • cl ajmed THEN r~ject CD.\ 
ELSE 

Servicejterrory caeke modul ee tor objector• to the memory move) 
IF Service •j•• claiMed THEN rej~ct CDA 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

P.;e replacement• determi ned: 
Wo rk. out swap aequencea on all non - t•a 
Replac e all - 1 ·a with actual pag-ea 
Pagel Qat QTabbed firat from the free pool . then un4ertlowing int the 

appli cat 1on epace 
Ieaue Serviee_ PageaUMa f'e (only if PreGro w apecitiad pagee) 
Page a gat ~W>Ved •round : 

Do the page movi no/ awapp1n9 tdon't evap if ~gee requeate4 are i n 
free pool) 

lteue ServiceJageaSate (only if PreG·row 8pecifie4 page1 1 
Poat:Grow i e c • lled: 

SOrt• out atructurea for tbe new eize 

Memory managemflllt 
::::;.~::w.;:::::::~::;(.::::::::::::::: =:=:::::::::: :=:=:=: ::::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:::::::=:::::::::.::~:::::::::~::~:::::::::~~::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=::::::::::;;..::::::::::::::: :=:=:::=:::<: :::::::.~:~~:--:.~~:w.::::::::::::::.:::::::~:=:=:::<?. 

Shrinking rree pool: 
Check it APPlication apace OK to Qrowt 

JP eppJJc•tJon •pac e < INXJmum 'THEN 
IP CAO ln ~pJ iC'atJon 11)4tCe TK!N 

UpCall.Jk)YingMeii'IOry (aaka application to conaent to memory DlOVe) 
IF ~all •not• cJaJNd THEN reject CDA 

EI.SE 
Scrvicc...,MefiiOry (aaka 11'04\llea for objector• to the me~a0ry rrove) 
lF Service •J a• cJalned THEN reject CDA 

ENDIF 

END IF 
Move paqea fr<H~n free pool t o applicat ion apace 

Shrinking othe r dyuai c area1 
PreShri nk b calle<l : 

ob) ecta &bout reaiac U~C~Unt per~• · or givea larger allowed aize 
Sort• out a tructur.a f or the nev a~~~&ller a i ze aa the shrullt will 

definitely go ahead.. 
Page• get tft0Ve4 around: 

Hove pagee f-ro• dyn•wd c a.r .. to free pool 
PoetShrink ia called : 

Keep tJV~ete• inforiMCS. 

The system stack is used for the page structure passed to the PreGrow routine. As 
a consequence there Is a limit to the amount that an area can be grown by at one 
time. To get round this problem an area grow request of a large amount will be 
performed in several steps. If one of these steps fails then the grow will terminate 
early with the area grown by however much was achieved. but not by the full 
amount requested . 

1\vo new service calls are used: Servlce_PagesUnsafe and Servlce_PagesSafe. These 
are Issued around page swapping to Inform any OMA subsystems (eg IOMD OMA 
or second processor) that some pages are belna swapped around. 
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Service calls 
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Service calls 
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Service_PagesUnsafe 
(Service Call &xx) 

Pages specified have been swapped around 

On entry 

Rl = Service_PagesUnsafe 
R2 =frame filled In by the PreGrow routine with the two address fields filled in too. 
R3 =number of pages in Page block 

On exit 

Use 

All registe rs preserved 

This service call inlorms recipients that the pages specified are about to be 
swapped around. Direct memory access activities involving the specified pages 
should be suspended until Service_PagesSale has been received indicating the 
pages are sale. 

MemOty man1J96171enl 
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Service _PagesSafe 
(Service Call &SF) 

Pages specified have been swapped for different paees. 

On entry 

Rl = Service_PagesSafe 
R2 = number of entries In each Page block 
R3 = Page block before move 
R4 = Page block after move 

On exit 

Use 

Al l registers preserved 

This service calllnlorms recipients that the paees spedfied have been swapped for 
different pages and what those dilferent paj~es are. 

The logical addresses In both Page blocks will match. The 'before' Page block will 
contain the physical page numbers and physical addresses ol the pages which 
were re placed. and the 'after' block the page numbers and physical addresses or 
the pages which replaced them. 
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SfJfVfoe_DynsmlcAreaCreete (&lrvlce Call &90) 
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Service _DynamicAreaCreate 
(Service Call &90) 

Dynamic area has just been created. 

On entry 

R I • Servlce_DynamicAreaCreate (&90) 
R2 =area number ot area just created 

On exit 

Use 

All reaisters preserved 

This service call is Issued just after the successful creation of a dynamic area. 

This service call keeps the rest of the system informed about changes to the 
dynamic areas. It is used by the task manager. although other modules could make 
useoflt. 

This service call must not be daimed 

Memory management 
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Service _DynamicAreaRemove 
(Service Call &91) 

Issued just before the rem011al o f a dynamic area. 

On entry 

Rl = Service_DynamicAreaRemOYe (&9 1) 
R2 =area number of area about to be rem011ed 

On exit: 

Use 

AI I registers preserved 

This service must not be claimed 

This service is Issued just before the removal o f a dynamic area. It is issued during 
a call to OS_DynamlcArea(l ). after the area has been successfully reduced to zero 
size. but before it has been removed completely. 

This service cal l is designed to keep the rest of the system Informed about changes 
to the dynamic areas. It is used by the task manager. although other modules could 
make use of it. 
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Service_Dynamicl.reaRIH!umber (~Call &92) 
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Service _DynamicAreaRenumber 
(Service Call &92) 

Issued during a call to OS_[)ynamicArea(2). 

On entry 

Rl = Service_DynamlcAreaRenumber (&92) 
R2 =old area number 
R3 • new area number 

On exit 

Use 

Al l reaisters preserved 

This service must not be daimed 

This service is issued during a call to OS_[)ynamicArea(2). (when an area Is be ina 
renumbered). 

This service call is designed to keep the rest of the system informed about chan11es 
to the dynamic areas. It is used by the task manager. although other modules could 
make use of it. 

Memay mansgemiH!t 
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SWI calls 
OS_DynamicArea 

(SWI &66) 

This SWI performs operations on dynamic areas. RO provides a reason code which 
detennines which operation Is performed. 

On entry 

RO = 0 (reason code) 
other reaisters as determined by reason code 

On exit 

RO preserved 
other reaisters may return values. as determined by the reason code passed. 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

This call is a single call with many operations within lt. The operation required. or 
reason code Is passed In RO. It can have the following meanings. 

RO Meanlnt Pate 

0 Creates a new dynamic area page 28 

Removes a previously created 
dynamic area 

2 Returns Information on a 
dynamic area 

3 Enumerates a dynamic area 

4 System use only 

5 System use only 
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OS_DynamlcArN 0 (SWI &66) 
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OS_DynamicArea 0 
(SWI &66) 

This call aeates a new dynamic area. 

On entry 

RO • 0 (reason axle) 
Rl • new area number(-1 ~ RISCOSshould allocate number. Must not be 128 to 
255) 
R2 • Initial size of area (in bytes) 
R3 .. base loelcal address of area H ~ RISC OS should allocate base address) 
R4 • area flaes 

bits 0 to 3 =access privileges to be given to each page In the area 
(same format as for OS_Read!SetMemMapEnttfes) 

bit 4 = 0 ~area is bufferable 

bit 5 
= I ~ area is not bufferable 
= 0 ~ area is cacheable 
= I ~area Is not cacheable 

bit 6 = 0 ~area Is singly mapped 
= I =>area is doubly mapped 

bit 7 = 0 ~area size may be dragged by the user in Task Manager 
window (has red bar) . 

= I =>area size may not be dragged by the user In Task 
Manager window (has green bar). 

bits 8 to 31 must be zero 

R5 =maximum size of area. or -I If the area should be capable of growing to the 
total RAM size of the machine 
R6 Is a pointer to the area handler routine. or 0 for no routine 
R7 .. workspace pointer to be passed in Rl2 on entry to area handler (should be 0 
If R6 = 01 (·I ~OS will pass base address of area as workspace pointer). 
R8 Is a pointer to the area description string (null terminated). eg. 'Font cache'. 
This string will be displayed In the Task Manager window. 

On exit 

RO • preserved 
Rl "' allocated area number 
R2 = preserved 
R3 • specified or allocated base address of area 

Memory managemMt 
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R4 "' preserved 
R5 "'spedfied or allocated maximum size of area 
R6 • R8 = preserved 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

OS_Read[)ynamicArea on these areas always returns with R2 being the maximum 
area size If Rl Is -I on entry. When Rlls -I on entry, RISC OS allocates an area 
number itself. and this Is greater than or equal to 256. This means that 
OS_Read[)ynamlcArea on these areas will always return with R2 being the 
maximum size. 

On entry. R3 holds t he baseaddressofthearea. This must be aligned on a memory 
page boundary (to read the page size use OS_ReadMemMaplnfo). 

Sl11ly and do1bly mapped area• 

For singly mapped areas the base logical address Is the lowest logical address used 
by that area. The area grows by adding pages at the high address end. 

For doubly mapped areas the base logical address Is the (fixed) boundary between 
the two mappings: the first mapping ends at R3 -I. and the second starts at R3. 
When one of these areas grows the pages In the first ropy move down to 
accommodate the new pages at the end. and the second copy simply grows at the 
end. 

If R3 on entry Is -I. then RISC OS allocates a free area of logical address space 
which is big enough for the maximum size of the area. 

On entry. R6 points to the area handler routine which gets called with various 
reason codes when an area Is grown or shrunk. If zero Is passed ln. then no routine 
will be called. and any shrink or grow will be allowed. 

Details o( the entry and exit conditions for thl.s routine are given In the Dynamic 
area handler routine section In this chapter 

On entry. R7 contains a value which Is passed In Rl2 on entry to the area handler 
routine. This normally points at workspace needed by the handler. If ·I is passed in. 
then RISC OS uses the base address of the area as the workspace pointer. This is 
particularly useful If the entry value In R3ls also ·I. ie the caller does not know 
what base address Is allocated by RISC OS at the time the area is created. 
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OS_ DynamicArea 0 (SWI &66) 
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The area Is created initially with size zero (no pages assigned to It). and Is then 
grown to the size specified in size R2. which involves the area handler being called 
in the same way as if OS_ChangeDynamicArea was called to grow the area. 

The area is created with a maximum size equal to either the amount given In R5 on 
entry, or the total RAM size of the machine. if this is smaller. If R5 is - I on entry, 
then the maximum size will be set to the total RAM size of the machine. 

If R3 on entry is -I. then RISC OS allocates a free area o( logical address space 
which is big enough for the maximum size of the area. 

Once the area has been created. Servlce_DynamicAreaCreate is issued to Inform 
the rest of the system about this change. 

If the create dynamic area call returns an error for any reason. it may be assumed 
that the new area has not been created. 

Nota for appllcatloa writers 

The following facilities are intended for internal system use only. 

• the abili ty to create areas with specific area numbers 

• the ability to create areas at specific logical addresses 

• the ability to create doubly-mapped areas 

Applications should In general create only singly-mapped areas. and request that 
RISC OS allocate area numbers and logical addresses. This will prevent clashes of 
area numbers o r addresses . 

Errors 

An error will be returned if: 

• the given area number clashes with an existing area. 

• the given base address is not on a memory page boundary. 

• the logical address space occupied by the area at maximum size would 
intersect with any other area at maximum size. 

• there is not enough contiguous logical address space to create the area 

• there is not enough memory in the free pool to allocate level 2 page tables to 
cover the area at maximum size. 

• there Is not enough memory to grow the area to the initial size requested . 

M6trlory managem9flt 
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Removes a previously created dynamic area. 

OS_DynamicArea 1 
(SWI &66) 

On entry 

RO = I (reason code) 
Rl =area number 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

An error is returned if the area was not removed for any reason. 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

Removes a previously created dynamic area. 

Before the area is removed. RISC OS attempts to shrink It to zero size. This is done 
using ChangeDynamicArea. If the ChangeDynamlcArea returns an error then the 
area will be srown back to Its original size using ChangeDynamlcArea and the 
remove dynamic area call will return with an error. If the ChangeDynamicArea to 
reduce the area to 0 size worked then the area will be removed. 

Once the area has been removed Servlce_DynamicAreaRemove is issued to inform 
the rest of the system about this change. 
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OS_DynamicArea 2 (SWI &66) 
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Returns Informat ion on a dynamic area. 

On entry 

RO: 2 (rea.son rode) 
Rl :area number 

On exit 

R2 :current size of area (In bytes) 
R3 = base IOQical address of area 
R4 = area nags 
R5 = maximum size of area 
R6 a pointer to an area handler routine 
R7 =workspace pointer for area handler 

OS_DynamicArea 2 
(SWI &66) 

R8 a pointer t o an area description string (null terminated) 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 
Returns Information on a dynamic area. 

For doubly-mapped areas. R3 on e~it from this call returns the address of the 
boundary between the first and second copies of the area. whereas 
OS_ReadDynamlcArea returns the start address of the first copy (fOf backwards 
compatlbUity). 

M8mOfY management 
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Enumerates dynamic areas. 

On entry 

RO: 3 (reason rode) 
Rl .. area number.or-1 

On exit 

Rl "'next area number. or-1 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

Enumerates dynamic areas. 

OS_DynamicArea 3 
(SWI &66) 

This allows an application to find out what dynamic areas are defined. -I is used to 
start the enumeration and -I indicates that the enumeration has finished. 
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OS_OynamicArea 4 (SWI &66) 
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OS_DynamicArea 4 
(SWI &66) 

This call is intended for system use only; you must not use it in your own code. 

MBmory man&g6f119flt 
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OS_DynamicArea 5 
(SWI &66) 

This call is intended for system use only; you must not use It In your own code. 
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OS_MIN1loty (SW/ &68) 
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OS_Memory 
(SWI &68) 

Performs miscellaneous operations for memory mana11ement. 

On entry 

RO = reason code and na11s 
Bits 0· 7 are the reason code 
Bits8·31 are the na11s which may be spedfic to the reason code 

The other re11isters are specific to the reason code. 

On exit 

Use 

The returned values are specific to the reason codes. 

This SWI performs miscellaneous operations for memory man311ement. 

Here are the defined reason codes: 

RO meaning page 

0 general page block 1>311e 38 
operations 

I to5 reserved pal!e40 

6 read physical memory page 41 
arrangement table size 

7 read physical memory pa11e 42 
arrangement table 

8 read amounts of various pa11e 43 
sorts of memory 

9 read controller presence pa11e 44 

Reasons 6 to 8: Physlc:al Memory 

These are provided to enable a program to find out what physical memory there is 
and Its arrangement. The first two calls provide complete Information on the 
available memory. The information Is provided In the form of a table. with each 
pa11e of physical memory space havinl! one entry in the table. Due to the large 
number of pa11es the table is packed down to only 4 bits per pa11e. In each byte of 
the table the low order 4 bits correspond to the pa11e before the hil!h order 4 bits. 
le It Is little-end ian. This is the meanin11 of a nibble In the table: 

M8f71ay manag8f71Bfl t 
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bit meanln11 
0·2 type of memory: 

0 not present 
I DRAM 
2 VRAM 
3 ROM 
4 110 
5·7 Undefined 
0 ·Page available for allocation 
I ·Page not available for allocation 

The page availability is based on whether It Is RAM. and whether it has already 
been allocated in such a way that It can't be replaced with a different RAM page e11 
the OS's pa11e tables or screen memory. 

The third call11ives a summary of available memory. 
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OS_M81Tlory 0 (SWI &68) 
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General Page block Operations 

OS_MemoryO 
(SWI &68) 

On entry 

RO =flags 
bit 
0-7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 

meanln1 
reason code (0 • 5) 
Physical page number provided when set 
Logical address provided when set 
Physical address provided when set 
Physical page number will be filled In when set 
Logical address will be filled In when set 
Physical address will be filled in when set 

14 • 15 Cacheabilitycontrol: 
0 => no change 
I => no change 
2 => disable caching on these pages 
3 => enable caching on these pages 

16· 31 reserved- set toO 
R I => Page block 
R2 =number of entries in page block 

On exit 

Use 

R I = Page block updated as necessary 

This reason code is used to convert between representations of memory addresses. 
The dillerent memory spaces are lc:Jj!ical memory. physical memory and physical 
pages. 

The Page block is scanned and the specified operations applied to it. It is possible 
to do address conversions and control the cacheability on a per-page basis. If any 
page is found to be unconvertable or non-existent then an error will be returned 
and the cachability unallected. Cachability is accumulated for each page. 

Forexample.ll there are five clients which need caching turned off on a page. then 
each or them must turn caching back on Individually for that page actually to 
become cached again. 

M8f1101Y managsm91lt 
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If any page Is made physically uncacheable. then the cache will be flushed befoore 
the SWI exits. it is not necessary to do any conversion when changlne cacheabllity 
(le. bits II to 13 may be clear). 

Where an ambiguity may occur. for example In doubly-mapped areas such as the 
screen. one of the possible results will be chosen and filled ln. 

This will only handle RAM addresses. The address fields may be non-page aligned. 
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OS_Memory 1 • 5 (SWI &68) 
~::::w.-:::::::~::::::z:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::.::::~::::::::::::::::~:::::::::;:.~::::::~:::~:=:~~=~~:::-~:::::::::::::~~=:::::;::g.;:~w.:.:=::::f.!:x::::=x:::..~::::::::::::::::::::.:::::-@~W::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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OS_Memory 1-5 
(SWI &68) 

These reason codes are Intended for system use only; you must not them In your 
own code. 

Memory mansgement 
~.x::::::::x::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::~~::;:;::-'*"'=~%:>::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:;:;::::::::::~::;:::!=;:;:;:;:;.;:~~ . .-~:::<S:~;:;::::::::::.l;)%::::::::-s::=*;;:;:;:;:};::::::::::,:;::::;o:.'!::::-.:::J:'«:~::: 

Read Physical Memory Arrangement Table Size 

On entry 

RO • 6 (bits 8 • 31 dear) 

On exit 

Use 

Rl • table size (bytes) 
R2" page size (bytes) 

OS_Memory 6 
(SWI &68) 

This returns Information about the memory arrangement table. 
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OS_Memory 7 (SWI &68) 
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Read Physical Memory Arrangement Table 

OS_Memory 7 
(SWI &68) 

On entry 

RO = 7 (bits 8- 31 clear) 
Rl =pointer to table to be filled In 

On exit 

Use 

Rl =pointer to updated table 

This returns the physical memory arrangement table in the block of memory 
pointed at by R I 

If an area has particular requirements on the physical addresses used by it (eg if it 
needs contiguous physical memory for its area) it is recommended that it issues 
this call inside the PreGrow handler for the area, and then chooses which pages to 
ask for on the basis of this information. This is preferable to issuing the call before 
the area is created. because the page availability may change during the process of 
creating the area. 

Memory managemoot 
;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;:;::,t:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:~::-;:::¥AX:!;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;.:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::::;;;:::::::::::::::; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;>:::::::::::::::::::::::;:;~ 

Read Amounts Of Various Sorts Of Memory 

On entry 

RO = bhs 
0-7 
8-1 1 

mea1lnc 
must be 8- the reason code 
the type of memory: 
I =>DRAM 
2=>VRAM 
3=>ROM 
4:::>VO 

12 • 31 reserved· set to 0 

On exit 

Use 

Rl =number of pages of that sort of memory 
R2 = page size (in bytes) 

OS_Memory 8 
(SWI &68) 

Used to read in the types of memory available in the computer. 
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OS_Msmcxy 9 {SWI &68) 

:::=::-~:::::::$:::::::~::::::::::r..:::-~::m:::::::::::::~:=:::::~:::::::::::::::::::;::::::::~:::::::::::~::::-=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:·:·:=· :::::::::::::::::::-».::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Y>.:::>-s::~~~ 
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Read Controller Presence 

On entry 

RO "'9 (bits 8- 31 clear) 
Rl • controller 10 

bit rneaal•c 
0- 7 controller sequence number 
8 - 31 controller type: 

0 ~ EASI card access speed control 
I=> EASI space 
2=>VIDCI 
3 =>VIDC20 

OS_Memory 9 
(SWI &68) 

On exit 

Use 

Rl ,. controller base address or 0 if not present. 

These aive Information about the VO space. Controllers are identified by type and 
sequence number so that a machine could be constrocted with. say. more than one 
IDE controller In it. 

This returns the location of a controller on the given machine. For example the 
EASI space gives the base address of expansion card n where n Is the sequence 
number given. This reason code is provided for Internal use only and is 
documented here for completeness· sake. In particular you must use the expansion 
card manager to aet at this information and to control your expansion card's EASI 
space access speed. 

Mamcxy managemflfll 
x:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~.;m::..-:;::::::~:::.:~:::::~~::::..~::::-~..:::::::::::::::~~~~~:~:~~:::::::w.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 

OS_CiaimProcessorVector 
(SWI &69) 

On entry 

RO=Vector and O<iis 
bit 
().7 

8 
9-31 

R I =replacement value 

meanlna 
Vector number: 
0 - 'Branch throuah 0' vector 
I - Undefined Instruction 
2-SWI 
3 • Prefetch abort 
4 - data abort 
5 -address eJ:ceptlon (only on ARM 2 & 3) 
6-IRO 
7+ - reserved for future use 
O=release. l=dalm 
reserved. must be 0 

r2=value which should currently be on vector (only needed for release) 

On exit 

Use 

Rl=value which has been replaced (only returned on claim) 

This SWI provides a means whereby a module can attach Itself toone of the 
processor's vectors. This Is a direct attachment- you aet no environment except 
what the processor provides. As such. claiming and releasing the vectors is 
somewhat primitive- the claims and releases must occur in the right order (the 
release order beina the reverse of claim order). 

On release if the value In R2 doesn' t match what is currently on the vector then an 
error will be returned. This ensures correct chain ina of claims and releases. 
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3 CMOS RAM allocation 
;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::=::-:::::::::=:::::~::::::::::::::::*:::::§::::::::::::m~::::-:::::~:~x::::.::::::x:*'.:.::::::::::::~:.':~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::: 

Non-volatile memory 
240 bytes of non-volatile memory are provided. The majority of these bytes are 
reserved for. or used by Acorn and some bytes are reserved for each expansion 
card. There are also bytes reserved for the user; you must not use these in any 
distributed product. Finally, there are bytes reserved for applications; for an 
allocation. contactAoom in writing. 

CMOS usage is subject to change In different versions of RISC OS. and your 
application should not assume the location of any particular information. 

OS_Byte 161 (page 1·363) allows you to read the CMOS memory directly. while 
OS_Byte 162 (page 1·365) can write to it. 

RISC OS 3.X allocation 
The full usage of CMOS RAM in RISC OS 3X Is given below. Locations marked T 
were not used. or used for a different purpose in RISC OS 3.1. 

Location 

0 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6·7 
8-9 
10 t 

lit 

Fuactlon 

E<:onetstation number (not directly ronfiaurable) 
E<:onet file server station id (0 ~ name confillured) 
E<:onet file server net number (or first char of name- rest in bytes 
153·157) 
Econet printer server station id (0 ~ name oonfiaured) 
Econet printer server net number (or first char of name- rest in 
1:1,rtes 158 • 172) 
Default filina system number 
•unplug for ROM modules: 16 bits for up to 16 modules 

Reserved for Acorn use 
Screen info: 

reserved for Acorn use BitsO • 4 
Bits 5 • 7 1V vertical adjust (lhree·bit number) 

Mise oonfiauration: 
BitsO· 2 
Bits 3 • 5 

Bit6 

ADFSdrive 
001 ~ ShCaps. 010 ~ NoCaps. 
IOO~Caps 
loads directory on switch-on 
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I P ;,G-z-p(i,oot 
RISC OS 3.X allocation I . 

~~""~~::::>;:::~~<~;>~::::::~:~:~:~~:::::::::::~<~::::::::::::rn-&.:~*-=':':~::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: ;:;:;:;:;::<::::::<-:':'5::::~;.-;:::::::<':':':':':':'~~;:::::::<::::~:::~:::: l:::~,:~~:.:j::~~.~ -~~~,;~·6'%~~,~~¥~?1:'~~= 

0 =directory, I =No Directory 1 --------- · --------
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12 
13 
14 
15 

16 

17 

18.19 
20.2 1 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Bit 7 Not used f; ;::r-r·~ :l:~.! ::_· ,,._ 
Keyboard auto-repeat delay [- •1 . ~ '= ·~;, -;;~··. ! ,';•:·; 'ii.-:. ~~ ·in"··ll-, 
Keyboard auto-repeat rate 1 f ---~· , , . ,., .., l 
Printer Ignore character 
Printer Information: 

Bit 0 reserved for Acorn use 
Bit I 0 ~ Ignore. I ~ Nolgnore 
Bits 2 • 4 serial baud rate (0:75, ... ,7= 19200) 
Bits 5 • 7 printer destination (configure print) 

print is sent to Prlnter'JYpeSn 
Miscellaneous Oags: 

Bit 0 reserved for kom use 
Bit I 0 ~Quiet. I ~ Loud 
Bit 2 reserved for kom use 
Bit 3 0 ~ Scroll. I ~ NoScroll 
Bit 4 0 ~ NoBoot. I ~ Boot 
Bits 5 • 7 serial data format (0 ... 7) 

NetFiler: 
Bit 0 F'S list sorting mode: 0 = by name. I = by 

number 
Bit I library type: 0 =default library returned by 

file server. I = S.ArthurLib 
Bits 2 • 3 F'S list display mode: 0 = large Icons. 

I =small icons. 2 = full info. 3 reserved 
Bits 4 • 7 reserved for Acorn use 

'Unplug for ROM modules: 16 bits for up to 16 modules 
' Unplug for extension ROM modules: 16 bits for up to 16 
modules 
Wimp double-dick move limit 
Wimp auto-menu delay 
Territory 
Printer buffer size 
IDE disc auto-spindown delay 
Wimp menu drag delay 
FileSwitch options: 

Bit 0 truncate names: 0 =give error. 

Bit I 
Bit 2 
Bit) 

Bit4 

I =truncate no error 
DragASprite: 0 ~ don't use. I = use 
Interactive file copy: 0 = use. I =don't use 
Wimp's use of di ther patterns on desktop: 
0 = don't use. I = use 
reserved for kom use 

CMOS RAM allocation 

:;;::~:::::::::::~::::::;::::;::::--:.:::::::::::::;:;:~:::::::::::::::::-:::w::::~:::::;::x:::~m.:*'-:.~~:::w-;:~:::x::::w.::::::;;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;;:::;:::;:::::~::::~:::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::; 

29f 

30 -.on 
46 - 79 
80 ·Ill 
112. 127 
128· 129 
130. 131 
132 

133 

134 
135 

t 

Bit 5 
Blts6 - 7 

reserved for Acorn use 
state of last shutdown: 0 =don't care. 
I =failed. 2 =due to power loss. 
3 =undefined 

Mouse type options: 
0 z standard quadrature mouse 
I =MicroSoft compatible serial mouse 
2 " Mouse Systems Corporation compatible 

serial mouse 
3 • 255 Reserved 

Raenoed (Of tile IHf 

Raenoed fOf •ppUcatlou 
Reserved for RISC IX 
Reserved for expansion card use 
Current year 
Reserved for lv:om use 
DumpFormat and 1\Jbe expansion card: 

Bits 0.1 control character print control: 0 =print 
In GSTrans format. I = print as a dot. 
2 =print decimal Inside angle brackets. 
3 =print hex inside angle brackets 

Bit 2 treat top-bit-set characters as valid i f set 
Bit 3 AND character with &7F In "Dump 
Bit 4 treat TAB as print 8 spaces 
Bit 5 1\Jbe expansion card enable 
Bits 6.7 1\Jbe expansion card slot (0 • 3) 

Sync. monitor type, some mode information: 
Bits 0, 7 0 =vertical sync. I =composite sync. 

3 =auto sync) 
Bit I reserved for Acorn use 
Bits 2 • 6 monitor type: 

0 = type 0 Normal 
I =type I MultiF'requency 
2 .. type 2 Hi·res Mono 
3 =type 3VGA 
4 = type 4 Super VGA 
5 = type5 LCD 
6 • 30 undefined 
31 = Auto 

F'ontSize In units of 4K 
ADF'S byte I 

Bits 0 - 2 number of Ooppy disc driVes 
Bits 3- 5 unused (was ST506) 
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RISC OS 3.X allocation 
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136 

137 

138 
139 

140 

141 t 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 t 

149. 152 
153. 157 
158·112 
173. 176 
177. 180 

181· 184 
185 

Bits 6.7 number of IDE discs 
ADFSbyte2 

Bits 0.1 step rate· floppy disc 0 
Bits 2,3 step rate· floppy disc I 
Bits 4.5 step rate· floppy disc 2 
Bits 6.7 step rate· floppy disc 3 

ADFS byte 3 · AOFS buffers 
0 =no buffers 
I = number depends om memory size 
>I= number of IK buffers 

Allocated to COROMFS 
TlmeZone in 15min offsets from UTC. stored as signed 2's 
complement number (RISC OS 3 version 3.10 onwards) 
Desktop features: 

BitO 
Bits I· 4 

3D: 0 ~ 20 look. I ~ 30 look 
Desktop font setting 
0 =Use Wimp$Font and Wimp$FontSfze 
I = Use System font 
2 • 15 = Use ROM font In ResourceFS 

Bits 5 • 6 reserved for Acorn use 
Bit 7 window background tiling enabled 

0 = tiled with tile_ I 
I = not tiles. grey I 

No longer used- reserved lor Acorn use 
No longer used -reserved for Acorn use 
Screen size. in pages 
RAM disc size. in pages 
System heap size to add after initialisation. in pages 
RMA size to add alter initialisation. in pages 
Spri te size. in pages 
Sound Default parameters: 

Bits 0 • 3 channel voice 1-16 0 default voice 
Bits 4 • 6 loudness (0 • 7 ~ &01. &13. &25. &37. &49. 

&58, &60. &7F) 
Bit 7 not used - reserved 

Allocated to BASIC Editor 
Printer server name 
File server name 
•unplug for ROM modules: 32 bits lor up to 32 modules 
·unplug for expansion card modules 4 x 8 bits for up to 8 
modules per card 
Wild card for BASIC editor 
Configured language 

CMOS RAM allocation 
5:':=:=:::::::::::::>::::::::: ::::-:=:-::-:=5:::::::>:::=~=:=:=:=: ::::: •• :=:=:;:: ::::;::::;::x<:«-m:=:=:~~::w.:::::~::=:~~::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::v.:~·::::.w:::::~.:..o.::~.::w.·:=:::.:=::~:=:::::.-;;...::::::'.:::::.:-;::::~.:=::::::::::::::::::::: 

186 
187 
188f 

189· 192 
193 

194 
195 

t 

196 
197 

Configured country 
VFS 
Miscellaneous: 

Bits 0 • I 
Bit 2 

Bits 3 • 5 

ROMFS Opt 4 state 
cache Icon enable state: 0 = no cache. 
I =cache Icon 
screen blanker time: 0 ~off. I ~ 30s. 
2 ~ I min. 3 ~ 2mlns. 4 ~ 5mins. 

Bft6 
5 ~ IOmfns. 6 ~ 15mins. 7 ~ 30mins 
screen blanker/Wrch Interaction: 0 ~ ignore 
Wrch. I ~ Wrch unblanks screen 

Bit 7 hardware test disable: 0 ~ full tests, 
I ~disable long tests at power·up 

Wlndlester size 
Protection state lor Immediate Econet commands: 

BitO Peek 
Bit I Poke 
Bit2 ISR 
Bit 3 User RPC 
Bit4 OSRPC 
Bit 5 Halt 
Bit 6 CetRegs 
Bit 7 Undefined 

Mouse multiplier 
Miscellaneous: 

BftO 
Bit I 

AUN BootNet: 0 ~disabled. I ~enabled 
AUN dynamic station numbering: 

Bit 2 

Bit 3 
Blt4 

0 ~disabled. I ~enabled 
type of last reset: 0 ~ ordinary, I ~CMOS 
reset (RISC OS 3 version 3.10 onwards) 
power saving: 0 ~disabled. I~ enabled 
mode and wimp mode: 0~ use byte 196. 
I ~auto 

Bit 5 cache enable for ARM3: 0 enabled. I disabled 
Bit 6 broadcast loader protocols enable (0) 
Bit 7 broadcast loader colour hourglass enable (I) 

Mode and Wimp mode 
WimpOa&s 

BitsO· 3 Instant dragging (I =allow. O=disallow) 
Bit 0 position 
Bit I size 
Bit 2 horizontal scroll 
Blt3 vertical scroll 
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RISC OS 3.X alloaltlon 
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198 

199 

200. 205 
206. 207 
208 

209 
210 
211. 214 
215·216 t 
217·219 
220 t 
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Blt4 

Bits 5-6 

Bit 7 
Desktop state: 

BitsO. I 

Action on error 
0 = beep. I = don't beep 
Allow windows off screen: 
Bit 5 to bottom and right 
Bit 6 to top and left 
Auto open sub-menus: 0 = no auto. I -.auto 

Filer display mode: 0 =*large Icons. 
I =*small icons. 2 =* full info. 3 reserved 

Bits 2. 3 Filer sorting mode: 0 =*sort by name. 
I =*sort by type, 2 =* sort by size. 3 =* sort 
by date 

Bit 4 t force option (I =* force) 
Bit 5 confirm option ( I =*confirm) 
Bit 6 verbose option (I =verbose I 
Bit 7 t newer option (I = newer) 

ADFS directory cache size 
0 = depends on memory 
for >IMB4xiK buffers for each MBfitted. 

F'ontMax. F'ontMaxl • F'ontMax5 
No longer used - reserved for Acorn use 
SCSIFS Oags 

Bits o • 2 number of discs (0 • 4) 
Bits 3 • 5 default drive-4 
Bits 6.7 reserved 

SCSIFS file cache buffers (must be 0) 
SCSIFS directory cache size 
SCSIFS disc sizes (their maps' sizes /256) 
No longer used - reserved 
ROM unplug bytes 7 to 9 
Alarm and time byte 
Bl ts 0· 2 F'ormat state: 

Bit 3 

000 =Illegal. !Alarm checks for first run 
001 =Analogue with seconds 
010 =Analogue without seconds 
011 =HH:MM 
100 = F'ormat = '%24:%ml:%se' 
101 =Format= "%zl2:%ml:%se %am %zd 

%zmn%yr· 
110 =Reserved 
Ill = Reserved 
Deletion flag 
0 = No confirmation 

CMOS RAM slloc8tlon 
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221 
222 
223 
224. 230 t 
231·232 t 
233·237 t 
2J8 t 
239 

Blt 4 

Bit 5 

Blt6 

Blt 7 

Wimp Drae 11me 

I =* Ask for confirmation 
Auto save naa 
0 =* No auto save(D) 
I =* Auto save 
5 day week flag 
0 =* Disabled 
I=* Enabled 
Alarm noise 
0= Not silent(D) 
I=* Silent 
Daylight Saving 11me naa 
0 =* Normal time (non·DST)(O) 
I =* Daylight Saving 11me (DST) 

Wimp Draa· MOYe Limit 
Wimp Double· Clld 11me 
Reserved for RISC IX 
Reserved for Acorn use 
FSLock 
FSL.ock checksum 
CMOS RAM checksum 

The checksum must be correct for some of the above locations to have effect. See 
the documentation of OS_Byte 162 on page 1·365 for more details. 
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4 DMA 
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Introduction and Overview 

DMAmanager 

The DMA (Direct Memory Access) Is controlled by four DMAchannels. these 
service a potentially large number of devices. 

The DMA manager: 

• Performs the arbitration and switching between devices {with help from the 
device drivers). 

• Provides a general purpose software interface to the DMA channels' available 
hardware interface. 

• Isolates hardware from software so that changes to the hardware only affect 
the DMA manager and not DMAdients. 

• Handles memory mapping and memory management. so that any DMA clients 
are not concerned with logical to physical addresses or If a page is remapped 
during a DMAoperatlon. 

A DMA client registers itself with the DMA manager as the owner of a logical 
device. It then requests DMA transfers as and when necessary. 

The DMA manager requests are processed first-come-first-served. It does not 
impose any priority on logical devices. 

When a transfer Is requested. the DMA manager attempts to start the transfer as 
soon as possible. If t he required DMAchannells not free. the request is stored in a 
FIF'O queue. The request then starts when It is at the head of the queue and the 
required DMA channel is free. 

The DMA manager provides a set of callback routines to keep the client up-to-date 
on the state of its operations. this is because o( the possible time-lag between 
requesting and starting an operation. 

DMA requests can be suspended and resumed, extended and terminated. 
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Technical details 

Logical and physical DMA channels 

5-56 

The DMA manager controls the followins physical OMA channels provided by 
IOMO: 

0 General purpose channel 0 
I General purpose channel I 
2 General purpose channel 2 
J General purpose channel 3 
4 Soundout 
5 Sound in 

The four general purpose physical channels must be shared by several devices via 
logical channels. The mapping between logical and physical channels Is fixed. They 
have been assigned logical numbers for future use. Only podules 0 and I have 
OMA connected. 

The following logical channels are supported. 

Lockal c~annel Use 

&000 
&001 
&010 
&011 
&020 
&021 
&030 
&031 
&040 
&041 
&050 
&051 
&060 
&061 
&070 
&071 
&100 
&!OJ 
&102 
&I OJ 
&104 
&105 

PoduleO 
PoduleO 
Podule I 
Podule I 
Podule 2 
Podule 2 
Podule J 
Podule J 
Podule 4 
Podule 4 
Podule5 
Poduie5 
Podule6 
Podule6 
Podule 7 

OMAiineO 
OMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
OMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
DMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
OMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
DMA!ine I 
OMAiineO 
OMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
OMAiine I 
OMAiineO 
OMAiine I Podule 7 

On·board SCSI 
On·board Floppy 
Parallel 
Sound out 
Sound in 
Network card 

DMA 
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Mapplnc betwee1 loclcala11d ph,..,cal chanae .. 

The four general purpose physical OMA channels can be connected to devices on 
either side of the expansion card buffer. The expansion card buffer is not be output 
enabled durins OMA operations to Internal peripherals. but is be enabled for OMA 
operations to external devices. 

The DMA manaser uses four bits in the IOMD re{!ister OMAEXT to spedfy whether 
the correspond Ins seneral purpose physical channel is mapped to an Internal or 
extemal device. 

Memory manager Interfaces 

The DMA manager and the memory manager must interface in the following ways: 

I The OMA manager maps logical addresses to physical addresses so that t he 
IOMO OMA registers can be programmed. This is done by creating a page table 
containing the logical addresses of all pages used in the transfer and calling 
SWI OS_Memory to fill In the corresponding physical addresses. 

2 On a DMA transfer from device to memory the DMA manaser aslc:s the memory 
manager to mark pages as uncacheable so that reads from the pages being 
DMAed into return the transferred data and not cached data. This is done in 
combination with the SWi OS_Memory call. The cache must also be Oushed 
before the transfer Is started. 

3 The memory manager broadcasts Service_PagesUnsafe when it is about to 
remap some physical pages (the physical addresses which correspond to a 
range of IQ~~ical addresses are about to change). This service call provides a 
page table of the same fo rm as that used in the OS_Memory interface which 
contains the physical addresses of the unsafe pages. The DMA manager must 
scan its page tables for all active transfers and temporarily halt any transfer 
which is transferring to or from an unsafe page. Alter the pages have been 
remapped the memory manager broadcasts Service_PagesSale which provides 
the new physical addresses for the unsafe pages. The DMA manager can then 
continue any halted transfers usinl! the new physical addresses. 

See the chapter entitled MtiiiO'JI runa~~tmtnl on page 9 for more details. 
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Programmer interface 

Device drivers 
Device drivers register with the DMA manager which logical channels (devices) 
they control . The device drivers then queue DMA requests which the DMA manager 
processes in order. 

SWis used for DMA control 
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The following SWI calls are used for DMA control : 

DMA..RegisterChannel 

DM"-.DeregisterChannel 

DM"-.OueueTransfer 

DM"-.TermioateTransfer 

DMA_SuspendTransfer 

DMA_ResumeTransfer 

DMA_ExamineTransfer 

registers a dient device w ith 
the DMA manager 

de registers a d ient device 
with the DMA manager 

queues a DMA transfer 
request 

terminates a DMA transfer 
request 

pauses an active DMA 
transfer 

restarts a paused DMA 
transfer 

return the progress of an 
active DMA transfer 

These SWI calls are described in detail starting on page 64. 

DMA 
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Control routines 
A device driver calls the SWI DMA...R~IsterChannel to register itself as the 
controller of the specified loeical channel. The value passed in R4 is a pointer to a 
word aligned table of control routine addresses. 

The vector of control routines registered with the DMA manager (using SWI 
DMA_RegisterChannel) by a device driver will be called as follows for a normal 
transfer. 

Start 
EnableDMA 

<transfers> 

<transfer> 
DisableDMA 
Cornpleted 

The control routines wi ll be called in IRQ or SVC mode with interrupts enabled or 
disabled.A control routine may alter processor mode and interrupt status as 
necessary but must return to the DMA manager by using the instruction MOVS rl5. 
rl4 (or equivalent LDM).This restores the processor mode. Interrupt status and 
Oags so that the DMA manager may continue where it left off.The only exception to 
this is that the Start control routine may alter the status of the V Oag in order to 
return an error. Note that enabling interrupts in callback routines may have 
undesirable effects and should be avoided.Note also that calling DMA manager 
SWis from these callback routines is not advised and may cause problems. 

Turn to SWI DMA_RegisterChannel on paQe 64 for more information on their use. 
The control routines must conform to the following interfaces. 

EnableDMA 

On e ntry 

Rll = R2 from DM"-.OueueTransfer call 
Rl2 = R5 from DM"-.RegisterChannel call 

01 edt 

All registers preserved 

l1tenvpts 

Interrupt status Is undefined 
Fast interrupt status is undefined 
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Procenor111ode 

Processor Is In IRQ or SVC mode 

u .. 
The DMA manaaer calls this control routine to enable device DMA before starting 
the DMA transfers . It is assumed that the default state is for device DMA to be 
disabled. 

DlsableDMA 

Start 

One~try 

Rll z R2 from DM"-.OueueTransfe.rcall 
Rl2,. R5 from DM"-.RegisterChannel call 

Oa edt 

All registers preserved 

lnternpU 

Interrupt status Is undefined 
Fast Interrupt status Is undefined 

Processor mode: 

Processor is in IRQ or SVC mode 

u .. 
The DMA manager calls this control routine to disable device OMA. This may be 
called in mid transfer (for example, if DMA_TerminateTransfer or 
DM"-.SuspendTransfer Is called) or when a DMA request has completed. 

On entry 

Rll "R2 from DM"-.OueueTransfer call 
R 12 = R5 from DM"-.RegisterChannel call 

On exit 

V set~ RO = pointer to error block 
All other registers Pfeserved 

DMA 
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lntempt.s 

Interrupt status Is undefined 
Fast interrupt status Is undefined 

Processor mode 

Processor is In IRQ or SVC mode 

Use 

The DMA manaaer calls this control routine before starting a new DMA request. 
This call is only be made once for each DMA ~uest. suspending and then 
resuming a transfer does not call this routine aaaln. lf the device driver no longer 
wants this operation to start then It should return with V set and RO pointing to an 
error block. The 'Completed' routine l.s then called with the same error. If this call 
returns with no error then the DMA manager then calls the 'Enable DMA' control 
routine. 

Completed 

On eatry 

RO = 0 (Vdear) or points to error block (Vset) 
R II = R2 from DM"-.QueueTransfer call 
Rl2 = R5 from DM"-.Register<:hannel call 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

lnterrvpts 

Interrupt status Is undefined 
Fast interrupt status Is undefined 

Processor mode 

Processor is In IRQ o r SVC mode 

Use 

The DMA manager calls this control routine when a DMA request has completed. 
The 'Disable DMA' control routine will have been called and the scatter list brought 
fully up to date before this routine Is called. If the V naa is dear then the DMA 
request has completed successlully. Otherwise. the DMA ~uest has terminated 
pre.maturely due to an error. 
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Control routines 
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As soon as this control routine is called the DMA tag for the completed operation 
is no longer valid. 

Possible errors indude: 

Error supplied to OM I\. TerminateTransfer 
Error returned from 'Start' control routine 
'DMA channel deregistered' 
'Insufficient memory pages available' 
'No readable memory at this address' 

DMASync 

0• entry 

Rll = R2 from DMA..OueueTransfer call 
Rl2 = R5 from DMI\.RegisterChannel call 

On exit 

RO = 0 for continue 
= N for stop after n bytes 

All other registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status is undefined 
Fast interrupt status is undefined 

Processor mode 

Processor Is in IRQ or SVC mode 

Use 

This is provided for real-time synchronisation with DMA transfers. This Is essential 
for time critical device drivers where the driver has to know how far a transfer has 
progressed. This callback is only made if bit 2 of RO was set in the 
DMA..OueueTransfer call and it is made after every transfer of the number of bytes 
specified in R6 in the same DMA_ OueueTransfer call. If the device driver wants the 
transfer to stop then a non-zero value can be returned in RO which specifies how 
many more bytes to transfer. 

Note that the DMA manager will attempt to stop after the specified number of 
bytes but that this may not be possible because the next two sections of the 
transfer may have been initiated already. This means that the transfer might 
continue for at most 2•s+t bytes where s=gap between DMASynccalls and 

OMA 
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t=transfer unit size. If a number greater than or equal to this Is returned by 
DMASync then the transfer Is guaranteed to stop after the specified number of 
bytes. 
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SWI calls 
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DMA_RegisterChannel 
(SWI &46140) 

Registers a client device with the DMA manager. 

On entry 

RO - naas 
bits 0 • 31 reserved (must be set to OJ 

Rl •loelcal channel 
R2 • DMA cyde speed (0 to 3) 
R3 ., transfer unit site (I. 2. 4 or 16 bytes) 
R4 ., vector of control routines 
R5 • pointer to a value of Rl 2 to be passed to control routines 

On exit 

RO "'channel registration handle 
All other resisters preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status Is not altered 
Fast interrupts are enabled 

Processor Mode 

Processor is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWIIs not re-entrant 

A device driver calls this SWI to resister itself as the controller o f the sped lied 
logical channel. The value passed in R4 Is a pointer to a word aligned table of 
control routine addresses: 

DMA 
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Roatlae 
R4+0 
R4+4 
R4+8 
R4+12 
R4+16 

u .. 
Enable device DMA 
Disable device DMA 
Start 
Completed 
DMASync 

These roo tines are called by the DMA manager to control the specified logical 
channel. They are called with R 12 set to the value supplied In R5. which is usually 
the device driver's workspace pointer. See the section entitled Control routines on 
page 59 for a full description of their use. 

lvl error is returned If the logical channel has already been daimed. an Invalid 
cyde speed or transfer site Is specified. or the control routine table is not word 
aligned. 

Related SWis 
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DMA_DsregistsrChanne/ (SWI &46141) 
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DMA_DeregisterChannel 
(SWI &46141) 

Deregisters a device previously registered with DMA..RegisterChannel 

On entry 

RO =channel registration handle 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupts may be disabled 
F'ast interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor is In SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI is not re-entrant 

This call deregisters a logical device previously registered with the DMA manager 
by DMA_RegisterChannel. Before the logical device is deregistered all DMA 
transfers will be terminated on that logical channel. 

An error is returned if the channel registratio n handle passed in RO is invalid. 

DMA 
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DMA_ Queue Transfer 
(SWI &46142) 

Queues a DMA transfer for a l<>~~ical channel 

On entry 

RO =flags 
bit 
0 

mean ina 
transfer direction 
0 = from device to memory (read) 
I = from memory to device (write) 
I =scatter list is a circular buffer 

2 I =call 'DMASync' callback 
3- 31 reserved (must be set to 0) 

R I =channel registration handle 
R2 =value of Rll to be passed to control routines 
R3 =address of scatter list (word aligned) 
R4 = number of bytes to transfer. 

0 for infinite length transfer if bit I of RO set 
R5 =size of circular buffer if bit I of RO set 
R6 =number of bytes between 'DMA sync' callbacks if bit 2 of rO set 

On exit 

RO = DMA tag 
All other registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupts may be disabled 
F'ast interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

SWI is re-entrant 
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Use 
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This call queues a DMA request for a logical channel. The value In R21s quoted In 
R II when the DMA manager calls any of the control routines and It describes the 
particular device/controller/transfer. 

The scatter list Is a word aligned table of (address. length) pairs. in that order. Both 
address and lenath are 32-bit values and are word aligned. The addresses are 
loaical addresses which should not be remapped by the dient before the transfer is 
complete . The lengths are in bytes and are assumed to be a multiple of the transfer 
unit slz.e specified when the logical device was registered. When the transfer 
spedfied by a scatter list entry pair has completed the address is incremented and 
the length decremented to reflect how much data was transferred. The DMA 
manager t hen starts a transfer for the next pair and repeats until the total number 
of bytes specified in R4 have been transferred. 

If blt I of RO is set then the scatter list Is treated as a drcular bufler. This means 
that the scatter list will not be updated as described above and will wrap at the end 
to start again at the beginning. In t his case the transfer may be of Infinite lenath so 
R5 contains the size of the buffer. Transfers using circular buffers can be suspended 
and resumed. and can be terminated explicitly by calling SWI 
DMA_ TermlnateTransfer or by the DMASync callback. 

The value passed in R4 determines the number of bytes to be transferred. If the 
transfer uses a drcular buffer then this value can be 0 to indicate an Infinite length 
transfer. This value must be a multiple of the transfer unit size. and If a circu lar 
buffer Is not used then it must be less than or equal to the sum of the lenaths of all 
scatter list entries. 

If bit 2 of RO Is set then R6contains the number of bytes which are to be transferred 
between successive calls to the device drivers "DMASync· callback routine. This Is 
provided so that real-time synchronisation is possible for certain device drivers 
(for example Sound). The value In R6 must be a multiple of the transfer unit size. 

An error Is returned if the channel registration handle is invalid. the scatter list is 
not word aligned. the length or the value In R6 (If used 1 is not a multiple of the 
transfer unit siz.e. or the transfer is activated and the Start control routine returns 
an error. 

DMA 
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Terminates a DMA transfer request 

DMA TerminateTransfer 
(SWI &46143) 

On entry 

RO • pointer to an error block 
Rl "'OMA tag 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupts may be disabled 
Fast interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI is re-entrant 

This call terminates the request queued by OMA_OueueTransfer 

If the DMA transfer is active then It Is stopped and the DMA manager calls the 
Disable DMA control routine. Otherwise. the request Is simply removed from its 
queue. TI1e DMA manager will always call the 'Completed" control routine (on 
page 611 with V set and RO pointing to the supplied error block. 

If the terminated DMA transfer request was blocklna a loaical channel (had been 
suspended by a call to DMA_SuspendTtansfer with bit 0 of RO clear) then the 
loaical channel is unbloded and queued transfers are started again. 

An error is returned If the DMA tag Is Invalid. 
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DMA_SuspsndTransf(l( (SWI &46144} 
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Suspends an active DMA transfer 

DMA_SuspendTransfer 
(SWI &46144) 

On entry 

RO =flags 
bit 
0 
1-31 

Rl = DMAtag 

meaning 
0 ~don't start queued transfers. I ~start next queued transfer 
reserved (must be set to 0) 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupts may be disabled 
Fast interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI is re-entrant 

This call suspends the given active DMA transfer. The DMA manager calls the 
'Disable DMA' control routine. suspends the active DMA request. updates the 
scatter list and returns the request to a queue. If bit 0 of RO is dear then no DMA 
requests forthe same logical channel will be started until the suspended transfer is 
resumed or terminated. 

An error is returned if the DMA tag is invalid, or the specified DMA transfer is not in 
progress. 

DMA 
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DMA_Resume Transfer 
(SWI &46145) 

Resume a previously suspended DMA transfer 

On entry 

RO =flags 
bits 0-31 
Rl =DMAtag 

reserved (must be set to 0) 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupts may be disabled 
Fast interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI is re-entrant 

This call resumes a previously suspended DMA transfer. A suspended transfer 
maintains its positions in the queue so a resumed transfer has priority over 
requests queued after it was suspended. The DMA manager calls the 'Enable DMA' 
control routine when the suspended transfer is restarted. 

An error is returned if the DMA tag is invalid. 
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DMA_ExamineTransfer 
(SWI &46146) 

Returns the progress of an active DMA transfer 

~~ ( 
RO • nags 
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bits 0- 3 I reserved (must be setto 0) 
Rl,. DMAlai 

~exit 

RO • number of bytes transferred so far 
All other realsters preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status may be disabled 
Fast Interrupts are not altered 

Processor Mode 

Processor Is In SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI Is re-entrant 

This call returns the total number of bytes transferred by the spe<:ffied active DMA 
operation. An error Is returned if the DMA tag is invalid. or the spe<:lfled DMA 
operation Is not active. 
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Introduction 

Overview 

Buffer manager 

This chapter outlines the c:han~s made to the serial and parallel device drivers in 
order to speed up the performance of these ports. 

The parallel device driver now uses the new buffer manager interface. The parallel 
device can be opened either for Input or output but not for both. A new device 
provides a fast Centronics mode where data is automatically sent by the hardware 
at a very high transfer rate. 

The serial device driver performance has been Improved. It can now support a 
maximum serial port rate to 115200 baud. Additionally. interrupt problems 
affecting serial input have been virtually eliminated. 

The butler manager has been extended to provide an interface for inserting and 
removing data to and from butlers without the need to use SWI calls (with all of the 
related overheads). This interface takes the form of a service routine which can be 
called directly and which performs a variety of functions. A new SWI has been 
provided by the buffer manager SWI Buffer_lnternallnfo (SWJ &42949). 

Buffer manager service routine 

The buffer manager service routine is passed an internal buffer ID. so that the 
butler manager can go straight to the appropriate buffer record In its workspace 
rather than performing a linear search on the buffer handle. The service routine 
provides all of the functionality of vectors lnsV. RemV and CnpV, and has been 
based on the existing handlers In the buffer manaGer but optimised as much as 
possible. The existing vector interface is still supported. but takes the form of an 
extra layer on top of the new code. 
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Devlc9FS module 
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DevlceFS module 
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The DevlceFS module has been modified to use the new buffer manager Interface 
In all situations where lnsV. RemVor CnpV are used. For example. In the filing 
system Interface. DeviceFS_ReceiveCharacter and DevlceFS_ TransmltCharacter. 

Pllllll/9/and SBrial devio9 driVIilrs 
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Technical Details 

Parallel device driver 
The parallel device driver has been modified to use the new buffer manager 
Interface. The parallel device can be opened either for input or output but not for 
both. 

When an Input or output stream Is created. the parallel device driver calls SWI 
Buffer_lnternallnfo to obtain the Internal buffer ld for the relevant buffer and the 
address of the buffer manager service routine. 

All calls to lnsV. RemV or CnpVare replaced with calls to the buffer manager service 
routine. 

Fast CeftlroRics mode 

The new 110 chips provide a fast Centronics mode where bytes written to the FIFO 
are automatically sent by the hardware using STROBE and BUSY signals as the 
handshake. The parallel device driver accesses this mode using a new device called 
'fastparallel :'. TI1e 'parallel:' device Is still available as the default as some printers 
cannot cope with the fast transfer rate of the new device. To cope with fast parallel 
the printer must assert BUSY within 500ns of receiving STROBE. 

Serial device driver 
The serial device driver does not use the buffer manager Interface: this is to retain 
maximum compatibility with e~lsting applications that use the serial interface. 

Performance Improvements have Increased the maximum serial port rate to 
il5200 baud. 

Other Improvements have resulted In the elimination of most interrupt problems 
affecting serial input. At the maximum serial port rate of 115200 baud. the input 
FIFO will allow I ms of Interrupt latency before overrun occurs. This should be 
ample under most drcumstances. The allowed latency Increases as the baud rate is 
lowered. 
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110 chip type 
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Baud rates 

An additional number of higher baud rates are selectable. The configurable baud 
rates are: 

Value Baud rate 

0 9600 

I 75 

2 150 
3 300 

4 1200 

5 2400 

6 4800 

7 9600 

8 19200 

9 50 
10 110 

11 134.5 

12 600 
13 1800 

14 3600 

15 7200 

16 38400 (new) 

17 57600 (new) 

18 115200 (new) 

These are configured and selected using the existing interfaces. 

VOchlptype 
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The type of 110 chip present and what features it has can be determined with the 
updated version of OS_ReadSyslnfo (SWI &58). This SWI Is described in the 
RISC OS 3 Prograntnt.tr's Referenu Manual on p;~ge I· 720. Only changes to this 
interface description are explained here. 

OS_ReadSyslnfo 2 (SWI &58) 

On entry 

RO = 2 (reason code) 

ParaJ/91 and 6tlfial d6vk» drivflrs 
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0 • exit 

RO = hardware configuration word 0 
bits 0 • 7 =special functions chip type 

O~none 

I~IOEB 
bits 8 ·15 = 110 control chip type 

O~IOC 

l~IOMD 
bits 16 • 23 =memory control chip 

0 ~ MEMCI/MEMCia 
l~IOMD 

bits 24 • 31 = video control chip type 
O~VIDCia 

I ~VIDC20 
Rl =hardware configuration word I 

bits 0 • 7 = VO chip type 
O~absent 
I ~82C710/711 orSMC"655orsimilar 

bits 8 • 31 reserved (setto 0) 
R2 = hardware configuration word 2 

bits 0 • 7 = LCD controller type 
O~absent 
I ~ present (type I) 

bits 8 • 31 reserved (set to 0) 
R3 =word 0 of unique machine I D. or 0 if unavailable 
R4 = word I of unique machine I D. or 0 if unavailable 

OS_ReadSyslnfo3 (SWI &58) 

On entry 

RO = 3 (reason code) 

On exit 

RO = VOchip basicfeatures mask 
Rl = VO chip extra features mask 
R2 • R4 reserved for future expansion 
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UM 

Unaltered except fOf the values returned for the chip types. 

RO blta ........ tt 710 711 

0-3 IDE I I 
4-7 Ooppy 

8- II parallel 

12- 15 1st serial 
16 - 19 2nd serial 0 I 

20-23 confia I 2 
24-31 reserved 0 0 

Rl blta ........ tt 710 711 

0-3 IDE 0 0 
4-7 Ooppy 0 0 

8- II parallel 0 0 
12- 15 1st serial 0 0 

16-19 2nd serial 0 0 

20-23 confia 0 0 
24- 31 reserved 0 0 

OS_ReadSyslnfo4 (SWI &58) 

Oft e fttry 

RO = 4 (reason code) 

Oft exit 

RO ., LSW of Ethernet Network Mdress (or 0) 
Rl "' MSW of Ethernet Network Address (or O) 

Uee 

SMC655 

I 

) 

0 

SMC655 

0 

0 

I 

0 

0 

Code loaded from the dedicated Network Expansion Card Of from a normal 
expansion card should use the value returned by this call in preference to a locally 
provided value. 

Parallel and SBfial dBvics drivers 
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Sample code 

Get NetMdreee 
STMFD 8p l , tlrl 
MOV ro. u 
swr XOS...,Rotodsyernro 
evs Tryt.ocall y 
ORRS rU, rO. rl 
LD!CNEFD 8pl, tpc:) • 

Tryt.ocally 
STMFD 8pl, trO-r4 ) 
LOR 
MOV 

Loop 
SWI 
evs 
TEQ 
BEQ 
TEQ 
liNE 
TEQ 
Btl& 
SUB 

HOY 

SWI 
EXit 

STRVS 

LD4FD 
Irror·Extt 

ADR 
CMP 
B 

£rror 

r), ">'Har4WareAdd·rue 
ro. 10 

XPodul•_E..,....eto<:bunb 
Exi t 
rO.tO 
ErrorExlt 
r2, u n 
Loop 

rl. " 
E:rror·£xit 
ro, ro. 11 
r2. ep 
XPodul•....R .. 4Cbunlt 

ro , 1 liP• 10 l 
"PI. tr0- r4, pc ) 

rO. Error 
pc, IUOOOOOOO 
Exit 

Return in RO and Jtl 

Te•t for botb 1ero 
; ketum if OK 

1 ED4 of lie·t. eo not found 
Ethernet A<ldre .. ? 

tlrono e i ze ia a failure 

Baelt to the ehun.k ve 1 ik~ 

1 P••• in the cS•t• pointer 

; Set V 

DCD Error-Number _MONet workMdreee 
DCB •unable to !in4 an ad<1r·e•• for Ethernet •. o 
ALIGN 

OS_ReadSyslnfo 2 provides Information on the general hardware configuration of 
the machine. including memory and video control . These have been included for 
clients such as the new Screen Modes module which must determine whether 
VIDC20 is present. Note that on existing hardware OS_ReadSyslnfo 2 returns 0 or 
lin RO which is compatible with the above Interface chanaes. The parallel device 
driver uses this call to determine whether IOMD Is present so that the parallel 
interrupt can be cleared In IOMD or In an mernallatc:h as at present 

The values returned in RO byOS_ReadSyslnfo 3 only differ In that the configuration 
for the SMC'6651s different to the 82C711 . The sub-units described still have the 
same basic functionality. HO'Never. It l.s possible with the SMC'665 to use a fast 
parallel mode (with F1FO and hardware handshake) and to use the serial F1FOs 
provided. Hence the extra features mask returned In Rl updated to renect the 
additional functionality. 
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OS_ReadSyslnfo 4 is a new call which returns the Ethernet Network Address If 
available. 

New low-level serial operations 
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The SWI OS_SeriaiOp (SWI &57) has been extended to allow serial speeds to be 
enumerated more easily and to set the serial hardshake extent. 

OS_SeriaiOp 7 (SWI &57) 

Emulate the control Interface of the old 6850 controller used In the BBC B. 

This SWI is not to be used. It is for internal use only. 

OS_SeriaiOp 8 (SWI &57) 

Set serial handshake extent 

0• e•try 

RO = 1 (reason code) 
Rl =-I to be read or new value to write 

On exi t 

RO preserved 
Rl =old value 

Use 

This reason code provides the same functionality as the old OS_Byte 203 ca ll used 
to set the seria l threshold value. 

OS_SerlaiOp 9 (SWI &57) 

Enumerate serial speeds 

Oft entry 

RO = 9 (reason code) 

Oft exlt 

RO preserved 
Rl =pointer to table of supported baud rates 
R2 =number of entries In table 

Ptlf8llflland SIJfiBI devlc» drill9fS 
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u .. 
The table returned is word alia ned and each word In the table spe;:ifles a supported 
baud rate in 0.5 biVsec units. 

Baud rate = table entry /2 

This is to support rates such as 134.5 baud. 

The index into the table (startlnaat I) can be used lnOS_SeriaiOp 5 &6calls to set 
the correspond ina baud rate. 

Buffer manager service routine 
This service routine Is passed an Internal buffer ID so that the buffer manager can 
ao to the appropriate buffer record In Its workspace. These are used by the SWI 
Buffer_lnternallnfo described on paae 88. 

This SWI converts the buffer handle passed In RO to a buffer manager internal 
buffer 10. The address ofthe buller manager service routine and a value to quote in 
R 12 when the service routine Is called Is also returned. 

A device driver should create Of realster Its buffers with the buller manager and 
then call this SWI to obtain the Internal buller ID for each buffer and store the 
service routine address and Rl2 value In its workspace. 

When a buffer Is removed or dereglstered It Is the device driver's responsibility to 
ensure that It no longer calls the buffer manager service routine with the internal 
buller id for that buller. 

If the buller handle Is Invalid an error Is returned but can be ignored. The service 
routine address and R 12 value are always returned . 

Reason codes 

On e ntry 

RO =reason code (see below) 
Other registers depend on reason code 

On exit 

Other reaisters depend on reason code 

l •tetnlpta 

Interrupts may be enabled or disabled 
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Proc"tor mode 

IRQ or SVC mode 

U~e 

The buffer manager service routine is passed an internal buffer 10 so that the buffer 
manager can go straight to the appropriate buffer re<:ord in Its worlcspace rather 
than performing a linear search on the buffer handle. The service routine provides 
all ol the functionality of vectors lnsV. RemV and CnpV and has been based on the 
existing handlers in the buffer manager but optimised as much as possible. The 
existing vector interface is stili supported but takes the form of an extra layer on 
top of the new code. 

The particular action of OS_File is given by the low byte of the reason code in RO as 
follows : 

RO 

0 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

Insert byte 

On entry 

Action 

Insert byte 

Insert block 

Remove byte 

Remove block 

Eltamine byte 

Eltamine block 

Return used space 

Return free space 

Pur11e buffer 

Next filled block 

RO = 0 (reason code) 
Rl = internal buffer 10 
R2 = byte to insert 
Rl2 = R2 value from Buffer_lntemallnfo call 

0• exit 

All registers preserved 

C = I ==> failed to Insert 

Pace no. 

Parallel and serial d6vics dril'flrs 
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Uee 

Inserts a byte Into the specified buffer 

Insert block 

0• eltry 

RO =I (reason code) 
R I = internal buffer 10 
R2 = pointer to data to insert 
R3 " number of bytes to insert 
Rl2" R2 value from Buffer_lnternalinfo call 

On exit 

R2 "pointer to first byte not inserted 
R3 =number of bytes nolinserted 
All other registers preserved 

C = I ::::> unable to transfer ali data (ie. R3;t0) 

Use 

InsertS a block of data into the specified buffer. Tile pointer and length are adjusted 
to reflect how much data was actually inserted. II the data has been written directly 
into the buffer ie. R2 =buffer insertion point. then no data is copied and the buffer 
indices are simply updated. 

Remove byte 

On entry 

RO = 2 (reason code) 
R I = Internal buffer 10 
Rl2 = R2 value from Buffer_lnternallnfocall 

On eldt 

R2 =byte removed 
All other registers preserved 

C = I ::::> unable to remove byte 

Use 

Removes a byte from the specified buffer 
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Buffer manager S6fvic9 routine 
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Remove block 

On e ntry 

RO = 3 (reason code) 
Rl =internal buffer ID 
R2 = pointer to destination area 
R3 = number of bytes to remove 
R 12 = R2 value from Buffer_lnternallnfo call 

On exit 

R2 =pointer to first free byte in destination area 
R3 = number of bytes not removed 
All other registers preserved 

C = I ~unable to remove all data (le. R3;t:0) 

Use 

Removes a block from the specified buffer. The pointer and length are adjusted to 
reflect how much data was actually removed. 

Examine byte 

On entry 

RO = 4 (reason code) 
R I = internal buffer ID 
R 12 = R2 value from Bufler_lnternallnfo call 

On exit 

R2 = next byte to be removed 
All other registers preserved 

C = I ~ unable to get byte 

Use 

Returns the next byte to be removed from the specified buffer without actually 
removing it. 

Para/191 and S6fial d9vios drivers 
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Examine block 

Oa ent ry 

RO = 5 (reason code) 
Rl =internal buffer ID 
R2 = pointer to destination area 
R3 =number of bytes to examine 
Rl 2 "'R2 value from Buffer_lntemallnfocall 

Oa exit 

R2 = pointer to first free byte i n destination area 
R3 = number of bytes not transfened 
Al l other registers preserved 

C = I ~ unable to transfer all data (ie. Rl:;tO) 

Use 

Allows a block of data in the sped tied buller to be examined without a<:tually 
removing it. The pointer and length are adjusted to reflect the data transferred. 

Return used space 

On eatry 

RO = 6 (reason code) 
Rl =Internal buffer ID 
Rl2 = R2 value from Buffer_lnternallnfocall 

Oa exit 

R2 = number of used bytes in buffer 
All other registers preserved 

Use 

Returns the number of bytes in the specified buffer. 

Return free space 

Oa e ntry 

RO = 7 (reason code) 
Rl =internal buffer ID 
Rl2 = R2 value from Buffer_lnternallnfo call 
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On exit 

R2 =number or free bytes In buffer 
AJ I other reaisters preserved 

Use 

Returns the number of free bytes in the specified buffer. 

Purge buffer 

Onutry 

RO = 8 (reason code) 
Rl :Internal buffer ID 
R 12 = R2 value from Burter_lnternallnfo call 

On exit 

AJ I other registers preserved 

Use 

Puraes all data from the specified buffer. 

Next filled block 

Oa entry 

RO = 9 (reason code) 
R I = Internal buffer ID 
R3 = number o f bytes read since last call 
R 12 = R2 value from Buffer_lnternallnfo call 

Oa exit 

R2 = pointer to first byte In next block to be removed 
R3 = number of bytes In next block 
All other registers preserved 

C = I => buffer empty 

Use 

This call can be used to remove buffered data directly rather than COI1fina the data 
from the buffer using reason code 3. Initially. the call should be made with R3=0 so 
that no bytes are purged. The call returns a pointer to the next byte to be removed 
from the buffer and the number of bytes which can be removed from that address. 

PIJ/8/1111 and serial d6vic8 drivers 
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In the next call R3 should equal the number or bytes read since the last call at 
which point the buffer Indices will be updated to puree the data and the next filled 
block will be returned. 

A device driver which uses this call must be the only application which removes 
data from the buffer. 
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SWI calls 
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Buffer_lnternalinfo 
{SWI &42949) 

Converts the buffer handle passed in RO to a buffer manager internal buffer 1.0. 

On entry 

RO = buffer handle 
Rl =file handle 

On exit 

RO =internal butler 10 
R I = address of buffer manager service routine 
R2 =value to pass to service routine in Rl2 

Interrupts 

Interrupts are not affected 
Fast interrupts are not atlected 

Processor mode 

Processor is in SVC mode. 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWI is not re-entrant 

This call converts the butler handle passed in RO to a buffer manager internal butler 
ID. The address of the buffer manager service routine and a value to quote in Rl2 
when the service routine is called is also returned. The service routine address and 
R I 2 value are always returned. The buffer manager service routines are described 
on page 81. 

A device driver should create or register its buffers with the butler manager and 
then call this SWI to obtain the internal buffer ID for each buffer and store the 
service routine address and Rl2 value in its workspace. 

Para/161 and S6fial device dril'flrs 
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When a buffer is removed or dereQistered It Is the devloe driver's responsibility to 
ensure that it no longer calls the buffer manager servioe routine with t he internal 
buffer id for that buffer. 

If the buffer handle is invalid an error is returned but can be Ignored. 
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Introduction 
The video system In the new architecture has been substantially changed so that 
the new video controller chip. the VIDC20. can be used to its lull capabilities. 

Using VIDC20 gives a much improved video capability over the previous generation 
of computers that used VI DCI or VIDCla chips. 

Colours on the desktop 
The following colour options are supported on the desktop: 

• I bpp (bit per pixel) 

• 2 bpp 

• 4 bpp 

• 8 bpp (palette set to correspond with default VlDCI operation- using tints) 

• 8 bpp (palette set to provide 256 grey levels) 

• 16 bpp (palette fixed . can only be used lor Gamma correction) 

• 32 bpp (palette fixed. can only be used lor Gamma correction). 

This table shows how the bits per pixel value corresponds to the number of colours 
available. 

Bits per pixel Number of colours 

2 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 

4 
16 
256 (or64) 
32 thousand 
16million 

Screen memory and resolutions 
The limits of the capabilities of the VIDC20 depend upon the amount of screen 
memory available. The new architecture can use either DRAM or VRAM based 
screen memory. 
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• VRAM based screen memory can be I MB or 2MB in size. 

• DRAM based screen memory is limited to I MB. There is also a trade-off 
between the chosen resolution and the processor bandwidth used for video 
and computer usage. 

Screen resolutions 

Terminology 
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The following maximum screen resolutions are supported on the desktop: 

Usinc DRAM u screen memory 

1024 X 768 
800X600 
aaaX bbb 
aaax bbb 

4 bpp 
8bpp 
16bpp 
32 bpp 

Uslnc I MB of VRAM u screen memory 

aaax bbb 
1024 X 768 
800X 600 
aaax bbb 

4 bpp 
8bpp 
16bpp 
32 bpp 

Using 2MB of VRAM as screen memory 

aaa X bbb 4 bpp 
aaa X bbb 8 bpp 
1024 X 768 16 bpp 
800 X 600 32 bpp 

These are only the maximum limits that can be used. The Display manager utility 
allows a selection of pre-defined modes to be chosen: custom modes can also be 
used and defined. 

The following terminology is used throughout this chapter: 

A ntodt selector is a word -aligned structure that defines a particular mode. This 
includes its resolution. numbers of colours. frame rate and other variables. A mode 
selector always has bitO of its Oags word set. so it can be distinguished from a 
sprite area. 

Some calls use a mode sJ't((ier. A mode specifier can be an old·type mode number or 
a pointer to a mode selector. 

Video 
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Other features 

Colour Trans 

In addition some Wimp calls take a simplified string. the lfUIIIe string, that defines 
the display mode. 

The sprite mode word Is now termed the Spriu T!/pt; It defines the fields necessary 
for the display mode in terms of resolution and colour. It is stored as part of the 
new sprite format header (see below for more information!. 

ldentlfylnc monitor types 

The monitor lead identification system used to identify monitors Is only used to 
distinguish between standard and VGA type monitors. A new module called 
Screen Modes is used to identify monitor types and to read an exact monitor 
specification from disc. This allows monitors to be set up accurately and correctly. 

Word-wide Interfaces 

There are new SWI Interfaces to replace interfaces where a single byte is used to 
specify a colour. Other modification have been made to existing interfaces to make 
them word-wide. 

Coloar-matchlnc algoritlams 

ColourTrans now works with the much larger number of colours available. 

To support VIDC20. the ColourTtans code has been modified. 
ColourTrans_SetColour and Colour'l'rans_SetOppColour have now been changed 
so that OS_SetColour Implements these calls. 

The SWI call Colour'l'rans_SelectTable now handles the new 16bpp and 32bpp 
modes. These colours can be returned as half words or words rather than bytes. 

ColourTrans has been extended to support the new colour modes. Several 
ColourTrans SWis have been modified to handle the new 16bpp and 32bpp colour 
modes. Colours can now be returned as words rather than bytes. 

Where Colour'l'rans can be passed a mode number. It can now also be passed a 
mode selector. A mode selector defines one of the new types of mode. 

8bpp model retained 

The existing 8bpp VI DCI model of 64 colours and 4 tints is retained in 256 colour 
modes with the default palette. If specifically needed a free-hand palette of 256 
different colours can also be setup. 
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VDU calls extended 

WIMP 

Sprite format 
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Many VDU SWI calls now accept a mode spedfier In RO, not just a mode number. 
There are also some VDU calls should not be used In 16bpp and 32bpp display 
modes. 

In addition several VDU service calls have been extended. in particular 
Servlce_ModeExtenslon (Service call &50) now supports a type 3 register format 
list. This is a new format VI DC list is used In RISC OS which Is Independent of the 
video controller used. For more information see page 113. 

A new service call Servlce_EnumerateScreenModes has been created to supply 
applications that choose display modes with information about the pixel depths 
available. 

The call Wimp_SetMode (SWI &400E3l previously toolr. a mode number. it now also 
accepts a mode specifier. 

The command 'WimpMode can now use the mode string to specify the screen 
display. It allows the mode to be specified either as a number. or in the form of a 
mode description string. which is a textual form of a mode selector. This Is also 
reflected in the Display manager application. wh ich also allows this form . The 
fo rmat of the mode description string Is described on page 98. 

The support for new colour modes- particularly the 16bpp and 32bpp display 
modes - has meant that a new sprite type format had to be created. This Is now 
used with all 16bpp and 32bpp sprites. Th is new sprite type contains a new sprite 
format header to distinguish it from an existing sprite type. The new sprite format 
header contains the Sprite type (formally the sprite mode word In RISC OS 3.1 ). 

Vicklo 
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Overview 

ColourTrans colour matching facilities 

A new colour matching algorithm has been implemented in Colour'Irans. This 
allows it to deal with the much higher number of colour matches needed by 8bpp 
modes with independent palette entries. 

The output ot the algo rithm Is a 32K table containing colour matches for 5bits each 
of Red, Green and Blue (for 16bpp or 32bpp mapping down to 8bpp or below). 

This table is generated when I t Is needed; It talr.es under 2 seconds to generate. In 
regularly used cases a precalculated table Is used. For example, a precalculated 
table is used when 16bpp and 32bpp are mapped to 8bpp (VI DC I palette) and 
when 16bpp and 32bpp are mapped to 8bpp greyscale (assuming the default 8bpp 
palette in each easel. 

8bpp takes longer to calculate but there are precalculated tables so there is 
normally no calculation time at all . 

The address of the colour match table Is exported through 
ColourTrans_Select'T'able and Colour'Irans_GenerateTable whenever mapping from 
16bpp and 32bpp down to 8bpp or below. The table remains valid until the next 
palette change. mode change. or switch of output to sprite/screen. 

The call only generates the table when a new table needs to be built: when an 
application is In doubt whether the current table Is correct It must call Colour'frans 
agaln.l11e call either returns Immediately because the table Is still correct or a 
precalculated table is available or It builds a new table or points at a precalculated 
table and returns. 

When an old format sprite with a full palette (256 pairs o f entries for an 8bpp 
sprite) is plotted In 16bpp or 32bpp. SpriteExtend Ignores any translation table 
provided and uses the RCB values contained in the palette to plot the sprite. 

RISC OS 3.X sprite format 

The support for new colour modes- particularly the 16bpp and 32bpp display 
modes- means that a new sprite format has been created. 

This new sprite format avoids the problems caused by binding sprite files to a 
mode number not available on the viewing computer. For example. by creating a 
sprite that spedfled a soft·loaded screen mode. 
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Where a suitable screen mode exists. sprites are saved In the old format to retain 
compatibility with RISC OS 3.1 computers. 16bpp and 32bpp sprites are always 
saved In the new sprite format whilst Ibpp. 2bpp, 4bppand 8bpp sprites are saved 
In the old sprite format (if possible). 

Screen modes 
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Because of the increased number of colours and the range of resolutions available 
using VIDC20. the way of choosing colours and resolutions using the mode number 
interface became limiting (there was a maximum of only 128 modes with only 64 
available to Acorn). To bypass this limitation a new way of selecting screen 
displays Is now used. 

The RISC OS mode extension system has also been extended and new list format 
has been created to take advantage of VIDC20 capabilities. 

New module ScreenModes 

VIDC20 supports a much wider range of monitors than did VI DC I. The range of line 
frequendes available on monitors varies widely, rather than create a many new 
monitor type numbers. a new Screen Modes module is used to read the timings for 
the full set of screen modes from monitor definition files on the hard disc. 

These monitor definition files contain a specific monitor description file that sets 
up accurate monitor timings. There is a separate file for each supported monitor. 

These files (called Modelnfo files) are loaded Into memory using the •command 
•LodeModeFile. if the file contains valid information, it sets the current 
monitortype to 7 (file) (using OS_ScreenMode(R=3)). This then makes available all 
the screen modes defined in the file. while removing all modes defined in any 
previously loaded file. · LoadModeFile is defined on page XX. while 
OS_ScreenMode is defined on page XX. 

Additional information 

In RISC OS 3.1 screen modes were selected by sending the VOU sequence (22. n) 
where n is the screen mode number. The value of n is limited to 8 bits and bit 7 is 
used as a shadow mode indicator: there are in fact only 128 screen modes available 
usi ng this interface. Acorn allocates 64 of these as available for use by third parties. 
so that leaves only 64 for use by N:orn. 

The RISC OS mode extension system has also been extended. In RISCS OS 2 and 
RISC OS 3.1 modules that provide extra screen modes currently respond to 
services. returning lists which contain values to be proerammed Into VI DC I. A new 
list format is necessary to take advantage ofVIOC20 capabilities. Old-style formats 
are not supported. 

Video 
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Support for external video cards 

User interface 

No additional support Is provided In RISC OS for video expansion cards. Existing 
Interfaces provide enough hooks for these to be added without additional support. 

An external video card should redirect the video bitmap to an area of RAM on an 
expansion card. This would be In EASt space, and so it can support full 32·blt 
access. 

RISC OS screen addresses are then changed to point to EASI space. The 
mechanism used to change screen address. switches VDU output into a sprite. 
where the sprite is situated In EASI space. This requires some RAM immediately 
before the start of the bitmap, to hold the sprite area and sprite headeiS. 

The mouse pointer position can be polled by the external card drivers. then the 
hardware on the card producing the screen pointer can be updated with the 
pointe(s new position. 

Display manager · 

Mode changes are handled by a new application. the Display manager. 

The Display manager makes the choice of screen mode easy for ordinary users. The 
old mode number scheme was complicated and difficult to understand. 

With the Display manager. screen modes are described using the number of 
colours provided and the resolution of the screen. These may be linked with terms 
such as VGA and SVGA. For more Information see the chapter entitled User inter(aws 
on page 293 

Defining the monitor type 

Screen Modes are selected uslne the Display manager. However. before selecting 
your Mode. you need to define the monitor type you are usine. 

The monitor types available have been expanded: there are now six monitor types 
and an auto monitor type. For more information chapter entitled User irturfaus on 
page 293 
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Technical details 

The mode string syntax 

The mode string definition Is used to define a particular screen display. It Is used 
by several Wimp calls and the command •wlmpMode. It is also used by the 
Display manager utility. 

It uses the following syntax: 

Sy•tax 

Xnllftll 

Ynllftll 

Ccu 
Giw 
EX II 
EYII 

Ftff 

Some examples: 

X640 Y512 Cl6 

Me••l•a 

X resolution (nnnn is three or lour digits) 
Y resolution (nnnn is three or lour digits) 
Colours (cu = 2. 16. 64. 256. 32T. 32K. 16M) 
Greys (ggg = 16. 256) 
X EIG factor (n = Oto 3. smaller values make text larger) 
Y EIG factor (n = 0 to 3. smaller values make text larger) 
Frame rate (Hz) lfff Is two or three digits) 

mode 20 
X640 V480 Cl6 EXO EYO 
X320.Y480.C64 

mode 27 with extra-large text 
VI DC I style 8bpp. VGA with rectangular pixels 

II you want to use one ol the old type modes. as defined by a mode number. you 
can enter a mode number (Into the Display manager utility) rather than a mode 
string. For example you can put In 15 to define the old type mode 15. 

• The parameters G and C cannot be spedfied together. 

• Parameters EX and EY are optional and the default size Is used il they are not 
given. 

• Parameter F is optional. and illeft out causes -I to be used Instead. 

The Display manager utility only changes modes using •wtmpmode. /\ mode 
selection string Is constructed when the user clicks on OK In the window. 

The mode selector format 
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A tfto4t s&aor is a wo rd-aligned structure that defines a particular mode. This 
Includes Its resolution. numbers of colours. frame rate and other variables. A mode 
selector always has bitO ol its flags word set so It can be distinguished I rom a 
sprite area. 

Vkfeo 
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Some calls use a 11101ie Sflt(i/ltr.A mode spedfier can be an old-type mode number o r 
a pointer to a mode selector. 

A mode selector Is a word-aligned structure of the following format: 

Offset Value 
0 mode selector nags 

bit 0 E I 
bits I to 7 ,. format spedfler (zero for this format) 
bits 8 to 31 "'other flags (reserved· must be zero) 

4 x·resolutlon (In pixels) 
8 y-resolutlon (In pixels) 
12 pixel depth 

0= lbpp 
I= 2bpp 
2 = 4bpp 
3=8bpp 
4 = 16bpp 
5 = 32bpp 

16 frame rate (In Hz) (-1 means 'use first match') 
20 pairs ol words 

(mode variable Index. value- there may be any number ol these lnd udlng 
zero) 

n - 1 (terminator) 

The mode variable Indexes mentioned here are the same numbers which specify 
mode variables In the SWI OS_ReadModeVarlable. See page XX for more 
information. 

Passlnc mod e selectora to ColourTran• 

Where Colour'Trans can be passed a mode number It also accepts a mode selector. 
A mode selector always has bltO of Its nags word set. so it can be distinguished 
from a sprite area. The first word of a sprite area is the size of the area-which must 
be word aligned. so bitO will always be 0. 

The mode specifier format 

Where a call takes a mode spedfier. It Is either a mode number (in the range 0 to 
255) or a pointer to a mode selector (greater than 255). The range ol the value 
determines which. However. In most cases you may also use a Sprite Mode Word 
too. 
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The sprite header format 
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The new sprite type avoids the problems caused by binding sprite files to a mode 
number not available on the viewing computer. 

Sprite header format (new type) 

Word Me .. Inc 

I Offset to next sprite 
2 - 4 Sprite name 

5 Width i n words-! 

6 Height i n lines-1 

1 0 (reserved for future use) •• 
No left hand wastage is 
allowed on new format sprites. 

8 Last bit used (right end of row) 

9 Offset to sprite image 

10 Offset to I bpp maskli mage • • 

II New Sprite Mode Word • • 

12 Palette data (if present) or 
start of image 

By defininltlon there is no left hand wastage. 

• • These words have changed. 

The New Sprite Mode Word 

The New Sprite Mode Word uses the meaning of bits 27 to 31 to define the sprite 
type. 

When the Type is non-zero it has the following fields:. 

Bit 

0 
Mealna 

I -distinguishes it as a sprite type rather 
than a mode selector to 
OS_ReadModeVariable and Co louffrans 

Hdpi I to 13 

14 to 26 

21Lo31 

Vdpi 

T (the Type field) . ACOR~' 
.-~- ---~:J 

REG\STE.RED D~ATA . 
(NOT10 C2 c-:;..:,:L1 r-u;:;:fl-(:R) \ 

, .. :. ---·, ... ,.. ~~·-o ro \ 
II , .; V' '"" ,._) '-'v~ 

l.9~-~--J 

Vidlla 
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The meaning of bits 27 to 31 are as follows. 

Tvalue 

0 

4 

5 

6 
1 

8 
9 
10to31 

Meaalnc 

This Is the backward compatibility mode.t 

I bpp. t New mask format (same as old mask) 

2bpp. t New mask format 

4bpp. t New mask format 

8bpp. t New mask format 

16bpp. t New mask format. other as T= I . 

32bpp. t New mask format. other as Ta I . 

CMYK. Not supported within RISC OS 

24bpp. Not supported within RISC OS 
JPEG 
For future expansion. 

t When the type Is zero. it is an old format mode word. so 
bits 00 to 26 are the Mode number. The mode is in bits 0 t o 6. 

l No palette. )also applies to 16bpp and 32bppJ 

Vdpi and Hdpl are Vertical and Horizontal dots per inch of the sprite. The only 
recommended Xdp x Ydpl are 90 x90 and 90 x45. which correspond to square 
and rectangular pixels. Fo r example a 16 byte palette is two 8 bit palette 
entries. This leaves room in the specification for more effident palettes. 

If present. mask data Is I bpp regardless of lm311e depth. 

Notes oa Pixel deptb/data table value• 

Zero (0) gives old format without changes. This Is the only format In which an 
attached palette Is supported. For val use of Twhlc:h are greater than 0 the palette 
is a new format (which Is not current ly implemented). 

Pixel storage for 16132bpp Is: 

Bit 
0 - 4 

5 - 9 
10 - 14 

15 

16bpp 

Uae 

Red 

Green 
Blue 

Reserved (set to 0) 
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Bit 
0-7 

8- 15 

16.23 

24.31 

32bpp 

Use 

Red 

Green 

Blue 

Reserved (set to OJ 

When a new sprite format is forced back to a mode number the followina IQiiC 
applies. 

Xdpl Ydpl bpp M ode umber 

90 45 I 0 

90 45 2 8 

90 45 4 12 

90 45 8 15 
45 45 1 4 

45 45 2 I 
45 45 4 9 

45 45 8 n 
90 90 1 25 

90 90 2 26 

90 90 4 27 

90 90 8 28 

• 16bpp and 32bpp sprites are always in the new format. 

• See the RiSC OS 3 Prograll!ll!tr's Re{mnu Manual lor more Information about 
mode choices. 

The sprite type and OS_SprlteOp 
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The SWI OS_SpriteOp supports the followina sprite types. The definitions of sprite 
type TIs given on paae 100.Type 0 is the compatibility mode. and Type 5 and Type 
6 correspond to 16bpp and 32bpp modes: 

Sprite Use Sprttetype T 
Op 

2 Screen save 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

Screen load 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

8 Read area control block 

9 I nit SPI'ite area 

10 Load sprite file 

Video 
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Sprite Ute Sprite type T 
Op 

II Merae sprite file 

12 Save sprite file 

13 Return name 0 to6 

14 Get sprite 0. 5 and 6 (I to 4 forced to 0 in 
old modes) ( 

15 Create sprite 0. 5 and 6 (I to 4 forced to 0 in 
old modes) 

16 Get use sprite c:o-ords 0. 5 and 6 (I to 4 forced to 0 in 
old modes) 

24 Select sprite 

25 Delete sprite 

26 Rename 

27 Copy sprite 

28 Put sprite 0. I to 6 no palette 

29 Create mask 0. I to 6 no palette 

30 Remove mask 0. I to 6 no palette 

31 Insert row 0, I to 6 no mask/palette 

32 Delete row 0. I to 6 no mask/palette 

33 X axis ntp 0. 1 to 6 no mask/palette 

34 Put sprite user co-ords 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

35 Append sprite 0. 1 to 6 no mask/palette 

36 Set pointer shape 0 to 4 no mask/palette 

37 Create/remove palette 0 to 6 (can only create lor 
T=O) 

40 Read sprite Info 0 to6 

41 Read pixel colour 0. I to 6 no palette 

42 Write pbel colour 0. I to 6 no palette ( 43 Read pixel mask 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

44 Write pixel colour 0. I to 6 no palette 

45 Insert column 0. 1 to 6 no mask/palette 

46 Delete column 0. I to 6 no mask/palette 

47 Y-axis nip 0. 1 to 6 no mask/palette 

48 Plot mask 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

49 Plot mask user c:o-ords 0. 1 to 6 no palette 

50 Plot mask scaled 0. I to 6 no palette 

51 Paint char scaled 
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Sprfte Uee 
Op 

52 Put sprite scaled 

53 Put sprite grey scaled 

54 RemCNe LH wastage 

55 Plot mask transformed 

56 Put sprite transformed 

57 Insert/delete rows 

58 Insert/delete columns 

60 Switch out to sprite 

61 Switch out to mask 

62 Read save area size 

64 Reserved. not 
implemented 

65 Reserved. not 
implemented 

Mask data structure 

Sptfte type T 

0, I to 6 no palette 

0 (with given restrictions) 

0, I to 6 no mask/palette 

0. I to 6 no palette 

0, I to 6 no palette 

0. I to 6 no mask/palette 

0. I to 6 no mask/palette 

0. I to 6 no palette 

0. I to 6 no palette 

Whatever the depth of image. the mask is I bit per pixel. Each row of mask bits 
begins word aligned. The layout of mask bits is identical to the layout of a I bpp 
sprite's lma11e data. 

The sprite type and OS_ReadModeVariable 
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Values returned for relevant variable numbers are shown below. 1l1ese show the 
new values returned for the new sprite type values: 

VDU Name 
variable 
number 

NColour 

T Returaed 
value 

I 

3 
3 15 

4 255 

5 65535 

6 2"32·1 

4 XEI1Fector 

Vidso 
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VDU 
varfable 
.. mber 

5 

9 
10 

NColour 

Name 

YEI1Faetor 

LoclBPP 
LoclBPC 

ppl 

22123 

45 
90 
180 

T 

I 

2 

4 
5 

6 

El<i 

3 

2 

I 

0 

Lo82BPP/ BPP=BPC= 
Lo82BPC 

0 
I 2 

2 4 

3 8 

4 16 

5 32 

In the SWI OS_ReadModeVariable. Ncolour=63 Is returned for all 8bpp VI DC I 
screen modes. Ncolour=2551s returned for 8bpp non·VIDCI saeen modes: i.e. lull 
palette. 

Modefla1s 

In the SWI OS_ReadModeVarlable. ModeOags bit 7 Is set for 8bpp non·VIDC I 
screen modes. 

Monitor description Information files 
Mode Info files contain definitions of all the screen modes available on a particular 
monitor. The mode definitions are written in plain text. so the files can be edited. 

• Spaces and tab characters (&o9) are allowed anywhere In the file except in the 
middle of keywords or numbers. 

• Lines startln& with any number of spaces followoed by the hash character (I) 
are t reated as comments and lenored. 

The file consists of the lollowlne two lines: 
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file_format: format 
monitor_t itle: title 

followed by any number of mode definitions. where 

• /orrut must be I for this format file 

• title Is a textual description for this type of monitor 

and a mode definition is as follows: 

e t a rtmode 
x,_rea : K .. r.IJOJ ut ion 
y_re• : y-r~.olutJoo 
h_tla•ln!Jo ' MyDC. bbpcb, blbdr. bdisp, brbdr. hfpeb 
v_ti•tn9• = v.ync~ vbpc:'b .. vtbdr. vdi.sp. vbbdr. vtpcb 
pi.)(el_ rete : pixel r•te 
eync_pol : •Jntc- poJaritie• 
IROde_naN: 80d• na.e 

en41no<S• 

where 

t ·rMiutiDn 
v-molutiDn 

Is the number of pixels displayed acr06s the screen 

is the number of displayed rasters 

The h_timings line controls the horizontal timings in units of pixels. as follows: 

~~~"' is the width of the hsync pulse 

~bpdr is the width of the horizontal back porch 

~lbdr is the width of the left hand border 

~disp is the number of displayed pixels horizontally (normally the 
same as x·rtlolulion) 

~rbdr is the width of the right hand border 

~fpch is the width of the horizontal front porch 

The v_tlminas line controls the vertical timings in units of raster lines. as follows: 

IISVnG 

vbpch 
~bdr 

•'liisp 

vbbdr 
if pelt 

piul rclt 

is the width of the vsync pulse 

is the width of the vertical back porch 

is the width of the top border 

is the number of displayed rasters vertically (normally the 
same as !f·rts<~lulion) 
is the width of the bottom border 

is the width of the vertical front porch 

Is the pbel rate required. in kHz 

Video 
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Colour Trans 

svnc_polaritits 

111odt na111t 

Is a number indicating what kind of sync signals are 
required, as follows: 

0 hsync normal. vsync normal 

hsync Inverted, vsync normal 

hsync normal. vsync Inverted 

hsync inverted, vsync inverted 

4 composite syncs 

Is a textual name for the mode for use in menus and 
such. The mode name field must be present although 
the <mode name> Itself may be blank. 

Note: VIDC20 imposes restrictions on these parameters. In particular. all the 
horizontal timing values must be multiples of 2. and the horizontal total(= hsync+ 
hbpch + hlbdr + hdisp + hrbdr + hfpch) must be a multiple of 4. See the VJDC20 
data sheet for details of further restrictions. 

GCOL compatibility 

In l6bppand 32bpp modes. 8 bit GCOLassignments made via VDUI6and VDUI7 
work as if in an 8bpp mode. 

ColourTrans GCOL calls such as Colour'ltans_ReturnGCOL and 
ColourTrans_SetGCOL a«:ept a word value for 16bpp and 32bpp. 

ColourTrans_SelectTable (SWI &40740) 

ColourTrans has been extended to support the new 16bpp and 32bpp modes. 
Facilities have been provided to allow behaviour In these depths to be backwards 
compatible. 

Mappl•c betweu modes 

The table size generated by an application attempting to map down from a 16 or 
32bpp to a l·8bpp mode is excessively large, so Colour'ltans does not retum full 
translation tables In these cases. 
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The revised Colour'frans_SelectTable functionalicy is: 

Sourc•Mod• 

1, 2, 4, 8 16,32 
bpp bpp 

1,2, 4 . a. 
1 2 DHtlnatlon bpp 

Mocs. 
16, 32bpp 3 4 

Key: 

I This Is the e:dslln11 RISC OS 3.1 al11orithm unchanged. 

l This returns a structure including a pointer to a 32 KB table mapplna from 
5 bits per primary colour to a colour number in the destination saeen mode. 
When the table is first calculated the call may take a few seconds to re turn. 
This table is only valid until the next palette change. mode change or switch 
output to screen/sprite. The structure is: 

0 Word= &2E4B3233 ('32K.'J 
4 Pointer to table 
8 Word = &2E4B3233 ('32K.') 

The guard words each side of the pointer allow SpriteExtend to check whether 
the translation table passed to it is of this form. or is a direct look up table . 

3 This returns a byte. representing a colour. This behaviour has been chosen to 
provide a safe route for those applications which assume that the size of the 
table in bytes will always be the same as the number of colours in the source 
mode. In 16bpp. two bytes per colour are returned. In 32bpp a word per colour 
is returned. 

A new nag. bit 4 o f R5. instructs the call to return >8 bits per colour rather than 
bytes lindicatingthat the caller is aware that the colours/bytes relationship no 
longer holds true). 

R5 =nailS 
bit 4 set =return > 8bits per colour rather than bytes 

If blt4 Is not set. a table will be returned as if the target mode is 8bpp. 

4 This does not generate a look up table. When plotting between these bpp 
modes only bi t stretchinglpading is performed. 

VIdeo 
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Supremacy bits 

The SWis Colouflians_ReadPalette (SWI &4075C) and Colouflians_ Writ ePalette 
(SWI &40750). process palette entries as words which oontain 24 bit col o ur 
descriptions. The whole palette must be read. modified and written back. The 
bottom byte of the palette entry contains the supremacy bits: all8 bits are 
reserved. In 32bpp modes four of these bits are used. bits 7 to 4. In other modes 
one bit is used. bit 7. 

The palette entry passed throuah these calls Is In the form &bl:)il!nsO. where sis 
the supremacy mask nibble. 

Where there is only one bit of supremacy It appears In bit 7. Where there are four 
bit they appear In bits 7 • 4. Colour'T'rans and the kernel now support this (the 
l:.ernel only e;cpectS one bit of supremacy and ll!nores the rest). 

SpriteOps for calibrated plotting of 16bpp and 32bpp 

1\wo new sprite operations are belna defined but not implemented (other than 
reserving their numbers). Both are induded to allow IY32bppsprites to be plotted 
with calibration. It is realised that this will be e;ctremely slow. The exact internal 
operation of these calls Is to be defined In the future. 

Applications wlshlna to use these calls should call the new numbers. get an error. 
and then use an existing uncalibrated call Instead. 

Parameters for both calls are as per the uncallbrated version. 

63 PutSpriteScaledCalibrated 
64 PutSprlteTransformedCalibrated 

Grey level modes 

The grey-level mode Is just like a colour mode with the same pixel depth: the 
palette Is initialised lust to provide 11rey levels. The kernel does not know 
specifically about arey-level modes. 

The Window Manager now allows the selection of 16 and 2561evelllrey scale 
modes i n the desktop. The Wimp explldtly prQirams the palette alter the mode 
change. 256-colour modes are selected with a fully prQirammabie palette using 
the SWI OS_ScreenMode. 

The 16 grey-level palette Is set by call ina Wlmp_SetPalette. The first eight desktop 
·colours· stay the same and the next elaht provide Interpolated areys. This means 
that the Joiical colours do not deaease In briahtness monotonically. 
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Gamma correction 

RISC OS now allows an application to supply tables to perform gamma correction 
on RGB values being programmed into the palette. There are three 256-byte tables. 
one for each of red. green and blue. 

Before being output to VIDC20. the red component of the physical colour (in the 
range 0 to 255) is used as an index into the red gamma correction table- the value 
obtained is the gamma corrected red value to be programmed into VIDC. In a 
similar fashion the green and blue components are looked up in their respective 
tables. 

The contents of the tables are set up by a call to PaletteV Reason code 9. See 
page 116 for a full description of the revised PaletteV call . 

Colour Trans SWis 

These SWis now accept mode specifiers rather than mode numbers: 

ColourTrans_ReturnGCOLForMode (SWI &40745) 
Colour'ftans_ReturnColourNumberForMode (SWI &40746) 
ColourTrans_ReturnOppGCOLForMode (SWI &4074A) 
ColourTrans_ReturnOppColourNumberForMode (SWI &4074B) 
ColourTrans_SelectTable (SWI &40740) 
ColourTrans_SelectGCOLTable !SWI &40741 I 
ColourTrans_ReadPalette (SWI &4075() 
ColourTrans_GenerateTable (SWI &40763) 

The sprite area pointer case was distinguished by the value being greater than or 
equal to 256 (since mode numbers are only byte quantities). 

A pointer to a mode selector (mode specifier) is distinguished from a pointer to a 
sprite area because the first word of a sprite area contains the size of the sprite 
area. which must be a whole number of words. therefore bits 0 and I will be clear. 
The first word of a mode selector is the flags word which always has bit 0 set. 

VOU - extended SWis 

OS_SetColour (SWI &61) 

1\vo new flags have been added: 

RO bit 6, to set the text colour. 
RO bit 7 to permit the colour setting to be read for restoration later. 
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Oil entry 

graphics plotting action (see below) 
RO =flags: 

bitsO· 3 
bit4 
bit 5 
bit6 
bit 7 

set:::) alter background. clear:::) alter foreground 
set:::) Rl =pattern data. clear:::) Rl =colour number 
set:::) R I = text colour. clear:::) R I = graphics colour 
set:::) read colour. dear:::) set colour 

bit 8 to 31 reserved - set to 0 

Rl = lfROisbit5 colour number (if RO bit 5 is dear) or pointer to eight 
words of pattern data (if RO bit 5 is set) 

lfRO is bit6 pointer to pattern block (if RO bit 6 is dear) 

On exit 

Set all registers preserved 
Read RO = flags 

R I =colour number or pointer to pattern block 

Use for this computer 

When setting the colour all the flags are used. When reading the colour only the 
foreground/background flag and the text colour flag is used. A pattern block must 
be supplied for reading as this will be filled in with the ECF if necessary. The values 
returned by reading the colour are ready for passing straight to OS_SetColour to 
set the colour back. Reading returns the following: 

Graphics colour wanted: 

RO returns: 
bit meaning 
0 to 3 logical operation 
4 preserved ( fglbg flag I 
5 I (pattern block flag) 
6 0 (text/graphics flag) 
7 0 (read/write flag) 
8 to 31 preserved 

Rl unchanged, pattern block filled in 

Text colour wanted: 

RO returns: 
bit 
Oto 3 
4 
5 

meaning 
logical operation 
preserved (fglbg flag) 
0 (pattern block flag) 
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6 I (texl/graphics Oag) 
7 0 (read/write nag) 
8 to 31 preserved 

Rl colour number 

OS_ReadModeVariable (SWI &35) 

In RISC OS 3.1 this call is passed in RO either the mode number. or-1. indicating 
the current screen mode. For this computer. RO has now been extended so that: 

RO = mode number or a mode specifier (pointer to mode selector) or a new format 
sprite mode word or -I (Indicating the current screen mode). 

OS_ReadModeVariable distinguishes between the three mode values as follows: 

OS RO S 255 

RO bit I set 

RO is a pointer to a word 
aligned mode selector 

Mode number 
New format sprite mode 
word 

Mode selector 

Bit 0 of the new format sprite word is always set. Bit 0 of the pointer to mode 
selector must be dear: mode selectors always start on a word boundary. 

OS_CheckModeValid (SWI &3F) 

This call now accepts a mode specifier in RO. not just a mode number. In addition. 
the returned substitute mode may be a mode specifier. 

OS_Byte 135 (SWI &06) 

This call now accepts a mode specifier in RO. not just the mode number. In 
addition. the returned mode may be a mode specifier. 

Monitor lead 1.0 detection 

The new architecture only detects bitOofthe monitor lead I D. The monitor lead ID 
is used to determine the monitor type from the monitor lead.The I Dis only used to 
set up an initial screen mode. During start up the exact monitor type is loaded by 
the ScreenModes module using a Modelnfo file. See page 96 for more information 
about theScreenModes module. 

IDbltO 

0 

H 

Description 

VGA capable 

1V standard 

Monitor 
type 

4 

0 

Scree• 
mode 

27 
12 

Sync 
type 

0 

Video 
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IDbltO 

Other 

Dacrtptloa 

1Vstandard 

1Vstandard 

Molitor 
type 

0 

0 

Scree• 
mode 

12 

12 

SYIC 
type 

Mono VGA monitors are interpreted as 1V standard monitors. so this dass of 
monitor requires manual configuration before use. Other monitor types are 
detected and the appropriate mode is selected. 

Extensions to service call Service_ModeExtenslon (Service can &50) 

RISC OS 3.1 supports two formats (types 0 and I) ofthe VIDC list (the first word in 
the list is the format type). Both the types lndude values which correspond directly 
to VI DCI register formats. A new format (type 3) Is used In RISC OS 3.X. this is 
independent of the video controller used. For more Information about using the 
new format type with Service_Mode extension tum to page 119. 

Extensions to service call Service_ModeTranslation (Service call &51) 

This service call has been extended to allow the substitute mode passed back In R2 
to be an arbitrary mode specifier. in earlier operating systems Is used to pass in a 
mode number which was unavailable on the current monltortype. and pass back a 
substitute mode number. 

However. the input mode will only ever be a mode number. as a mode change 
controlled by a pointer to a mode specifier never uses a substitute mode. 

New service call Service_EnumerateScreenModes (Service call &80) 

Allows Display manager applications to find out what resolutions are available at 
what pixel depths. This service call Is described on page 123. 

Compatibility issues 

There are the following compatibility issues: 

VDU23,17, 0-3 

This option works for both 8bpp Ncolour=63 and 8 bpp Ncolour=255 modes. 
However it is of little use in 8 bpp Ncolour=255 modes. 

VDU 22 

Using VDU 22 to select a screen mode does not allow all display modes to be 
chosen. You should no longer use VDU 22. The call operates as it did in 
RISCOS 3. 1. 
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This call is now deprecated in favor of OS_ScreenMode which aiiows fuii access to 
the screen modes available on the computer. 

VDU 17 aad VDU Ill 

The calfs VDU I 1 and VDU 18 are no longer useful since colours may now be words 
rather than bytes. The SWI SYS OS_SetColour should be used instead. The colour 
number to be used can be found by using Coloui'J'rans_ReturnColourNumber. You 
should no longer use VDU 17 or VDU 18. In 8bpp or lower colour modes it 
continues to work as before. 

VDUI9 

in 16bpp and 32bpp modes. the palette is altered for gamma matching only. VDU 
19 should not be used in these modes. It is no longer necessary to duplicate 
nibbles- ali 8 bits of the colour component are significant. 

OS_ Word 9 

You should no longer use OS_ Word 9 to read the pixel logical colour. 

OS_Word II 

Use Coioui'J'rans_ReadPalette (SWI &4075C) in preference to this calf . 

OS_Word 12 

Use Coloui'J'rans_WritePalette (SWI &4075D) in preference to this cal f. 

All 8 bits of colour numbers are sl&nlftcant 

All 8 bits of a colour component are now significant. Do not work in four bit 
quantities and copy the other four from the significant four or set them to zero. 
This technique stili works but only allows access to sixteen of the possible 256 
intensities. 

Sprite plottln& colour translation tables 

There is no longer a relationship between the size of the table returned by 
ColourTrans and the number of colours in the source mode. You must determine 
the size of the table before requesting it. 

Software vectors 

New PaletteV reason codes 

PaletteV has been enhanced to allow the block read and write of the palette. 
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Wimp 

CoiourTrans (and other users of these reason codes) tries the new reason codes 
first and then fails back to using reason codes I (read) and 2 (write). Should these 
also fail it uses OS_ReadPaletteNDU 19 (the old behaviour of Coloui'J'rans). 
PaletteV is described on page 116. 

Wimp_SetMode (SWI &400E3) 

This call took a mode number in RO on input. It now also accepts a mode specifier 
(a pointer to a mode selector). In the case of a pointer to a mode selector. the 
Window Manager module makes a copy of the whole structure to use on future 
mode changes. not just a copy of the pointer. 

*WimpMode 

This command now allows the mode to be specified either as a number. or in the 
form of a mode description string. which is a textual form of a mode selector. This 
is renected in the Display manager application. which also allows this form. 
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Software vectors On exit 
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PaletteV 
(Vector &23) 

Called whenever the palette is to be read or written. New reason codes In RISCOS 
3.X are reason code 7. reason code 8 and reason code 9. For information on the 
other reason codes refer to the RISC OS 3 Programmer's Rt/ertrut Manual in the 
chapter Software vectors page no XX. 

On entry 

Register usage is dependent on a reason code held in R4: 

Read palette entries 

RO = list of logical colours (words) or 0 
Rl = bit31 tobit24:colourtype(l6. 17.18.24or25) 

bit 23 to bit 00: number of colours 
R2 = pointer to memory lor first nash state colours 
R3 = pointer to memory lor second nash state colours 
R4 = 7 (reason code) 

All pointers should be word aligned. 

Write palette entries 

RO =list of logical colours (words) or 0 
Rl = bit31 tobit24:colourtype(l6. 17.18.24or25) 

bit 23 to bit 00: number of colours 
R2 =list of device colours (words) 
R4 = 8 (reason code) 

All pointers must be word aligned. 

Gamma correction tables 
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t ~ . ; ' 
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RO pointer to the gamma-correction table for red (must be word·aligned) 
Rl pointer to the gamma-correction table for green (must be word·aligned) 
R2 pointer to the gamma-correction table for blue (must be word·alignedl 
R4 = 9 (reason code) 

Read palette entri-. 

R2 "' 1st nash colour (&B8GGRRxxJ- device colour 
R3 =2nd Oash colour (&B8GGRRxx)- device colour 
R4 = 0 = operation complete 

Registers RO to R3 are preserved. 

Gamma correctlo1 tables 

R4 = 0 =the video drivers support gamma correction. and the tables have been 
copied into system workspace 
R4 .,_ 0 = the video drivers do not support gamma conection 

Other reasoa codes 

R4 "' 0 = operation complete 

Reason code 7 

The memory pointed at by R2 and R3 Is filled with words giving the device colour 
for each nash state. Where only one specific nash state was requested. the other 
nash state is undefined. 

If no list of logical colours is given (RO is Oon entry) and the colour type is 16. 17 or 
18. then the call returns the number of palette entries requested starting from the 
first logical colour- this allows a number of consecutive colours to be read without 
needing to set up a list. 

If the colour type is 16 (read both nash states) and R3 Is 0. the area pointed at by 
R2 is used lor both nash states (in the order first state. second state. first state. 
etc). 

Reason code 8 

If no list of logical colours is given (RO=O on entry) and the colour type is 16. 17 or 
18 on entry then the number of palette entries specified by Rlls written 
consecutively starting from the first logical colour. 

When the colour type is 16 the device colour entries pointed at by R2 should be in 
the order first state. second state. first state etc. 
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Not all PaletteV clalments support this code. so care must be take In the use of 
these calls. The correct behaviour for a claimant is to return all calls. but only set 
R4 to 0 for those It knows. This avoids problems with different PaletteV clalments 
processlna some reason codes and passlna on others it does not understand. 

Colo11'Tr.ae 

ColourTrans (and other users of these new reason codes) will read and write the 
palette by lrylnathe new reason codes first and then falling bad to using reason 
codes I (read) and 2 (write). Should these also fail It falls back to uslna 
OS_ReadPaletteNDU 19 (the old behaviour of ColourTrans). 

Reaeoa code 9 

RISC OS now allows an applkalion to supply tables to perform Camma correc:tloa 
on RCB values being programmed Into the palette. There are three 256-byte tables. 
one for each of red. areen and blue. 

Befo re belna output to VI DC. the red component of the physical colour (In the 
range 0 to 255) Is used as an index into the red 11amma correction table· the value 
obtained Is the aamma corrected red value to be programmed into VI DC. 

In a similar fashion the green and blue components are looked up in their 
respective tables. 

The contents of the tables are set up by a call to PaletteV Reason code 9. 

Video 
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Service calls 
Service _Mode Extension 

(Service Call &50) 

RISC OS 3 supports two formats (types 0 and I) o( the VIDC list (the first word In 
the list Is the formal type). Both the types indudevalueswhich correspond directly 
to VI DC I register formats. A new format (type 3) Is used in RISC OS 3.X. which is 
independent of the video controller used. 

RISC OS 3.X recfetere 

On entry 

Rl =&50 (reason code) 
R2 = mode spedfier 
R3 =monitor type (-I for don't care) 
R4 =memory bandwidth available (bytes/second) 
R5 =total amount of video RAM In system (in bytes! 

On exit 

Use 

Rl =0 
R2 = Is preserved 
R3 is a pointer to the VI DC list (type 3) 
R4 Is a pointer to the workspace list if a mode number was passed in. or R4 = 0 if a 
pointer to a mode selector was passed In 

All registers preserved If not recognised 

( 

Returning a workspace list Is relevant only if a mode number is passed in. If a 
pointer to a mode selector Is passed ln. RISC OS works out what the mode ( 
variables should be. there Is no need to return a workspace list. and R4 is set to · 
zero on exit. 

If a pointer to a mode selector Is passed ln. the module should ched that bits 7 .. 0 
of the mode selector naas hold the value I. If they hold a different value. this 
implies that the structure of the rest of the mode selector may be different. so the 
module should pass the service on. unless It recognises the new format. 

For format checldna purposes, bits 31 .. 8 of the mode selector naas are ignored. as 
these only pass In extra Information which may be of use to some modules. 
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The mode selector could contain -I as the frame rate, in which case the first 
matchinll mode should be used. 

RISC OS 3 supports two formats (types 0 and I) of VI DC list (the first word of the 
list Is the format type). These types indude values that directly correspond to 
VI DCI rellister formats. These formats are aot supported on RISCOS 3,X; mode 
extend modules for RISC OS 2 and 3 will not work. 

A new format list (type 3) is available on the new architecture. This is independent 
of the video controller used: 

Offset 

0 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

28 

32 

36 

40 

44 

48 

52 

56 

60 

64 

" 

Value 

3 (format of list) 

pixel depth 
0 ~ lbpp, I~ 2bpp, 2~ 4bpp 
3 ~ 8bpp, 4 ~ 16bpp. 5~ 32bpp 

horizontal sync width (pixels) 

back porch 

left border 

display size 

rillht border 
front porch 

vertical sync width (pixels) 

pixel rate (kHz) 

sync polarities 

back porch 

top border 

display size 

bottom border 
front porch 

bit 0 set lor Hsync inverted 
bit I set lor Vsync inverted 
bits 2 to 31 reserved and must be 
zero (il composite sync 
configured. the syncs are not 
inverted) 

video control parameters list 
-1 (terminator) 

The control parameters list does not normally contain entries lor normal video 
operation. These are only needed lor special video operation. 

Video 
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The video control parameters list (offset 64) contains pairs of words (control 
parameter index. value) terminated by a -I word. These control additional VI DC 
reflisters and bits in reflisters. These are described in the followina table. Refer to 
the VIDC20 data sheet for detailed explanations. 

Control Parameter Valles 
Index descriptio• 

Note A 

I LCD mode 0 ~disable. I ~enable 

2 LCD dual-panel mode 0 ~disable. I ~enable 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

LCD offset reflister 0 0 to 255 

LCD offset reflister I 
Hi-res mode 

RGB pedestal enables 

External refllster )7:01 
hclk select/specify 

rclk frequency 

0 to 255 

0 =disable. I = enable 

bitO c R. bill =G. bit2 = B 

0 to 255 
see note A 
see note B 

This value. if non-zero. forces RISC OS to select hdk as its dock input. and the 
value itself indicates to RISC OS what frequency is expected to be coming in on the 
pin (in kHz). 

RISC OS then sets up the internal divider to try to achieve the pixel rate specified 
In the main body of the list. Normally you would make this the same. so that 
RISC OS would select divide by I. The frequency is also used by RISC OS to 
compute the F1FO load position. 

If the value is zero. then RISC OS uses rclk and vclk as per normal. 

NoteS 

This value. il non-zero. tells RISC OS thatthe frequency comlna in on the rclk pin is 
not 24M Hz. but is the value specified (in kHz). This value Is used to determine the 
moduli values for the specified pixel rate and the F1FO load position. The value is 
also stored in VDU variable VIDCClockSpeed. This is read by the sound system to 
determine the value to prOflram the Sound Frequency Rellister with (since the 
sound system is driven by rdk). 

Additional parameters passed oa R4 and RS oa eatry 

The video bandwidth available Is supplied. in bytes/second. on entry to R4. The 
total amount of video RAM is passed In R5 on entry. 
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TI1e range of computers vary In their video capabilities. For video memory the new 
architecture can use IMBofDRAM. IMBofVRAM or 2MBofVRAM. These 
parameters allow a mode provider to supply screen modes with Identical 
resolutions but different frame rates. tuned to the particular monitor and computer 
combination being used. 

A mode provider should only respond to this service if the mode being selected 
would use no more video bandwidth than the amount In R4. and no more video 
memory than the amount In R5. 

Video 
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Service _EnumerateScreenModes 
{Service Call &80) 

Allows 'Display manager' applications to find out what resolutions are available at 
what pixel depths. 

On entry 

Rl = &80 (reason code) 
R2 = enumeration Index 
RJ = monitor type 
R4 = memory bandwidth available (bytes/sec) 
R5 =total amount of video RAM In system (In bytes) 
R6 = pointer to block to return data (0 to just count entries) 
R7 =size of block if R6o<O (zero If R6=0) 

On exit 

Use 

R2 = updated enumeration Index 
RJ is preserved 
R4 is preserved 
R5 is preserved 
R6 =updated block pointer 
R7 = updated size of block 

This service call allows modes to be enumerated. It can be Issued in two ways: 

• To find out how many modes thereare.and how much space is needed to store 
them all: 

• To enumerate them Into a buffer. This can be done as a partial enumeration so 
that a fixed size buffer can be used. 
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~ice_Enumeral85cr9fHIMod9S (SINVIce CB/1 &80) 
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Examples 

The following descriptions are from the point of view of the caller 

Find Ina out how many modes t~ere ere end how mu~ •pace they need 

01 eltry 

Rl = &80 (reason code) 
R2 = 0 enumeration index 
R3 =monitor type 
R4 = memory bandwidth available 
R5 = total video RAM 
R6 •0 
R7 =0 

On exit 

R2 "-(number of modes) 
R7 =-(amount of space needed for them) 
Other registers preserved 

Oolnc a panlal enumeratlo• 

On entry 

Rl "&80 (reason code) 
R2 " number of modes to skip 
R3 " monitor type 
R4 = memory bandwidth available 
R5 "' total video RAM 
R6 =pointer to block 
R7 = size o f block 

On exit 

If block bla enoueh 
Rl = &80 
R2 =-(number of modes in bled) 
R6 = pointer to byte after last filled in byte 
R7 =amount of unused space in block 

If block too small 
Rl = 0 (Service_Serviced) 
R2 = - (number of modes in bled) 
R6,. pointer t o byte after last filled in byte 
R7 • amount of unused space in block 

Vid«< 
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As a client of this service call your algorithm should be: 

Repeat 
Rl • total nulrlber of entriu prooeeee4 eo far (ie ia 0 firet tiM 

round) 
R& • pointer to block 
R1 • 111e o f block 
Call OS_SCrHn.Mode reaeoo 2 (EnuNrate ecr-een modeat 
Proceaa bloelc: eontente (froa bloc.t to R6 returned fro• os_screenMode, 

until In returned fro• os_.sc,r.:enMo<Se wae non·O 

As a module that wishes to respond to this service call your alGorithm should be: 

For each lOde that want • t ·O be returneeS 
It R2 ~ 0 Theft 

toext 

!he 

End!! 
R2 -• 1 

do nothlng, 1• eklp It 

U A6c>0 Then 
CenuM r e tioc ee•• ... tilliD9 in block, 
If R7 >• entry•ia.e Tbep 

Elee 

Cnciif 
EndH 
R7 -• entryeue 

e tore entry at R.6 
l6 •• eotry•i a.e 

Cnot enough epace for next IIIIOdeJ 
R1 • o CS.rvlce_servic:ed) 
Return (eerv1ce c•ll cl•i.edJ 

Return c servtce call peeeed on) 

The registers are updated as follows: 

R I =preserved (block didn't overflow) or 0 (block overflowed) 

R2 =updated enumeration Index (decremented by I for each entry considered) 

R3-R5 are preserved 

R6 =block pointer. updated to point after all entries stored in the block (or 
stays at 0) 

R7 =size of remalnina free area In block (or sets decremented by amount of 
space needed by the enuies that would have been put into the blodt had R6 
been non-o) 

The module returns Information on all modes that it provides that work on the 
specified monitor type and which require no more than the specified memory 
bandwidth and no more video memory than the specified amount. 
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Rl oa exit 

If the block Is of sufficient size to hold all the entries to be returned by the module. 
then R I Is preserved. If It Is not of sufficient size. as many entries as fit are stored In 
the block and R lis set to 0 (the service Is claimed )to Indicate that more modes are 
available. 

Mod1le Info rmation 

For each screen mode the module stores the information in the block: 

Off.et 
0 

• 

8 
12 

16 

20 
24 

Vain 
size of entsy in bytes 

mode provider flags: 
bitO= I 
bits 7 .. 1 = mode info format specifier (zero for this format) 
bits 3 1 .. 8 =additional mode info flags (must be zero) 

x-resolution (in pixels) 

y-resolution (In pixels) 

pixel depth (as per mode selector) 

Ira me rate (Hz to the nearest Integer) 

mode name. This will be 0 terminated and then padded with Os 
until it is word aligned. For unnamed modes this will simply be 
a single word whose value is 0. 

Video 
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SWI calls 

Sets the foreground or background graphics colours 

OS SetColour 
(SWI &61) 

On entry 

RO"' flags: 
bits 0-) 
bit4 
bit 5 
bit6 
bit 7 
bit8to31 

Rl =If RO is bit 5 

lfROisblt6 

graphics plotting action (see below) 
set~ alter bad:iround. clear~ alter foreground 
set~ R I .. pattern data, clear~ Rl =colour number 
set~ R I ,. text colour. clear~ R I =graphics colour 
set~ read colour. dear~ set colour 
reserved - set to 0 

colour number (If RO bit 5 is dear) or pointer to ei~:ht 
words of pattern data (If RO bit5 Is set) 
pointer to pattern block (If RO bit 61s dear) 

On exit 

Set all registers preserved 
Read RO = Oags 

R I =colour number or pointer to pattern block 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status Is undefined 
Fast interrupts are enabled 

Processor Mode 

Processor Is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

Not defined 

This call sets the foreground or bad:iround graphics colours. 

T\ls caD Is for lateraal IR oily. 
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RISC OS 3.X aotes 

When setting the colour all the flags are used. When reading the colour only the 
foreground/background flag and the text colour flag Is used. A pattern block must 
be supplied for reading as this will be filled in with the ECf if necessary. The values 
returned by reading the colour are ready for passing straight toOS_SetColour to 
set the colour back. Reading returns the following: 

Graphics colour wanted: 

RO returns: 
bit meaning 
0 to 3 logical operation 
4 preserved (fll/bQ flag) 
5 I (pattern block flag) 
6 0 (text/graphics flag) 
7 0 (read/write flag) 
8 to 31 preserved 

R I unchanged. pattern block filled in 

Text colour wanted: 

RO returns: 
bit 
Oto 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

meaning 
logical operation 
preserved (fglbg flag) 
0 (pattern block flag) 
I (text/graphics flag) 
0 (read/write flag) 

8 to 3 I preserved 
Rl colour number 

RISC OS 3.1 notes 

You can obtain the colour number to use from Colour'J'rans_ReturnColourNumber. 
You can supply an eight word pattern block to use giant ECFs instead of solid 
colours. With this call you can define a giant pattern lor both the foreground and 
background colours. whereas the VDU drivers only allow you to set a single pattern 
lor both. 

The graphics plotting action passed in bits 0 • 3 of RO is as follows: 

Value 

0 
1 
2 
3 

Actio a 
Overwrite colour on screen with colour 
OR colour on screen with colour 
AND colour on screen with colour 
exclusive OR colour on screen with colour 

Video 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
8. 15 

Invert colour on screen 
Leave colour on screen unchanged 
AND colour on screen with (NOT colour) 
OR colour on screen with (NOT colour) 
As 0 to 7, but background colour Is transparent 

Related SWis 

ColourTrans_ReturnColourNumber 

Related vectors 

None 
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Selects a screen mode 

OS_ScreenMode 0 
(SWI &65) 

On entry 

RO ~ 0 (select screen mode) 
R I "'mode specifier 

On exit 

All reaisters preserved 

Interrupts 

?? 

Processor mode 

?? 

Re-entrancy 

?? 

Use 

Tills call selects the given screen mode. 

If a mode number n is given. then the existing mechanisms are used to select this 
mode, exactly as if VDU 22.n were issued. 

II a pointer to a mode selector was given. but the specified mode cannot be 
selected for any reason. then an error is always returned. This behaviour Is different 
from mode selection by number. which can select a substitute mode in certain 
cases. 

If a pointer to a mode selector is given. then any mode variables which are not 
sped lied are given sensible defaults. based on the specified resolution and pixel 
depth. Note that the relevant Information Is copied away by RISC 05. so mode 
selector structures need not remain valid after the call has returned. 

The way that RISC 05 works out the mode variables for a given screen mode is 
different when a mode selector is used: 

Vid8o 
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When given a mode number. 

• if it is recognised by RISC 05 then the mode variables for that mode are loaded 
from its internal tables. 

• if it is not recognised then Service_ModeExtension is issued and the module 
which responds to this passes back a workspace list which contains a base 
mode (which must be known to RISC 05) and a list of changes to mode 
variables. 

• if it is passed a pointer to a mode selector. hcf.vever. the mode variables are 
initialised to defaults based on the information In the mode selector block. 
such as the x and y resolutions and the piltel depth. 

• mode variables sped lied In the mode selector block override these defaults. 

The default values for these mode variables are as follows: 

V•ri•ble o.tault value 

Mode Flags 0 

ScrRCol (xr .. »3)·1 

Scr8Row (yres » 3) -1 

NColour 
1. 3, 15, 63, &FFFF, &FFFFFFFF lor 

pi<depth • 0 to 5 respectively 

XEigFactor t 

YEigFactor 
1 if yres :t Kros/2 0< 

2 K yres < Kreo/2 

Linelen~h (xres « pbtdepeh) » 3 

SereenSite ((xru•yres} « pb!depth) » 3 

YShltFactor 0 

log2BPP pix depth 

Log2BPC pix depth 

XWindLimk xres-1 

YWondlimk yres-1 

Service_ModeExtensfon still gets Issued In the mode selector case. but only i fRISC 
05 does not know the video timings for the resolutions/pixel depth/frame rate 
asked for. and in this case the module responding provides only liming and other 
hardware control Information. and not any mode variable values. 
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In the case where piltdeptl\,.3, the default value of NColour Is 63. This means that 
by default. the palette in 256-colour modes behaves as it does on VIDCI-based 
machines. le palette entr ies get modified in groups of 16. This Is so that programs 
which expect the old behaviour work without modification In these modes. 

To gain access to fully-palette-programmable 256 colour modes. the following 
variables should be overridden with these values:-

Variable 

ModeAaes 
NColour 

Value 

128 
255 

Under these conditions. all 256 palette entries become programmable. although 
the lnlllal palette settlns is Identical. 

You might notice that there is no explicit way of selectins a shadow saeen mode. 
In o rder to get this effect the program should ensure there is suffident memory In 
the screen dynamic area before switching saeen banks. If there is suffident 
memory then switching banks will work without a hitch. 

Related calls 

Service_ModeExtension 

Video 
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OS_ScreenMode 1 
(SWI &65) 

SReturns a mode specifier for the current mode. 

On entry 

RO = I (return mode specifier for current screen mode) 

On exit 

Rl =mode spedfier 

Interrupts 

7? 

Processor mode 

?? 

Re-entrancy 

?? 

Use 

This returns the mode spedfier for the current saeen mode. 

If the saeen mode was selected by a mode number then the mode number is 
returned from this call. otherwise a pointer to a mode selector is returned. 
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OS_ScteenModtl2 (SWI &65) 
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Enumerates the screen modes 

OS_ScreenMode 2 
{SWI &65) 

On entry 

RO = 2 (enumerate screen modes) 
R2 =enumeration lnde.x (0 to start from beginning) 
R6 = pointer to block to retum data Into. or 0 just count entries 
R7 • size of block if R6 <>0 or zero If R6=0 

On exit 

R I = 0 II service dalmed. otherwise R I non-zero 
R2 = updated enumeration index 
R6 = updated block pointer 
R7 =size of remaining free area In block 

All other registers are preserved 

Interrupts 

?? 

Processor mode 

?? 

Re-entrancy 

?? 

u .. 
This call provides a front-end toServlce_EnumerateScreenModes. lt fills In R3 (the 
current monitor type I. R4 (the memory bandwidth available) and R5 (the total 
amount or video RAM). and then issues the service. 

Note: II R6=0 on entry to this SWI. then no data is returned. but R2 will have been 
updated to the number of entries that would have been retumed. and R7 will have 
been decremented by the number of bytes that would have been put into the blodt. 
therefore- R7 Is the size of block that will be needed to hold all the enules. 

Video 
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Each entry stored Is of the followlna format:· 

Offset Value 

0 size of entry In bytes (24 for this format) 

4 mode provider naas: 
bltO= I 

8 
12 
16 

20 

bits 7 .. 1 =mode Info format specifier (zero for 
this format) 

bils 31..8 •additional mode Info Oags (must be 
zero) 

x·resolutJon (In pixels) 

y-resolutJon (In pixels) 

pixel depth (as per mode selector) 

frame rate (Hz) (to the nearest Integer) 

In the futu re It Is possible that different format entries may be returned by 
modules. therefore callers of this SWI should check that bits 7 .. 0 of the mode 
provider Oaas contain I before extracting the other Information In this block. II 
these bits contain a different value which Is not recognised by the caller. then the 
entry should be skipped by adding on the size field at offset 0. For format checking 
purposes. bits 3L8should be Ignored. 

Related calls 

Service_EnumerateScreenModes 
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OS_ Scr66nMode 3 (SWI &65) 
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OS_ Screen Mode 3 
(SWI &65) 

This call is intended for system use only: you must not it in your own code. 

Video 
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*Commands 

Loads a Modelnfo file into memory 

Syntax 
"LoadModeFile filtnamt 

Parameters 

filename 

Use 

*Load Mode File 

This command loads a Modelnfo file into memory. If the file contains valid 
information. it sets the current monitonype to 7 (file). This then makes available al l 
the screen modes defined in the file. while removina all modes defined in any 
previously loaded file . 
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7 Monitor power saving 
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Introduction 
Government agencies and independent organisations worldwide are involved in 
setting limits or goals for power consumption in office equipment Desktop 
computers are one of the primary targets for this effort. The display consumes a 
significant portion of the power used In a desktop computer system. These 
agencies would like to decrease energy use from computer displays specifically, In 
order to slow the growth in overall demand for electric power. 

Display Power Management Signalling (DPMS) is a proposed standard produced 
by VESA (Video Electronics Standards Association). which provides a common 
definition and methodology by which a display controller can send a signal to the 
display that enables it to enter various power management states. 

The states are distinguished by the presence or absence of pulses on the horizontal 
and vertical sync lines. 

State Power Recover Horh: Vertl VIdeo 
saving time sync Sync 

On None None Pulses Pulses Pulses 

Stand by Minimal Short No Pulses Blanked 
Pulses 

Suspend Substantial Longer Pulses No Blanked 
Pulses 

Off Maximum System No No Blanked 
Dependent Pulses Pulses 

( 

To be compliant with DPMS. displays do not necessarily have to have all four 
states. but they must implement at least one reduced power consumption state. ( 

DPMS is likely to be adopted by most major monitor manufacturers. and the new 
RISC OS can take advantage of this mechanism where supported by the monitor. 

Software changes to support DPMS 
RISC OS 3. 1 provides support for blanking the screen after the computer has been 
left untouched for a certain amount of time. in order to avoid phosphor dot 
burn-out. RISC OS 3.x incorporates DPMS into this. so that when the screen 
blanks. it can select one of the reduced-power states above. The current 
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How are th959 options centro/led? 
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screen-blanking mechanism blanks the video. but leaves the sync pulses active. 
This option needs to be preserved. for the case of monitors which do not support 
DPMS and which would get upset if syncs were removed. 

Also. since it is not defined by the DPMS proposed specification which of the three 
reduced-power options a DPMS monitor must support. it is probably necessary to 
be able to select any of them. 

This gives the following four options to control :· 

I DPMS disabled - screen blank just blanks video 

l Screen blank enters 'Stand-by' mode 

J Screen blank enters 'Suspend' mode 

4 Screen blank enters 'Off mode 

(The overall enabling/disabling of screen blanking altogether Is controlled 
separately.) 

How are these options controlled? 
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The information controlling the DPMS state when blanked is held in the monitor 
description tile on the hard disc. 

Changes required for this are as follows:· The format of a video control parameters 
Jist is expanded to include a new control index (II). whose value is in the range 0 
to 3. with the following meanings: 

0 DPMS disabled- screen blank just blanks video (default if this control 
index is absent) 

I Screen blank enters 'Stand-by" mode 

2 Screen blank enters ·suspend' mode 

Screen blank enters 'Off mode 

The Screen Modes module is changed to allow an optional line after the 
'monltor_Litle' line which reads: 

DPMS_state: n 

where n Is a number in the rangeO to 3. with the same meanings as above. This line 
(which is &lobal to the file) causes the Screen Modes module to append a video 
control parameters list to all VJDC lists it passes to the kernel. with the 
above-mentioned control index and the specified value. 

Any monitor desaipllon files on the hard disc which are designed to drive 
monitors supporting DPMS (such as the Acorn AKF60) are modified to include the 
extra line above. 

Monitor power saving 
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One disadvantage with this scheme Is that for monitors that support all 4 
power-reduction states. it's difficult for the user to try-out selecting different 
states. since he has to edit the monitor description file (and he has to know where 
this information is). Also. If a user has a monitor which doesn't have a dedicated 
file on the disc. he may not know that he can enable the DPMS feature. 
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8 The colour picker 
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Introduction 

Terminology 

The new architecture uses the Improved vid~ chip, the VIOC20. This chip and the 
supporting architecture allow screen displays of 8bpp, 16bpp and 32bpp. These 
colour depths can be translated Into numbers of colours: 

8bpp 256 colours 
16bpp 32 thousand colours 
32bpp 16 million colours 

The colour picker module Is a utility that allows users to pick a colour from this 
immense choice. This utllity should be used by all applications that need to 
choose colours. It is currently used by (future versions of) !Draw. !Paint and several 
third party applications. 

This chapter describes how the dient application and the colour picker module 
Interact. 

Colour Picker: The Colour Picker module provides a colour selection diaiOQue box 
fo r applications to use. This is not a Wimp task. The colour picker makes use of the 
Hlter mechanism to receive events for its windows. 

Ole•t: The application which Invokes the Colour Picker. The dient is a Wimp task. 

Colour descriptor: The structure &I vine the full details ol a colour. It Includes a 
base RCB value. a colour model and the parameters for the chosen colour In terms 
of the colour model. 
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Overview 
Here Is a summary of how the colour picker operates: 

• The client application communicates with the colour picker by calling SWis 

• Whenever a new colour selection dialOQue is opened. the colour picker module 
Installs a Wimp pre-filter and post-filter box around the client application. 

• The colour picker module maintains the colour diaiOQUe box by Intercepting 
Wimp events directed to that window. 

• The colour picker module passes user colour choices and other Information to 
the client using Wimp mess&Qes. 

The colour descriptor 

SWis 

User Interface 
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In the simplest form colours are passed as simple I word RGB value. An 
application that makes full use of the fadlities can store the full colour descriptor. 
The colour descriptor Includes the basic RGB value. as well as a structure giving 
colour model. and the colour value as represented in that colour model. Other 
Information can also be defined. 

SWls are used for application to Colour Picker communications: messages for 
communication the other way. Wimp events are received by the Colour Picker 
becoming a filter. 

The user Interface for three colour models. (RCB. HSV and CMYK) are described In 
the chapter entitled User i"ter(aus on page 293. 

ThB colour p/ckBf 
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Technical details 

Colour picker application program Interface 
Communication between the application and the colour picker is performed by the 
application calling the colour picker and the colour picker responding with SWI 
calls or messages. 

The colour picker uses the following SWis 

• SWI ColourPicker_OpenDiaioeue 

• SWI ColourPicker_CloseDialogue 

• SWI ColourPicker_UpdateDialogue 

• SWI ColourPicker_ReadDialogue 

These SWis are used by the application to control a colour selection dialOQue. A 
colour selection dialogue Is identified by Its window handle. The SWfs are 
documented startlng on page 150. 

A typical colour selection Is seen by the application as follows: 

<App rttcelv•• colour aeJectJon requeat by uaer> 
<.App prepares structure de•crlblng cfJa.Jogue> 
_av1 ccolourPieker_OpenDielogue. 

_IN!OI I_IN(lii _IH(2II _ IN(J) I_OUT!Ol. I' re<J• in/out 'I 
0. my_taek. 0, ''"Y~Si•logue. /' veluee in •1 
'my4ialoguehandle) ; tt veluea out ' / 

<User tMJces colour eel•ctlomo 
<App receive• ColourP.kker_Actlon> 
<.App appl ies colour lntormttlon> 

Colour picker API Messages 

These are generated by the Colour picker in response to Wimp events on the colour 
dialogue. 

Messace_ColourPickerCholce (me$$1l&e &.C6141) 

Issued to the application when the user makes a definite choice of colour. by 
clicking Select or Adjust on the OK button of the dialOQue box. 

offset 
20 
24 

28 

handle of the dialogue box concerned 
Oags: 
bit 0: ·none· chosen 
colour block chosen 
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Colour descriptJr 
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This rnessaae Is always sent if the relevant event happens (though If the user doses 
the dialoaue box by pressinQ Cancel. it will not be sent at all). When Oaas bit 0 Is 
set. signifying that 'transparent' was chosen. the colour descriptor •wm• be 
present. The colour descriptor aives the state of the dialoaue so that a sensible 
default may be aiven next lime the dialoaue Is used. 

Me••••-Colou rPickerColo• r<:lta•sed (messase &46141) 

Re~lpt of this message indicates that the user ha.s selected a new colour. Its 
frequency of transmission is set by the SWI ColourPicker_OpenDiaiOIIue. 

orfMt 
20 
24 

28 

handle of dialoaue box concerned 
Oaas 
bit 0 'none· chosen 
bit I drag in proaress 
colour block chosen 

Issued to the application when the colour displayed in the dialoaue box chanaes. 
In accordance with the setting of the 'button type· of the dialoaue. 

Mesnse_ColourPicker<:loseDialosueRequest (messase &461421 

offset 
20 handle of the dialogue box concerned 

Issued to the application when the user dismisses the dial011ue box. by clicking 
Select on the OK or Cancel icons. The application should respond by calling 
ColourPicker_CioseDiaiOQue with the given handle. 

If the dialogue box was opened with the 'transient' Oag of 
ColourPicker_OpenDialogue set, then It will not see this event for that box. as the 
WIMP will close the window automatically. 

Colour descriptor 
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ThIs structure is used to pass colour choice information between the d ient and the 
Colour Picker. 

byte meanlns 
0 • 3 S.bbaarrOO 
4 • 7 number of bytes of data following this word 
(The remainder of this structure is optional) 
8 • II colour model number 
12.. colour information for the given colour model (see below) 

Th8 cclour picker 
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When the dient passes this to the colour picker, the dlenl may omit all data from 
byte 8 onwards. In that case the block would look like this: 

byte valle 
o · 3 word. &bbaarrOO 
4 . 7 0 

All application may treat the colour desaiptor as a self contained block to be 
stored away. and retrieved for use later with the colour pldter. 

Colour information for apecific colour modele 

Colour Model 0: RGB 

WordO: R 
Word I: G 
Word2: B 

Data lenath = 12 
Value ranae &00000000 to &OOflffff. This elves 256 equally sized intervals. 

Colour Modell : CMYK 

WordO:C 
Word I : M 
Word 2: Y 
Word 3: K 

Data lenath .. 16 
Value range &00000000 to &OOifffff. This alves 256 equally sized Intervals. 

Colour Model 2: HSV 

WordO: H 
Word I : S 
Word 2: V 

Data leneth = 12 
Value ranae for H Is &00000000 to &0167ffff. This Qives 360 equally sized Intervals. 
Value range forS and VIs &00000000 to &00010000. 

All colour quantities In the above are in Coloufll'ans style fixed polntl6+16 
numbers. 
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SWI calls 
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ColourPicker _RegisterModel 
(SWI &46140) 

Called by a colour selection model in Its Initialisation code 

On entry 

RO = model number 
R I Pointer to the model data 
R2 Pointer to the model workspace 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

? 

Processor Mode 

? 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

? 

This SWI must be called by a colour model module in it initialisation code. In 
conjunction with the service call Service_ColourPickerloaded. this ensures that 
the Colour Picker always knows about all the colour models. no matter which order 
they are started in. 

Related SWis 

? 

Related vectors 

? 

Th8 colour picker 
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ColourPicker _DeregisterModel 
(SWI &46141) 

Called by a colourselectJon model in Its termination code 

On entry 

RO = model number 

On exit 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

? 

Use 

This SWI must be called by a colour model module in it termination code. It 
informs the Colour Picker that the colour model is no longer available. 

Related SWis 

? 

Related vectors 

? 
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ColourPicker_Open0iaJogU6 {SWI &46142) 
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ColourPicker _Open Dialogue 
{SWI &46142) 

Opens and creates a colour picker dialoaue box for the d lent 

On entry 

RO = Oass 
bit 0: dialoaue box is t be transient 
All other bits reserved (must be set to 0) 

R I Pointer to a block 
Of !set 
0 

4 
8 
12 
16 
20 

24 
28 

32 

Oags 
bit 0: dialogue box is to offer a 'None' button 
bit I : dialoaue box is to have the 'None' button selected 
bits 2. 3: dialoaue box 'button type.' definina when 

Message_ColourPickerColourChnaged Is Issued for It: 
0: Never issued 
I: On any change. except during draas. Draas give 
message at drag end. 
2: On any change. including during drags 

pointer to the title to be used. or 0 for a default title 
xO 
yO 
xl 
yl ol the bounding box of the visoble area of the dialogue box: 
only (xO. y I) are honoured. (xI. yO) should be set to large positive 
and negative values respectively 
xscroll 
yscroll of the dialogue box. Only used if the visible area provided 
in offsets 8 to 20 is too small(which should never be the case): in 
which case the dialoae box gets scroll bars automatically 
a colour block defined as follows: 

Offset data 
0 0 

4 
8 
12 

blue value (0 . ... . &FF) 
green value 
red value 
sire of remainder of this block (optional) 
colour mode.! number (as In the service call) 
other model dependent data 

ThB co/cur picker 
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On exit 

RO = dlaloaue box handle 

Interrupts 

? 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

? 

Use 

This SWI is used bv an application that wants to display a Colour Picker d iaiOQue 
box to the user. for interactive choosing of a colour. The handle Is used as an 
argument to the other ColourPkker SWI's. and also In messages that the 
ColourPicker module sends to the application to provide feedback on the user's 
selection of a colour. The colour descriptor specifies the initial settings placed Into 
it. ThedlaiOQue will always have an OK and Cancel button.lf offset 0 bit 0 bit is set. 
then a 'None· button appears between the colour patch and the Cancel button. The 
button can be automatically selected If oflset 0 bit I is set. 

Related SWis 

? 

Related vectors 
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ColourPicker _Close Dialogue 
(SWI &46143) 

Called by the application to dose the dialoeue 

On entry 

RO • flags: all bit are reserved and must be set to 0 
Rl • dialoaue box handle 

On exit 

? 

Interrupts 

? 

Processor Mode 

? 

Re-entrancy 

? 

Use 

Abandon a dialogue which is currently in progress. This may also be done l:ft the 
Wimp if the dialoaue is a transient one. It is n04'mally called in response to 
Message_Colo urPickerCioseDialogueRequest. 

Related SWis 

? 

Related vectors 

? 

The colcur pickflf 
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ColourPicker_ Update Dialogue 
(SWI &46144) 

Allows the client to change the colour dialoeue's state. 

On entry 

RO=flags 
bit 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

meaning 
whether the dialoeue box offers a 'None' button 
whether 'None' button is cunently selected 
the button type of the dialoeue box 
the visible area of the dialoaue box (only (xO. yl) are honoured) 
the scroll offsets (not honoured) 
the window title 
the colour (r.g,b triplet only) 
the colour model (indudina all the optional data that the colour 
model requ ires) 

Rl = diaioaue handle 
R2 is a pointer a block as in Colo urPicker_OpenDialoaue 

On exit 

? 

Interrupts 

? 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

? 

Use 

This SWI changes some or all of the contents of t he dialoaue box whose handle is 
given. Only the parts of the box indicated by the llaes word are updated. If bit 7 is 
set. bit6 is ignored: the (r. g. b) triplet is calculated from the data in the colour 
model block. The transparent button may be added or removed and its setting 
adjusted. The title. colour model and setting may also be adjusted independently 
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ColourPick8f_Upda18DislogU9 (SWI &46144) 
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of each other. If the colour setting Is updated. but not the colour model and the 
current colour model isn't that in the colour descriptor then the colour descriptor's 
RGB word will be used and the colour model left alone. 

Related SWis 

Related vectors 

The colour pick8f 
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ColourPicker _ReadDialogue 
(SWI &46145) 

Allows the current state of the dialogue to be read without dosing or altering the 
window. 

On entry 

RO =window handle of dialogue box 
Rl Is a pointer to the buffer. or 0 (to read size) 

On exit 

Rl =size required. or preserved if non- zero 

Interrupts 

Processor Mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

Fills the given buffer with a block as In ColourPicker_OpenDialogue. The block is 
assumed to be big enough: to find out what size is required. Rl = 0 should be 
specified. This means you must call the SWI twice in order to use it safely. This size 
may change when the colour model changes. so care should be taken to always ask 
for the block size before getting the colour. 

Related SWis 

Related vectors 
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9 Keyboard and mouse 
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Introduction 

Overview 

One of the main dlan~s In the new architecture Is the removal of the Acorn 
keyboard interface from the kernel and Its replacement with a standard PC AT-style 
keyboard driver provided as a separate module. 

The standard quadrature mouse driver has also been removed form the kemel and 
Is now a module. Additionally there Is a serial mouse driver module that is used If 
you connect a standard PC-type (Microsoft or Mouse Systems) mouse to the serial 
port. 

Multiple devices 

The Interlace allows more than one keyboard device to provide Input at any one 
time. Input from multiple devices Is mellled into one sueamas If coming from one 
device. 

Keyboard Interface 
The keyboard uses the Interfaces In the IOMD chip: these are similar to the 
interfaces in the previous generation ICC chip. 

The keyboard module drives the keyboard. The kernel is informed when a key is 
pressed or released; the kernel also tells the keyboard driver the state of t.he 
keyboard LEOs. 

Reset combinations 

The power-on and reset combinations for RISC OS 3.X have been changed to 
rationalise a previously confusing set of options. The following scheme Is now 
used. 
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Key combl~tallo• 

Power-on 
Ctrl ·break 
Reset 

FUictiOII 

Normal reset. use boot options 
Normal reset. use boot options 
Normal reset. use boot options 
(use when keyboard does not respond) 

The following modifiers can be used in conjunction with the above resets: 

Shift 
• (on keypad) 

Reverse action of configured boot option 
Use boot options but boot to command line 
(instead of the configured language) 

The following modifiers can be used during a power-on reset only: 

Delete Reset CM~ RAM 
R Partially reset CM~ RAM 
Copy As delete but configures separate sync 
T As R but configures separate sync 
0 to 9 (on keypad) Configure monitor type 

• (on keypad) Configure auto monitor type. sync and mode 

All resets are now effectively hard resets. The previous concept of hard and sort 
resets Is no longer used. For backward compatibility. pressing Shilt·Break causes 
the same action as Shlft..Ctri·Break. 

Quadrature mouse Interface 

IOMO 

The mouse Interface no longer resides in the kernel. It Is now Incorporated into a 
module. The interface can use different types ol pointing devices. including a serial 
mouse. Multiple pointing devices can exist on the computer. but only one can be 
active at any one time. 

IOMD does not provide interrupt support for mouse input. Instead IOMD provides 
two 16·blt registers (for X andY directions) which increment. decrement and wrap 
when the mouse Is moved. 

The state of the mouse buttons Is stored in a specific memory location where these 
registers are polled regularly by the mouse driving software. 

Serial mouse Interface 

5-158 

The module Seri al Mouse drives a serial mouse connected to the serial port of the 
computer. The module uses the same interfaces as the quadrature mouse d river 
see page JCooc. 

Keyboard and movse 
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The serial mouse driver communicates with serial mice which transmit data in one 
of two formats. These are the Microsoft compatible format and the Mouse Systems 
Corporation compatible format. 

The serial mouse driver only accepts data from mice communicating in a stream 
mode operating at 1200 baud. Some devices support higher rates. but these higher 
rates are not supported. 
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Technical details 

Keyboard Interface 
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The RISC OS 3.1 keyboard code has been removed from the kernel. 

The kernel Is now Informed of key pres1;es and releases by the keyboard driver. The 
kernel informs the keyboard driver of LED status. 

The function of the keyboard driver is to drive the keyboard device. all other 
functionality is dealt with by the kernel. 

The IOMD chip provides an interface that is similar to the IOC chip used in the 
previous range of computers. This includes: 

• Interrupts on receiver full 

• Interrupts on transmitter empty 

• Independent transmit and receive data registers 

• Automatic parity generation on transmitted data 

• Status and control line registers. capable of driving the keyboard Clock and 
Data lines. 

Keyboard module 

The keyboard driving software now resides in a separate module. The module 
communicates with the kernel telling It which keys are pressed and released. 
Additionally there is a call to set the keyboard LEOs and a cal l to Initialise the 
keyboard. 

The PC keyboard driver claims the keyboard device Interrupts using SWI 
OS_CiaimDevlceVector. This then uses the software vector Keyv to notify the kernel 
of keys pressed or released. This vector has not been used in RISC OS and so it has 
now been redefined. 

Vector KeyV (Vector & I 3) 

KeyV Is used to communicate between the kernel and the keyboard driver. For a 
detailed description of the vector turn to page xx 

Keyboard driver 

The keyboard is the most used part of character input and Its driver the most 
complex. In principle it is simple enough but many features are changeable and 
key presses can be looked at in a number of ways. There are three parts to the 
keyboard driver which are described below. 

Keyboard and mouse 
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Keyboard Dewlce Driver 

The keyboard device driver handles the keyboard Interrupt and low· level control . lt 
is concerned only with drlvlna the specific Input device being used. The supplied 
device driver Is for a PC·AT keyboard but can be replaced by a custom version if 
required (eg. for a special needs input device). 

Keyboard H .. dler 

The keyboard handler converts low-level key numbers provided by the keyboard 
device driver Into an ASCII form. with ~tensions for special characters. The 
keyboard handler can be replaced by a custom version if required leg. to support a 
foreign keyboard). 

System Keybollrd Driver 

This part resides In the RISC OS kernel and it binds the keyboard device driver and 
keyboard handler together. The keyboard device driver passes low-level key 
numbers to the system which calls on the keyboard handler to convert them into a 
recognisable form. The system also debounces key presses. keeps trad of keys 
down and generates auto-repeats of keys at the confiaured rate. 

Basic operatloa 

At a basic level. the keyboard works like this: 

I One or more keys are pressed. which cause an interrupt. 

l The keyboard device driver receives a code from the keyboard and converts it 
into a low· level key number (as used In key upldown events). 

3 The low-level key number is passed to the kernel via vector KeyV. 

The kernel calls on the keyboard handler to convert the low-level key number to a 
more recognisable form. This can be: 

• an ASCII character. 

• a non·ASCII character such as a function key or arrow. 

• a special key such as Escape or Break 

Quadrature mouse driver 
The RISC OS kernel Is responsible for: 

• Reglsterins the mouse buffer with the buffer manaser 

• All mouse bounding 

• UpdaUn& the mouse potnter on the display and responding to OS_Mouse 
calls. 
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PointerV {Vector &26) 

A new vector PointerV is used to communicate between the kernel and the pointer 
device driver. 

The Mouse module drives a quadrature mouse using the IOMD interface. This 
module claims PointerV on initialisation using SWI CS_Ciaim. passing the address 
of a sub-routine which conforms to the Interface. This sub-routine polls the mouse 
position registers in IOMD and returns mouse movements. calculated by 
subtracting the previous values of these registers from the new ones. 

The kernel calls the registered sub-routine on VSync and scales the mouse 
movements depending on the configured mouse step. The pointer position is 
updated on the display. 

The active pointer device driver calls KeyV to notify the kernel of buttons being 
pressed or released. The kernel treats these as any other key including debouncing. 

SWI OS_Pointer {SWI &64) 

So that the pointer device type can be selected during machine operation a new 
SWI OS_Pointer is used. 

This SWI is used to obtain the type or the pointer device currently in use or to 
select the pointer device type to be used. The selected device type is passed to 
claimants of PointerV when the system calls the vector to update its record of the 
pointer position. Selecting a new type causes PointerV to be called with reason 
code 2 (pointer type selected) so that drivers can enable or disable. 

Configuring the mouse type 

The command ·configure Mouse'JYpe selects the type of pointer device. 
quadrature or serial. The configured device type is stored in CMOS RAM and is 
used by the kernel in PointerV calls after a reset or power-on. 

Serial mouse driver 
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On initialisation this module claims PointerV and responds to requests for device 
type I or 2 (serial mouse). 

When the serial mouse driver receives a PointerV call with reason code 2 (pointer 
type selected) and the device type is I or 2 the driver configures the serial device 
using C5_Serial0p and opens device ·serial:' for input. 

Keyboard and mouse 
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The driver also dai ms 11ckerV and processes any data received by the serial device 
on centiscecond dock ticks. Mouse movements and button states are 
amalgamated until PointerV is called with reason code 0 (request pointer device 
state) at which time a report will be returned to the kernel. 

The serial mouse driver does not prevent the reconfiguration of the serial port 
while the driver is active; however it ensures that the 'serial:' device is reopened if 
it is dosed by an external source. 

If the serial mouse driver receives a PointerV call with reason code 2 (pointer type 
selected) and the device type is not set to I or 2. the driver will release vector 
11ckerV and dose device 'serial:' . 

The code which Is called on 1lderV re-enables interrupts so that interrupt latency 
is not adversely affected. In order to prevent reentrancy, the code sets a nag while 
it is being executed. 

Data formats 

The serial mouse driver communicates with serial mice which transmit data in one 
of two formats. 

Microsoft 

The first class or mice are MicrOISoft compatible. They send a data report in the 
following format: 

Blt6 

Byte1 

2 

3 

4 

LRM 

X7-XO 

1 

0 

0 

0 

Y7 -YO 

DT4 toDTO 

5 4 3 2 1 0 

L R Y7 Y6 X7 X6 

xs X4 X3 X2 X1 xo 

YS Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 YO 

M OH OT3 OT2 on OTO 
..... ·-·-

= Key data. Left. right. middle. I = key down 

=X distance 8 bit value. -128 to+ 127 

= Y distance 8 bit value. -128 to+ 127 
=device type (0 =mouse. all others reserved) 

Not all three button mice generate the 4th byte in the report; in some cases when 
the middle button is pressed Land Rare both set to I. With mice that generate a 
4th byte for the middle key, Land Rare not arrected. The driver detects the state of 
the middle key in both cases. 

Y movement is negative to the south and positive to the north. 
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Moue Syttem• 

The second class of mice are Mouse Systems Corporation compatible and sends 
reports In Five Byte Packed Binary format. 

Blt7 

Byle I I 

2 X7 

3 Y7 

4 X7 

5 Y7 

LRM 

X7-XO 

Y7-YO 

DT4 to DTO 

• 5 4 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 l M 

X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 XI 

Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 VI 

X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 XI 

Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y2 
L ___ - ---

= Key data. Left. right. middle. 0 = key down 

= X distance 8 bit value. -128 to+ 127 

= Y distance 8 bit value, -128 to+ 127 

=device type (0 = mouse. all others reserved) 

0 

A 

xo 
YO 

xo 

YO 
--

The second set of X. Y data (bytes 4 and 5) is not a duplicate of the fi rst butt he 
movement of the mouse during transmission of the first report and cannot be 
discarded. 

Y movement is negative to the south and positive to the north. 

Protocols 

The serial mouse driver only accepts data from mice communicating In a stream 
mode operating at 1200 baud. Some devices support higher rates but these must 
be selected by sending a command to the mouse and are not supported. The 
mouse generates reports at rates from 10 reports/sec to continuously. with no 
Intervals between successive reports. A change in the status of the buttons 
generates a report immediately. When the mouse is motionless and the button 
status is unchanged no reports are sent. 

In Microsoft compatible format data is transferred In 7-blt bytes framed with I start 
bit and 2 slop bits with no parity. In Mouse Systems Corporation compatible 
format data Is transferred in 8-bit bytes framed with I start bit and 2 stop bits with 
no parity. 

Keyboard and mouse 
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Software vectors 
KeyV 

{Vector & 13) 

Used to communicate between the kernel and the keyboard driver. 

On entry 

RO "' reason code (see below) 
Rl .. reason code dependent (see below) 

On exit 

All r~lsters preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status remains unchanged 
Fast interrupts are enabled 

Processor mode 

Use 

Processor is In IRQ or SVC mode 

When a keyboard driver Initialises successfully, It calls this vector with reason code 
0 to notify the system that the keyboard is present. 

The currently defined keyboard l .d . values are: 

• I Archimedes keyboard 

• 2 PC· AT keyboard 

Reason code I .. d 2 

The keyboard device driver calls this vector with reason code I or 2 to notify the 
system of keys released or pressed. The key code Is the same as those given in key 
up and key down events. 

Reasoa code 3 aad 4 

A keyboard device driver should also claim this vector. The kernel will call this 
vector with reason code 3 to notl fy the driver of LED state. The kernel will call this 
...ector with reason code 4 to enable keyboard device drivers. 
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A keyboard device driver does not send any keys usinQ reason codes I or 2 until It 
has received this call. Any calls made before the kernel has Issued the enable call 
will be IQnored. 

The table below shows the reason codes that are passed. 

RO Rl 

0 
I 
2 
) 

keyboard ld (keyboard present) 
key number (key released) 
key number (key pressed) 
status naQS (0 = LED off. I =LED on) 
bit meaninQ 
0 scrolllock 
I numlock 
2 caps lock 
3 LEDstates 
4 keyboard enable 
5-31 reserved (set to 0) 

The keyboard driver assumes that the keyboard sends scan codes from IBM·MF 
compatible code set 2 (standard AT code set). lf the keyboard does not support this 
set then pressinQ certain keys may produce unexpected results. 

The PC keyboard scan codes are converted to low-level key numbers before the 
vector Is called. 

To support the current scheme for configuring auto-repeat delay and repeat rate. 
the auto-repeat capability of PC keyboards is not used. Keys are repeated by the 
kernel uslnQ the existing mechanism. The PC keyboard driver keeps a table of OaQs 
for key states. If a key is already OaQged as beinQ down. KeyV Is not called. 

If you wish to use some other device with this vector. contact N:::orn Technical 
support for a keyboard number allocation. 

Related SWis 

OS_CiaimDeviceVector 

Keyooard and mouss 
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PointerV 
RO=O 

(Vector &26) 

Used to communicate between the kernel and the pointer device driver to request 
the pointer device status. 

On entry 

RO = reason code 0 (request pointer device status) 
R I = device type 

On exit 

Use 

R2 = siQned 32-bit X movement 
R3 = siQned 32-bit Y movement 

All other registers preserved 

PointerV is called by the kernel with reason code 0 on Vsync to obtain the latest 
pointer device movements. The returned values are used to update the pointer 
position. 

The signed 32-bit X andY values are the amounts by which the pointinQ device has 
moved since the last time PointerV was ca lled. 

The device type passed In R I determines which claimant of PointerV responds to 
the request. 

Current device types are: 

• 0 Quadrature mouse. 

• I Microsoft compatible mouse. 

• 2 Mouse Systems Corporation compatible mouse. 

If a daimant of PolnterV Is called but does not understand the device type then the 
call should be passed on. If the claimant responds with a report then the call is 
intercepted. 

When a pointer device driver Initialises It checks the confiQured device type usinQ 
SWI OS_Pointer and If It Is one that is understood by the driver then the device 
should be enabled. 
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PolnterV RO • 0 (VBCIOf &26) 
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The system treats mouse buttons as if they were keys on the lceyboad. a mouse 
d river should notify the system of button presses by call ina KeyV with one of the 
followlna key codes: 

Left (Select) &70 
Centre (Menu) &7 1 
Riaht (Adjust) &72 

The kernel will debounce these keys as it does for all others. 

If you wish to use some other device with this vector. contactlv::om Technical 
Support for a device type number allocation. 

Keyboard Blld m011S41 
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PointerV 
RO = 1 

{Vector &26) 

Used to communicate between the kernel and the pointer device driver to identify 
pointer types. 

On entry 

RO: reason code I (identify pointer types I 
Rl "pointer to device type record. 0 for first recipient 

On exit 

Use 

R I = pol nter to drive(s device type record list 

All other registers preserved 

When a pointer device which dalms PointerV receives this call , It creates a lin iced 
list of device type records. one for each type It supports: 

Next pointer 
Flags 

Devi c:e type 
Text 

4 bytes 
4bytes 

I byte 
bits 0 to 31 reserved (set to 0) 

null terminated menu text 

It stores the R I value passed to I tin the 'next pointe( field of the record at the tail 
of the list and set R I to point to the head of the list before passing on the call. This 
call must not be intercepted. The records must be claimed from the RMA and will 
be freed by the caller. The text should be no more than 30 characters. 
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PolntMV RO • 2 (Vect>r &26) 
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PointerV 
R0=2 

(Vector &26) 

Used to communicate between the kernel and the pointer device driver to give the 
pointer type selected. 

On entry 

RO = reason code 2 (pointer type selected) 
Rl =device type 

On exit 

Use 

All registers preserved 

When a device type is selected by SWI OS_Pointer (see page xx). this call is issued. 
All pointer device drivers which do not understand the device type should disable 
and the driver which understands the device type should enable. 

This call must not be intercepted. 

KByboard and mousB 
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SWI calls 
OS Pointer 

(SWI &64) 

Allows the pointer device to be selected during machine operation 

On entry 

RO =reason code 0 (get pointer type) 

or 

RO =reason code I (set pointer type) 
R I = pointer device type 

On exit 

RO =pointer device type (reason code 0) 

or 

All registers preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status is not altered 
Fast Interrupts are enabled 

Processor mode 

Processor is In SVC mode 

R~ntrancy 

Use 

Not defined 

This SWI can be used to obtain the type of the pointer device currently in use or to 
select the pointer device type to be used. The selected device type Is passed to 
daimants of PointerV in R I when the system calls the vector to update its record of 
the pointer position. Selecting a new type causes PointerV to be called with reason 
code 2 (pointer type selected) so that drivers can enable or d isable. 
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OS_Pointsr (SWI &64) 
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Retated SWis 

None 

Related vectors 

PointerV 

( 

c 
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Keyboard and fTlOUU 
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*Commands 
*Configure MouseType 

Selects the type ol pointer device. quadrature or serial device. 

Syntax 

•configure HouseType <type> 

Parameters 

Oto 2 

Use 

Selects the type of pointer device. quadrature or serial device. !Configure now calls 
Po4nterV with the reason code I (identify pointer types) when the mouse 
configuration window Is opened. This call returns a pointer to a linked list of device 
type records containing device numbers and a text description. This ten is used to 
construct a menu of device types. The new device type is selected by calling SWI 
OS_Pointer. 

The oonfi~;u red device type is stored in CMOS RAM and is used by the kernel in 
Po4nterV ca lls after a reset or power-on. 

Example 

•configure HouseType 0 

Related commands 

· configure 
os_pointer (SWI &64) 
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10 Expansion card support 
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Introduction and Overview 
The new architecture expansion card Interface has been enhanced in several ways, 
it now supports: 

• 32 bit wide data paths 

• 16MB address space 

• A dedicated Network card interface 

• Direct Memory Addressing (DMA) 

This chapter only covers the changes that have been made in order to support 
these enhancements. For a description of the whole of the RISC OS 3 expansion 
card interface you should also read the main RISC OS 3 Programmtr's Rt/trtnu 
Manual. 

This chapter does not tell you how to design expansion card hardware. Full 
hardware details are given in the Technical Reference Manual; this is available from 
your dealer. 
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Technical details 
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Technical details 
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The desian of the new architecture expansion card Interface has added two new 
areas: 

• The extension of the existing Expansion card bus Includes a directly mapped 
area of 16 megabytes. 

• The Introduction of a new format card and interface for network expansion. 

The Expansion card bus is electrically capable o f having ROMs (or EPROMs) 
connected. These ROMs can then be read by the PoduleManager for the o perating 
system. 

EASispace 

EASI space is an extension of the existing space giving a directly mapped area of 
16MB fo r each expansion card. 

The address of this space is given by the memory manager. The logical and physical 
addresses and the area's site are passed to its clients. These addresses are stable 
as lona as the machine configuration is stable. Software dients of the 
PoduleManager read these addresses once after reset. 

ROMs in EASI space 

Having a ROM in EASI space removes the need for a loader and for the paging 
register. lv::cess to the entire ROM address space Is faster. The ROMs are only 8 bits 
wide and are copied once at start up into RAM: not having loaders frees-up ROM 
space. 

The format for ROMs In EASI space is the same as that for ROMs In the normal 
expansion card space. However since the size restriction is lifted there is no need 
to have a second Chunk directory accessed through the loader. The standard 
header information must be present induding: 

• Identification byte 

• Manufacturer's identification number 

• Product Identification number 

• Width field 

• Interrupt relocations 

• Chunk directory 

• Description chunk. 

Expansion catd suppcxt 
~:>~-::~::::-:.:«·x.;;:;.;:;::::::::::::::::::::::=:;::;::~)$x.$:;;.-,;,::X.::::::::::x~~'<!~.«::::::::::®::::::::~:::;::~::::~::-»:::::::::::::::::::~:~-::;;:;:;~-=$!:;:;~;;:::;:;:;;;.;<: 

Although the ROM Is In the EASI space the Interrupt relocations are still relative to 
the base of expansion card space. The chunks In an expansion card space ROM can 
be enumerated before an EASI space ROM. 

ROMS on the network card 

The network card interface specifies how a ROM may be attached to the card. It 
also describes the paging scheme. 

The format for a RO M on the network card Is the same as that for ROMs In the 
normal expansion card space. However since the loader is effectively loaded before 
the enumeration beains there is no need to have a second Chunk directory. The 
standard header Information must be present lncludil\8: 

• Identification byte 

• Manufacturer's identification number 

• Product Identi fication number 

• Chunk directory 

• Description chunk. 

The interrupt relocations must be present and be all zeros. 

Simple expansion card Identity 

Some network products are allocated simple expansion card identification values 
for use in the Expansion Card Identity low byte (EQd). The assignmnts are listed 
on page 4·120 of the RISC OS 3 Progr~mnttr's Rt{ennu M•nu.rl. 

When 10<0 .. 3> are all zero the normal extended ID fields are present however 
values I to 15 may be al located to specific products. Once allocated specific 
software drivers may assume specific hardware when they read the ECid 
assignments. using SWI Podule_ReadiD. 

Support is also lnduded for provldina a description for allocated non-extended 
simple IDs. This extends the implementation of "Podules. 

It is also available from the new SWI Podule_Readlnfo. The format of the token Is 
the string 'Simple' followed by a slnQie hexadecimal digit from I to F. For example: 

Simplei:AI::orn Econet. 

The network card 

The network card Is the highest numbered expansion card. It Is the fifth expansion 
card and has the number 4; it is last In the printout from "Podules. 
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This number (41 can be used with all SWis except Podule_CaiiLoader and 
Podule_ WrlteBytes. This Is because the loader Isn't valid and the ROM space Is 
treated as read only. 

The SWI Podule_ReadBytes reads the ROM Image via the built In loader. The SWis 
Podule_RawRead and Podule_RawWrite access the device address space. It Is the 
device address that Is returned by SWis like Podule_HardwareAddress and 
Podule_HardwareAddresses. 

Ellteadl •c t~e ROM •ec:tlou 

Currently expansion card SWis (with the sinale exception of SWI 
Podule_ReturnNumber) use reaister 3 to indicate which expansion card (or 
extension ROM) to access. Currently this is referred to as the ROM section and has 
one o( the following values/meaninas: 

ROM .ectl o1 

- I 
0 
I 
2 
3 .. 
-2 
-3 
-4 

Meael•c 

System ROM 
Expansion card 0 
Expansion card I 
Expansion card 2 
Expansion card 3 
Network card 
Extension ROM I 
Extension ROM 2 
Extension ROM 3 

This Is extended to understand ROM section 4 as the network card. 

As it is currently implemented the manager takes a l iberal attitude to the value 
passed In R3. if it is a hardware base address. (as returned by 
Podule_liardwareAddress or Podule_HardwareMdress) whether combined with a 
CMOS address or not. this is also acceptable. 

Expansion card support 
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The 'formal definiUon' of what Is acceptable In realster 3 Is as follows 
(demonstrated by the followlna pseudo code): 

CAS ! 
WHEN Valu e • -1: Syet el\ RCIIC •• ,. Error · s ye t .- ROM not accept able as Expaneion 

Ca rd or EXtension ROM number • 
WHEN Value <• - 2 AND > • - U t !')cteneion RCIC ( -Value-1) 
WHEN Value >• 0 ANO <• )l a Sxp41n•io n C• rd(Value ) 
WHEN Vo.lue AND tJ'F£73000 • '03240000' !xpanoioo Carc! (I Valu e AND ' COOOI»H I 
WHEN Value AND ' PP£7)000 • ' 03270000 1 l xpt.neion Car4 (4+(Valu e AND '-COOO)>>U ) 

WHEN Value AND UPFf'lPFF • ' 03000000 : ! xpanaloo CardttValue AND '-C000 ) >>1 4) 
WHEN Va lue AND ,ppp'f')PrF • '-OlOlOOOO t ! xpe.ne ion C-.rd (C + (Value ANI> ' C000 ) >>1 4 ) 
WHEN Value >• ' '0 AND <•,7P : Expene ion Card: I( Va.lue AND C.C) >>l) 
WHEN Value >• ' )C AND ·<-U P : £xpene i on Card(1 - ((Value AM> f.C)>>l )) 
WHEN Val ue • £ASILogico.l8a .. (O • • 11 ' E>eparw ion C&rc! O 
WilEN Vo.lue • EASIPhyoicalB&a a (O •• 7 1• EXpanoion Ca rd (I 

orKERWlSE Er-ror ·a.cs Expan.i oo card or Exten.ei on RC:»C nu.t>er• 
DIDCASE 
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S W/cs//s 
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SWI calls 
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SWI Podule_Readlnfo 
(SWI &40280) 

This call returns data specific to the expansion card it was requested for. 

On entry 

RO" bltset of required results (see below) 
Rl pointer to buffer to receive word aligned word results 
R2 lenath In bytes of buffer 
R3 any re<DGnisable part of expansion card addressing; 

e,a expansion card number. Base address. CMOS address. New base 
address 

On exit 

RO Preserved 
R I Preserved. a pointer to results in order (lowest bit number at the lowest 

address) 
R2 Length of results 
R3 Preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status Is unal tered 
Fast Interrupts are enabled 

Processor mode 

Processor Is in SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWIIs re-entrant 

This call returns a selection of data sped fie to the expansion card It was requested 
for. The returned data is in single words. which are placed into the user supplied 
buffer at word i ntervals. The description strinllS may be in temporary buffers (for 
example, MessaaeTrans error buffers) so it i.s wise to oopy them to private 
works~ before calling any other SW!s. 

Expat16ion card support 
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Bltset Ia RO, value. 

Bit 0 ==>Expansion card/Extension ROM number 
Bit I ==> Normal (synchronous) base address of hardware 
Bit 2 ==>CMOS address 
Bit 3 ==>CMOS size In bytes 
Bit 4 ==>Extension ROM or network ROM base address 
Bit 5 ==>Combined hardware address 
Bit 6 ==> Expansion card ID 
Bit 7 ==> Expansion card product type 
BitS==> Pointer to description (ZJero for no description) 
Bit9 ==>Pointer to description (pointer to- for no description) 
Bit 10 ==>LoGical address of EASI s~ 
Bit II ==> Physical address of EASI s~ 
Bit 12 ==>Size of the EASI space in bytes 
Bit 13 ==> Loeical number of the primary DMAchannel 
Bit 14 ==> Loeical number of the secondary DMA channel 
Bits 15 to 31 are reserved and must be tero. 

The setting of bits 15 to 31 Is not permitted; If they are set then an error condition 
is returned. 

This SWI is intended to supersede other Expansion card SWis such as 
Podule_HardwareAddress. 

Related SWis 

Podule_ReadiD, Podule_ReadHeader. Podule_HardwareAddress. 
Podule_HardwareAddresses. Podule_ReturnNumber. 

Related vectors 

None. 
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SWI Podulfl_~tSpeed (SWI &4028E) 
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SWI Podule_SetSpeed 
(SWI &4028E) 

This call Is used by dient code that need faster (type C) access to Its hardware. 

On entry 

R0 speed required: 
O~Nochanae 

I ~ IOMD timinatype A 
2 ~ IOMD llmfn11 type C 

RJ Any recoanisable part o f expansion card addresslnfl: 
e.a. expansion card number. Base address. CMOS address. New base 
address 

On exit 

RO Current speed setlinll 
R I Preserved 
R2 Preserved 
RJ Preserved 

Interrupts 

Interrupt status Is unaltered 
Fast Interrupts are enabled 

Processor mode 

Processor Is In SVC mode 

Re-entrancy 

Use 

SWIIs re·entrant 

This call is used by dient code that needs to have faster (type C) access to Its 
hardware. The kernel initialises all expansion cards· access speed to type A. 

Related SWis 

None. 
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AUN overview 
The AUN software forms the oore oomponentof Aoom's new networking strategy, 
called Auwn Unil!fi'S<If Nttworiing (AUN). AUN uses an Industry standard method of 
passing data over a network: a family o( protocols called TCPIIP. 

AUN uses the TCPIIP standard In such a way as to retain Eoonet's existing 
Interfaces-both to users and to programs-soyour users won't need to learn new 
skills. and your ex is tina network programs should continue to work. AUN will work 
over your existina Eoonet network. However. it also gives you access to the wide 
ranae of networking technologies that support TCP/IP. and consequently a choice 
of prices and performance. F'or example. It gives you access to Ethernet. which 
offers a far higher performance than Eoonet. and which also -like TCP/IP- offers 
the benefits ol being an Industry standard. 

Consequently. any mlaratlon from Eoonet to a faster technology such as Ethernet 
can be done on a step-by step basis. as required and as budGets allow. with 
minimum disruption. You can replace parts of your Eoonet with Ethernet or add 
new seGments o f Ethernet; the only apparent chanae will be in the network's speed. 
Your investment in existing equipment and training will be maintained. 

AUN enables you to transparently link together different networks- such as 
Econet. Ethernet. and third party networks- to build up a truly site-wide network 
system. However. AUN can also meet more modest requirements; a network may 
oonsist of as little as a single segment of Ethernet cable jolnlna two or three 
machines on a benchtop. with a single machine doubling as a file and print server. 

Furthermore. AUN's use of the TCPIIP standard supports the ooncept of Open 
Systems. Your Acorn machines-such as Level4 F'ileServers-can now co-alston 
the same network as other machines that use TCPIIP- such as UNIX workstations 
and NFS file servers. You can follow this path by uslns AUN In conjunction with Its 
sister product. the TCP/lP Protocol Suite; this is described In an application note, 
available from Aoorn Customer Services. 
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Using an AUN nerworlc 
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Using an AUN network 

AUN concepts 

As stated above. a key feature of the AUN software is that lu .. er l•terf~~ee Is the 
Mme .. that •sed by exlstlnc Econet software. The on ly chan11e to software that 
you'll notice Is that the network is now referred to as a 'Net' rather than as an 
'Econet'. Your users can continue to refer to file servers and to print servers by the 
same names that they've always used. 

Your Investment In your users' skills and training is not lost As you adopt 
improved networking technology that offers h igher speeds and capacity, your users 
can Immediately benefit from and use it. All they'll notice Is that things have f101 
faster! 

The only restrictions are that: 

• Older types of flle ud prfat senoers cannot be ace~ from Etheraet.For 
full details see the section entitled C«lriste"'' ,.,;1~ aisting ruc~incs on page 187. 

• Your users may have problems with certain types of file and print servers If 
they refer to them by their two byte ntt .slalio" numbers rather than by their 
names. Yo• should ensure your users refer to servers by aame. 

For details on using existing Econet networks and AUN networks. refer to the 
guides supplied with your computer. such as the RISC OS Ustr Cui.lt . 

The basic structure of an AUN site network is one of physically distinct networks. 
typically associated by location and !unction with a particular room. department or 
cu rriculum area. Adjacent networks are interlinked via gateway stations (described 
below). which pass messages between the two networks. 

Networks 
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A "ttwor* Is a physical network of a single type (e.g. Ethernet. Econet). A network Is 
delimited by any 9<1IN«y sllllioru used to connect it to other networks. For more 
Information on gateway stations. see the section below entitled Stations. 

Network names 

Each network must have a unique name. Network names are not seen or handled 
by users: they are only used to configure the soltware for your site . 

You' ll find it easiest If each network's name identifies its location within your site. 
Fo r example. you may choose to use the name of the department that each 
network services: 

AUN Arorn Universal Networlc 
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Nets 

compsciA 
compsciB 
science 
art 
business 

A nt1 is a part of a network that appears to the U5ef as a single entity. 

In both Econet and Ethernet. individual segments of a physical network can be 
linked together by a brill,. Howevet there Is a difference between the two: 

• 1Wo bridged Eronets remain distinct from each other. and so constitute two 

distinct nets. Hence In an Econet based network there may be several nets: the 
initial net. and an extra net for every bridee added. 

• 1Wo bridged Ethemets appears to users to be a single Ethernet. and so 
constitute a single net. Hence in an Ethernet based network there will always 
be one net: in other words. the net and the network are one and the same 
thing. 

It is important that you grasp the distinction between a net and a network: this 
guide will ri gorously distinguish between the two. 

Net ftUmbers 

Each net must have a unique number. 

For an Econet the net number must be between I and 127. 

• II the net Is a part of a larger Econet network linked together by bridges. its net 
number wil l already be set In the bridge. and you should use the same net 
number for AUN. 

• II the net is not connected to any other Econets (i.e. there aren't any bridges 
on the net)it will not have a net number assigned to it: under native Econet it 
will just use the default net number of 0. However. for AUN you must assign It 
an otherwise unused AUN net number in the permitted range I - 127. 

For types or net other than Econet (e.g. Ethernet) the net number must be in the 
range 128 · 252. If such a net is the only net on the site (i.e. the whole AUN network 
consists of a single non-Econet net. such as Ethemet). you need not set up a net 
number. It will use net number 128 by default. but- since it is the local net lor all 
stations- you can also refer to It as net 0. in line with Econet convention. 

Net numbers 0. 253. 254 and 255 are reserved. 
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Station• 

A station Is a computer connected to a net. There are two types of AUN stations. 

O lelt ltatlou 

A ditnt sution has a t1a1le AUN·configured network Interface with which it Is 
connected to a net. 

Client stations will form the vast majority of stations In each net, and are typically 
used as personal workstations. 

Ga teway ltatlou 

A "'ltii'IIV st•tion has two AUN·configured network Interfaces with which it Is 
connected to a net In each adjacent AUN network. It relays messages between 
these two networks via the Interfaces. The networks may be of different physical 
types (e.g. Ethernet and Econet). There may only be a single gateway between any 
two networks. 

A gateway station. like a file server or a print server. is an important part of your 
si te's network infrastructure. All have important configuration files that must be 
kept secure !rom users: they should not normally be used as personal 
workstations. You can combine some or all of these functions in a single station. 

Station aumbers 

Each station must have a number. which must be between 2 and 254. Station 
numbers 0. I and 255 are reserved. 

A station number must be unique on the net(s) to which the station is connected. 
llowever. for convenience we recommend that you give each station a number that 
Is unique within your site. You will then be able to move stations !rom one net to 
another without station numbers ever clashing. For example. il you have fewer 
than ten nets on your site you might organise your numbering scheme so that 
client station numbers on each net increment in units of ten, each net starting 
from a different base number: 

Nat numb4tr Station numbers 

1 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 tiC. 

2 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71,81 tiC. 

3 12, 22, 32, 42, 52, 62, 72. 82 tiC. 

128 13, 23, 33, 43, 53, 63, 73, 83 tiC. 

AUN Actxn Universal Nettrorlc 
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A gateway will have the same station number on both oonnected nets: 

Nell 

Gateway connects 
nelS 1 and 128. 

Stadon number Is 2. 

Net 128 

Gateway is known to stations 
on lhis net as alation 1.2 
(Net1. station 2) 

Gateway is known 10 stations 
on this net as slation 128.2 
(Net 128. stat ion 2) 

A eateway station's number must therefore be unused by any other station on 
either net. One way to ensure this is to reserve a range of otherwise unused 
numbers for use by gateway statJons. For example, In the aboYe scheme numbers 
2 • 9 are lree and so could be used for gateways. 

Coexistence with existing machines 
This section tells you how you can use all your exlstina machines with an AUN 
network.. and which machines can interact with which. 

You should wherever possible use the AUN software with your existing machines. 
An AUN·configured machine gives you access to the ereatest possible number of 
other machines. because on a correctly set up AUN site network: 

All AUN-configured stations can Interact with each other. no matter where they 
are on the site network.. 

Note that stations connected to Ethernet must be confleured with AUN software. 

You may have existinG machines that cannot be confieured for AUN. such as BBC 
and Master 128 computers. Level 3 FileServers. MOFS FileServers and FileStores. 
This still does not prevent you from connectlne them to an Econet which Is belna 
used as part of an AUN site network. Indeed: 

2 All stations connected to the same Econet network can interact with each 
other. whether or not they are configured for AUN. 

However. any stations that are not configured lor AUN do not 'speak' AUN. and so 
are Ignored by the gateway stations that connect together AUN networks. This 
means that: 

3 Stations that are not AUN-configured cannot Interact with stations on other 
networks -I.e. with stations on the other side of a gateway. 
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In particular. this has Implications for file servers that cannot be confi11ured for 
AUN (such as Level 3 FlleServers. MDFS FlleServers and FileStores). Tlleee older 
file eervers ua 011ly be • cc:essed from tile Ecoaet aetwork to which they •re 
co .. ected. They cannot be accessed from the other side of a Qateway. 

Anexemple 

For example look at the site below. where stations 20- 23 (shown shaded below) 
are not AUN-confi11ured. but all others are: 

r~ ilJ 
L J,. 

t5 

[ill 11 
compsciA 

Econet 

45 

--~-

-L_j 

art 
Econet 

...... ~"' 

i!.~i l~f 

~ ~ 
compsci8 
Ethernet 

businBSs 
Eth8rnet 

161 126 

All the AUN-confi11ured stations can communicate with each other (rule I above). 
Let's look In more detail at the stations that are not AUN-confiQured: 

• Stations 20- 22 can communicate with stations 10 • 12- and vice versa
because these stations are all on the same Econet network (rule 2). However. 
stations 20- 22 cannot communicate with any other stations. because they are 
all on the other side ol a gateway. and soareonother networks (rule 3). 

• Likewise stations 23 and 13 can communicate with each other (rule 2). but 
station 23 cannot communicate with any other stations (rule 3). 

Using redundant Eoonet interfaces 

Stations that do not have their Econet interface confiQured for AUN may still use It 
as a native Econet Interface. However. there Is a restriction: you can do this either 
for client stations. or for file servers. but not for both at the same time. 

AUN Acom UniV9!SSI Networlc 
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For example. a client station with an AUN-confiQured Ethernet Interface may also 
have a non-AUN-confi11ured Econet Interface. so that It can continue to access 
exlstln11 FlleStores on an adjaoent Econet. Alternatively a file server may have both 
types of Interface: you could then access It from B8C machines over an existln11 
Econet. while RISC OS computers access It via AUN over Ethernet. 

This facility may help you to smooth any transition from Econet to Ethernet. 

Coexistence with TCP/IP 

Adding AUN-configured atatlons to en exlatlng TCPnP network 

Because both TCPI1P protocols and AUN protocols are founded upon the same 
Internet family of protocols. you can use both over the same physi<:al network. This 
means that you can connect AUN-confiQured stations to the same cablin11 as Is 
used lor an existlna TCPfiP network. such as a campus-wide Ethernet to whkh 
UNIX worl<statlons are connected. 

The AUN-confiQured stations will be able to communicate with each other. If you 
install Acorn's TCPI1P Protocol Suite (Release 2) on these stations they will also be 
able to communicate with the TCPI1P stations. (The TCPIIP Protocol Suite 
(Release 2) is available from your Acorn Network ~ler.) 

Usin11 AUN and the TCPIIP Protocol Suite (Release 2) t~ther is described in an 
application note. available from Acorn Customer Services. 

Adding NFS file servers to en existing AUN network 

lust as you can add AUN-confil!ured stations to a network set up for TCPIIP. so you 
can do the reverse. For example you miQht wish to add a UNIX workstation such as 
an NFS file server to an e.l(lstln11 AUN network. You can then use the TCP/IP 
Protocol Suite to access the file server. 

AQain you'll find full details In the application note. available from Arorn Customer 
Services. 

The Broadcast Loader 
In a school environment. the worst networkoverloadinll typically occurs at the start 
of a lesson. when a lar~ number of dlents miQht simultaneously attempt to load 
the same application from a server. The Broadcast Loader module alleviates this 
situation (and similar ones) by l'eCOI!nlslna that multiple stations have requested 
the same data. allowfn11 the simultaneous transfer of identical data to a lar11e 
number of dients from a slnQie station. To ensure that the maximum number of 
dients can partldpete, It chops up netwon packets Into smaller ones 
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Econet-based stations 

The Broadcast Loader worlcs over an AU N-oon figured Econet just as It does over 
native Econet. If you're not already using it for your Econet-based stations. you 
might like to consider doing so. The software Is supplied as a standard part of 
versions of RISC OS required to run AUN- i.e. RISC OS 3 (version 3.10) or later. 

Ethernet-beaed stations 

The Broadcast Loader Is designed specifically to enhance the performance of 
Econet-based stations. Because of the way it divides large packets Into smaller 
ones. It will actually degrade the performance of an Ethernet·based station. We 
therefore strongly recommend that you doa't ue tile Broeclcast Loeder ow:r 
Etller•et. 

Anyway. the higher speed of Ethernet means that you are much less likely to get 
network overloading. and so do not need mechanisms such as the Broadcast 
Loader. 

Enabling or disabling the Broadcast Loader 

In RISC OS 3 the Broadcast Loader is enabled by default. To disable It (or to 
re-enable it) use the Confisure application: see the RISC OS UsuCuidt lorfurther 
details. 

AUN At;om UniV91SBI Network 
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Socklib 
This section describes the calls available In Sockllb- the socket-levellibrary. 

We've deliberately kept this documentation as similar as possible to normal 
4.3 BSD UNIX documentation. so you can easily see what changes we've had to 
make to cater for RISC OS. You'll find the equivalent BSD calls in part 2 of a 
4.3 BSD UNIX manual. with the same titles as we've used. 

SWI equivalents 
There is a directSWI equivalent to each call available in Sodlib. ln fact when you 
make a call to Sodllb. all that happens Is that t he parameters you pass are loaded 
into the ARM processo(s registers. and the relevantSWIIs Issued. You may wish to 
issue the SWis yourself- say if you' re programming In assembler -and the section 
below tells you how they correspond to the Sodllb calls detailed in the following 
pages. 

SWI names and numbers 

n.e table below shows the title ol each 'man page' that foiiOVIS. the various Socklib 
calls each details. and the name and number of each corresponding SWI : 

lltle Sockllb call SWiaame SWi ao 

ACCEPT accept Socket_Accept &41203 

BIND bind Socket_Bind &41201 

CONNECT connect Socket_ Connect &4 1204 

CE1l'EERNAME setpeername Socket_Cetpeername &4120£ 

CETSOCKNAME setsockname Socket_Cetsockname &4120F 

GETSOCKOPT setsockopt Socket_ Getsockopt &4120D 

setsockopt Socket_Setsockopt &4120C 

LISTEN listen Socket_ Listen &41202 

RECV recv Socket_Recv &41205 

recvfrom Sodet_Recvfrom &41206 

recvmsg Sodcet_Recvmsg &41207 

SELECT select Socket_ Select &41211 

SEND send Socket_ Send &41208 

send to Sodcet_Sendto &41209 

sendmsa Sodcet_Sendmsg &4120A 

SOCKET socket Sodet_Creat &41200 
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11tle 

SOCKETCLOSE 

SOCKE'JlOCTL 

Sockllbcall 

sodetclose 

sodetioctl 

SWI1ame 

Socket_ Close 

Socket_ I oct! 

SW11o 

&41 210 
&4 1212 

Pas•lng parameters 

Errors 

The parameters from the corresponding Socldib call are passed to the SWI In 
registers RO upwards: the first parameter in RO. the second in R I. and so on. So for 
the accept procedure: 

ns = accept(s, addr, addrlen) 

the parameters would be passed in RO. addr in R I . and addr len In R2. 

lvly returned value is passed back in RO: so in the case of accept , the valueofns 
is returned in RO. However errors are not indicated by returning a spedfic value 
(unlike the Socklibcalls). Instead they are indicated in the standard way used by 
RISC OS. described below. 

If the V (overflow) flag is clear on return from a SWI. then no error occurred and the 
desired action was performed. If the V fla11 is set. then an error occurred. RO points 
to an error block. the first word of which contains an error number. The rest of the 
error block consists of a null-terminated error messa11e. 

AUN Accm Universal Nei'WOrk 
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ACCEPT 

Name 

accept- accept a connection on a socket 

Synopsis 

ns = accept(s, addr, addrlen) 
int ns, s; 
struct sockaddr *addr; 
int •addrlen; 

Description 

The arguments is a sodet that has been created with SOt*tl. bound to an address 
with birul. and is listening for connections after a listtn. /v.upl. extracts the first 
connection on the queue of pending connections. creates a new socket with the 
same propenies of s and allocates a new socket descriptor. liS. for the socket. If no 
pending connections are present on the queue. and the socket is not rna rked as 
non-bjocking. acupt blocl:s the caller until a connection is present. If the sodet is 
marked non-blocking and no pending connections are present on the queue. autpt 
returns an error as described below. The accepted socket. ns. may not be used to 
accept more connections. The original sodet s remains open. 

The argument adar Is a result parameter that is filled in with the address o f the 
connecting entity. as known to the communications layer. The exact format of the 
addr parameter is determined by the domain in which the communication Is 
occurring (eglnternet). The addrltn is a value-result parameter; it should initially 
contain the amount of space pointed to byaddr; on return it will contain the actual 
length (in bytes) of the address returned. This call is used with connection·based 
socket types, currently with SOCK_SmEAM. 

( 

The call returns -I on error. If it succeeds. it returns a non· negative Integer that is ( 
a descriptor for the accepted socket. 

The call will fail i f: 

IEBADF) 

I EOPNOTSUPP) 

IEFAULn 

IEWOULOBLOCKI 

The descriptor is invalid. 

The referenced socket is not of type 
SOCK..S1REAM. 
The a4Jr parameter is invalid. 

The socket is marked non·blocl:ing and no 
connections are present to be accepted. 
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BIND 

Name 

bind- bind a name to a socket 

Synopsis 

bind(s, name, namelen) 
int s: 
struct sockaddr •name : 
int namelen; 

Description 

Bind assigns a name to an unnamed socket. When a socket is created with s«ktl it 
exists in a name space (address family) but has no name assigned. Bind requests 
that nantt be assigned to the socket. 

The rules used in name binding vary between communication domains. 

If the bind is successful. a 0 value is returned. A return value of -I indicates an 
erro r. which is further speci fied in the global t rrno. 

The call will fail i f: 

(EBADF] 

(EADDRNOTAVAJL) 

(EADDRINUSE) 
(EINVAL) 

(EFAULT] 

s is not a valid descriptor 

Tile specified add ress Is not available from the local 
machine. 

The specified address is already in use. 

The socket is already bound to an address. 

Tite name parameter Is Invalid. 

AUN Accm UnivwsiJI ~tworlc 
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CONNECT 

Name 

connect- initiate a connection on a socket 

Synopsis 

connect(s, name, namelen) 
int s: 
a truc t sockaddr •name; 
i nt namelen: 

Description 

The parameters is a socket. If it is of type SOCK...DCRAM. then this call specifies 
the peer with which the socket is to be associated: this address is that to which 
datagrams are to be sent. and the only address from which datagrams are to be 
received. if the socket Is of type SOCK...STREAM. t.hen this call attempts to make a 
connection to another socket. The other socket is specified by Mlllt, which Is an 
address in the communlcallons space of the socket Each communications space 
interprets the Mntl parameter In its own way. Generally. sueam sockets may 
successfully amn«l only once: datagram sockets may use conn«! multiple times to 
change their association. Dataaram sockets may d issolve the association by 
connect ing to an invalid address. such as a null address. 

If the connection or bindlnll succeeds. then 0 Is returned. Otherwise a - I Is 
returned. and a more specific error code Is stored in trmo. 
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The call falls If: 

(EBADF] 
(EADDRNOTAVAJL] 

[EAFNOSUPPORT] 

[EISCONN) 

[ETIMEDOU11 

[ECONNREFUSED] 

(ENETUNREACH) 
[EADDRINUSE) 

[EFAUL11 
(EJNPROORESS] 

[EALREADY] 

s is not a valid descriptor. 

The spedfied address Is not available on 
this machine. 

Addresses In the specified address family 
cannot be used with this socl:.et. 

The socl:.et is already connected. 

Connection establishment timed out 
without establishing a connection. 

The attempt to connect was forcefully 
rejected. 

The networl:. Isn't reachable from this host. 

The address is already in use. 

The nanu parameter was invalid. 

The socl:.et is non-blocld na and the 
connection cannot be completed 
immediately. 

The socl:.et is non-blocki na and a previous 
connection attempt has not yet been 
completed. 

!tUN kom Universal Nerworlc 
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GETPEERNAME 

Name 
getpeername- get name of connected peer 

Synopsis 

getpeername (s, name, namelen) 
int s; 
struct sockaddr • name; 
int • namelen; 

Description 
Gdpttrnanu returns the name of the peer connected to socl:.et s. The namtkn 
parameter should be Initialized to Indicate the amount of space pointed to by 
namt. On return It contains the actual size of the name returned (in bytes). The 
name is truncated if the buffer provided Is too small. 

A 0 Is returned If the call succeeds. -I If It falls. 

The call succeeds unless: 

(EBADF] 

(ENOTCONN] 

[ENOBUFS] 

[EFAUL11 

The arguments is not a valid descriptor. 

The socket is not connected. 

Insufficient resources were available in the 
system to perform the operation. 

The rtamt parameter was invalid. 
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GETSOCKNAME 
Name 

.,etsodname - ~t socket name 

Synopsis 

getsockname(s, name, namelen) 
int s; 
struct sockaddr • name; 
int •namelen; 

Description 

Gttso.:i rtamt returns the current rtarl!t for the specified socket. The MilieU II parameter 
should be initialized to indicate the amount of space pointed to by namt. On return 
it contains the actual size o f the name returned (In bytes). 

A 0 is returned if the call succeeds. -I if it fai ls. 

The call succeeds unless: 

[EBADF) 

(ENOBUFS) 

[EFAULT] 

The argument s is not a valid descriptor. 

lnsuffident resources were available in the 
system to perform the operation. 

The rtalllt parameter was invalid. 
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GETSOCKOPT 

Name 

aetsodopt. setsockopt- .,et and set options on sockets 

Synopsis 

getsockopt(s, level, optname, optval, optlen) 
int s, level, optname; 
char •optval; 
int •opt len : 

setsockopt(s, level, optname, optval, optlen) 
int s, level, optname; 
char *optval; 
int optlen; 

Description 

GtiS«iopt and sttstKiopt manipulate optioou associated with a socket. Options may 
exist at multiple protocol levels: they are always present at the uppermost 'socket' 
level. 

When manipulating socket options the leo;el at whkh the option resides and the 
name of the option must be specified. To manipulate options at the 'socket' level. 
It~"' is specified as SOL_SOCKET. To manipulate options at any other level the 
protocol numberofthe appropriate protocol controlllna the option is supplied. For 
example. to indicate that an option is to be Interpreted by the TCP protocol.ltvtl 
should be set to the protocol numberofTCP. 

The parameters optval and opcltrt are used to access option values for sdsoci opt. For 
gtts«iopt they identify a buffer In which the value for the requested option(s) are to 
be returned. For gtts«kopt, op!ltn Is a value-result parameter. Initially contain ina the 
size of the buffer pointed to by opl\1111. and modified on return to Indicate the actual 
size of the value returned . If no option value Is to be supplied or returned. ope..,/ 
may be supplied as 0 . 

Oplnamt and any specified options are passed unlnterpreted to the appropriate 
protocol module for Interpretation. Options at different protocol levels vary In 
format. 

Most socket-leo;el options take an irtl parameter for DplWJf. For Sttsoaopl,the 
parameter should be non-zero to enable a boolean option. or zero if the option Is 
to be disabled. SO_LINGER uses a sttuct irtgtr parameter. whldl specifies the 
desired state of the option and the linger Interval (see below). 
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The following options are recognized at the socket level. Eltcept as noted. each may 
be examined with gtiS«~opC and set with st!S~X.~opl. 

SO_REUSEADDR toggle local address reuse 

SO_KEEPALIVE toggle keep connections alive 

SO_OONTROUTE toggle routing bypass for outlloina 
messages 

SO_LINGER 

SO_BROADCAST 

SO_OOBINLINE 

SO_SNDBUF 

SO_RCVBUF 

S0_1YPE 

SO_ERROR 

linger on dose if data present 

toggle permission to transmit broadcast 
messages 

toggle reception of out-of·band data In band 

set buffer size for output 

set buffer size for input 

get the type of the socket (get only) 

get and clear error on the socket (&et only) 

SO_REUSEADDR indicates that the rules used in validating addresses supplied In 
a bi,., call should allow reuse of local addresses. SO_KEEPALIVE enables the 
periodic transmission of messaaes on a connected socket. SO_DONTROU'TE 
Indicates that outgoina mess31les should bypass the standard rout ina facilities. 
Instead. messages are directed to the appropriate network interface according to 
the network portion of the destination address. 

SO_LINGER controls the action taken when unsent messages are queued on 
socket and a soc~ttclost Is performed. If the socket promises reliable delivery of data 
and SO_LINGER is set. the system will block on the soc~etclost attempt until it Is 
able to transmit the data or until it decides it is unable to deliver the Information 
(a timeout period. termed the linger interval. is specified in the stlsoc~opl call when 
SO_LINGER Is requested). If SO_LINGER is disabled and a soc~etclost is issued. the 
system will process the socketclose In a manner that allows control to return to the 
caller as quickly as possible. 

The option SO_BROADCAST requests permission to send broadcast datagrarns on 
the socket. With protocols that support out·of·band data. the SO_OOBINLINE 
option requests that out·of·band data be placed in the normal data input queue as 
received: It wilithen be accessible with ra:v calls without the MSG_OOB nag. 
SO_SNDBUF and SO_RCVBUF are options to adjust the normal buffer sizes 
allocated for output and input buffers. respectively. The buffer size may be 
Increased for high-volume connections. or may be decreased to limit the possible 
badlog of Incoming data. The system places an absolute limit on these values. 
Anally, S0_1YPE and SO_ERROR are options used only with stfS<Xiopl. S0_1YPE 
returns the type of the socket. such as SOCK_SffiEAM. SO_ERROR returns any 
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pending error on the socket and clears the error status. It may be used to check for 
asynchronous errors on connected dataaram sockets or for other asynchronous 
errors. 

AO Is returned If the call succeeds. -til It falls. 

The call succeeds unless: 

[EBADF] 

[ENOPRC1TOOIYI') 

[EFAUL11 

The argument sis not a valid descriptor. 

The option Is unknown at the level 
Indicated. 

The address pointed to byoplYtll is invalid. 
For ,t~opt. this error may also be returned 
If GPIItll is Invalid. 
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LISTEN 

Name 

listen -listen for connections on a socket 

Synopsis 

listen(s. backlog) 
int s, backlog; 

Oesct'iplion 

To accept connections. a socket Is first created with soatt. a wllllnaness to accept 
incoming connections and a queue limit for incomina connections are specified 
with liliLn. and then the connections are accepted with acupt. The IUitn call applies 
only to sockets of type SOCK_STREAM or SOCK_SEOPACKET. 

The ba,•~og parameter defines the maximum length the queue of pend Ina 
connections may grow to. This Is currently limited to 5. If a connection request 
arrives with the queue full the dient may receive an error with an Indication of 
ECONNREFUSED. or. if the underlying protocol supports retransmission. the 
request may be ignored so that retries may succeed. 

A 0 return value indicates success; -I indicates an error. 

The call (ails if: 
[EBADF) 

[EOPNOTSUPP) 

The arguments is not a valid descriptor. 

The socket is not ol a type that supports the 
operation lislen . 
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RECV 

Name 

recv. recvfrom. recvmse- receive a mes5aie from a socket 

Synop8is 

cc = recv(s, buf, len, flags) 
int cc, s; 
char •buf; 
int len, flags; 

cc = recvfrom (s, buf, len, flags, from, fromlen ) 
int cc# s; 
char • buf: 
int len , flags: 
struct sockaddr •from: 
int • fromlen: 

cc = recvmsg(s, mag, flags) 
int cc, s; 
struct msghdr •msg: 
int flags: 

Description 

R«v. reev{rorra. and r«vmsg are used to receive messages from a socket. 

The r«v call Is normally used only on a wnntJUAI socket. while r«!i{rorra and re,vmsg 
may be used to receive data on a socket whether it is in a connected state or not. 

If (rom is non-zero. the source address of the messaee Is filled in. Frorraltn is a 
value-result parameter. initialized to the size of the buffer associated with from. and 
modified on return to Indicate the actual size of the address stored there . The 
length ol the messaee Is returned in"· If a messaae Is too long to fit in the 
supplied buffer. excess bytes may be discarded dependine on the type ol socket the 
message is received from. 

If no messages are available at the socket. the receive call waits for a messaae to 
arrive. unless the socket is non·blocklnaln which case a" of -I is returned with the 
external variable errno set to EWOUI.DBI.OCK. 

The fltigs argument to a recv call Is formed by or' Ina one or more of the values. 

tdctine MSG_OOB Oxl 
f detine MSG_PEEK Oxl 

r pr~•• out--.of·bi.Dd. data •t 
r peek at ioeotdag .uuge • J 
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The r«V111sg call uses a llll91t4rstructure to minimize the number of directly supplied 
parameters. This structure has the followiniJ form: 

etruct m19hdr I 
cacSdr_t ma9J1ame: 
J.nt Ng_namelen: 
etnact iovec '11189-iov: 
int NQ_iovlen; 
c•Mr _ t mag_accriQht•: 
int NQ_•cc-right8len: 

1: 

t• optional addrea• • 1 
1• •he of addreaa • J 
t• ecatter/gttther array • t 
t• I element• i n ... g_iov • t 
t• aeeeea right• eent /r.ce ivtd •1 

Here 111sg_1111111t and nug_rtlllltUft specify the destination address If the socket is 

unconnected: "'lll-"""'' may be Qiven as a null pointer if no names are desired or 
required. The 111sg_iov and IIIS9_iq../ert describe the scatter 11ather locations. A buffer 
to ~lve any access riQhts sent alon11 with the messaae is specified In 
111sg_aurigftts. which has lenQth ra$9_1urig/lrslct. Access riQhts are currently limited 
to Integer values. If access riQhts are not beiniJ transfe"ed. the 111Sg_1urigftrs field 
should be set to NULL. 

These calls return the number of bytes received. or -I if an e"or occurred. 

The calls fail if: 
(EBADF) 

(EWOULDBLOCK) 

(EFAULT) 

The ariJument s is an invalid descriptor. 

The socket is marked non-blockiniJ and the 
receive operation would block. 

The data was specified to be received Into an 
invalid address. 
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SELECT 

Name 

select- synchronous socket VO multlplexiniJ 

Synopsis 

nfound = select (nfds,readfds,writefds,exceptfds,timeout) 
int nfound, nfds: 
fd_set • readfds, •writefds, •exceptfds: 
struct timeval •timeout: 

f'D_SET ( fd, &fdsetl 
f'O_CLR ( fd, &fdsetl 
f'O_ISSET (fd, &fdsetl 
f'D_ZERO(& fdset) 
int fd: 
fd_set fdset: 

Oesct'iption 

Select examines the socket descriptor sets whose addresses are passed in read/ds. 
writt(ds. and txctptfds to see If some of their descriptors are ready for readiniJ. are 
ready for writing. or have an exceptional condition pending. respectively. The first 
nfds descriptors are checked In each set; I.e. the descriptors from 0 through n/ds-1 in 
the descriptor sets are examined. On return. select replaces the IJiven descriptor sets 
with subsets conslstiniJ of those descriptors that are ready for the requested 
operation. The total number of ready descriptors in all the sets is returned in 
n/ound. 

( 

The descriptor sets are stored as bit fields in arrays of integers. The following 
macros are provided for manlpulatlniJ such descriptor sets: FD_ZERO(&/dstl) 
initializes a descriptor setfdstt to the null set. FD_SET(fd. &/dstt) includes a 
particular descriptor fd lnfdstt. FD_CLR(fd. &fd~) removesfd fromfdstt . FD_ISSET(fd. ( 
&/d~) is nonzero if fd Is a member of (dstt.zero otherwise. The behaviour of these • 
macros is undefined If a descriptor value is less than zero or IJreater than or equal 
to FD_SETSIZE. which Is normally at least equal to the maximum number of 
descriptors supported by the system. 

If timeout Is a no n-zero pointer. It specifies a maximum Interval to wait for the 
selection to complete. If riratJDutls a zero pointer. the select blocks indefinitely. To 
affect a poll. the liiiii!DUI ariJument should be non-rero. pointiniJ to a zero-valued 
tlmeval structure. 
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Any of readfds. IO'riU{ds. and txupCfds may be given as zero pointers if no descriptors 
are of Interest. 

Seled returns the number ol ready descriptors that are contained in the descriptor 
sets. or -I If an error occurred. If the time limit expires then uwt returns 0. If stltta 
returns with an error. the descriptor sets will be unmodified. 

An error return from ultd Indicates: 

[EBADF] One of the des<:riptor sets specified an 
Invalid des<:rlptor. 

[EINVAL) The specified time limit Is Invalid. One of Its 
components Is negative or too larae. 
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SEND 

Name 

send. send to. sendrnsg -send a m~ from a sodet 

Syno.,.ia 
cc = send( s, msg, len, flag) 
int cc, s; 
char •msg; 
int len, flag; 

cc = sendto(s, msg, len, flag, to, t olen) 
int cc, s; 
char •msg; 
int len, flags; 
s t ruct sockaddr •to; 
int tolen; 

cc = sendmsg(s, msg, flag) 
int cc, s; 
struct msghdr •msg; 
int flags; 

08$criptlon 

Send. sendw. and send'"sg are used to transmit a messaae to another socket. Send 
may be used only when the socket is In a conruded state. while sendto and sendmsg 
may be used at any time. 

The address ol the target Is aiven by to with toltn specifying Its size. The length of 
the message is given by ltn . If the messaae Is too lona to pass atomically through 
the underlying protocol. then the error EMSGSIZE Is returned. and the messaae Is 
not transmitted. 

No Indication of failure to deliver is implidt In a unll. Return values of - I indicate 
some locally detected errors. 

If no messages space Is available at the socket to hold the messaae to be 
transmitted. then send normally blocks. unless the socket has been placed In 
non· blocking 110 mode. 

The {Lag parameter may be set to MSG_OOB (otherwise 0) to send 'out-of-band' 
data on sodtets that support this notion (e.a. SOCI(_STREAM); the underlylna 
protoool must also support 'out-of-band' data. 
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See ra:v for a description of the msghdr structure. 

The call returns the number of characters sent. or -I if an error occurred. 

The call fails If: 

[EBADF) 

[EFAULT) 

[EMSGSIZE) 

[EWOULDBLOCK) 

(ENOBUFS) 

[ENOBUFS) 

An Invalid descriptor was specified. 

An invalid address was specified for a 
parameter. 

The socket requires that message be sent 
atomically. and the sire of the message to be 
sent made this impossible. 

The socket is marked non-blocking and the 
requested operation would block. 

The system was unable to allocate an 
internal buffer. The operation may succeed 
when buffers become available. 

The output queue for a network interface 
was full. This generally indicates that the 
interface h<'~s stopped sending. but may be 
caused by transient congestion. 
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SHUTDOWN 

Name 
shutdown- shut down part of a full·duplex connection 

Synopsis 
int shut down(s, how) 
int s, how; 

Description 
The shutdown call causes all or part of a full-duplex connection on the socket 
associated with s to be shutdown. If Millis 0, then further receives wil l be 
disallowed. If howls I. then further sends will be disallowed. If how Is 2. then further 
sends and receives will be disallowed. 

A 0 return value indicates success: -1 Indicates an error. 

The call fails if: 

[EBADF) s is not a valid descriptor. 

(ENOTCONN) 
[ENOTSOCK) 

The specified socket is not connected. 

s Is a file. not a socket. 
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SOCKET 

Name 
socket - create an endpoint for communication 

S ynopsis 

8 = 8ocket(domain, type. protocol) 
int 8, domain, type, protocol; 

Description 

Socut creates an endpoint for communication and returns a descriptor. 

The domain parameter specifies a communications domain within which 
communication will take place; this selects the protocol family which should be 
used. The protocol family generally is the same as the address family for the 
addresses supplied in later operations on the socket. The currently understood 
format under RISC OS is 

PF _!NET (Internet protocols). 

The socket has the indicated type. which specifies the semantics of communication. 
Currently defined types under RISC OS are: 

SOCK_STREAM 
SOCK_DCRAM 
SOCK_RAW 

A SOCK_STREAM type provides sequenced. reliable. two-way connection based 
byte streams. An out·of·band data transmission mechanism may be supported. A 
SOCK_DGRAM socket supports dat311rams (connectionless. unreliable messaaes 
or a fixed (typically small) maximum lenath). SOCK_RAW sockets provide access to 
internal network protocols and interfaces. 

The prot()(()/ sped lies a particular protocol to be used with the socket. Normally only 
a slnale protocol exists to support a particular socket type within a 11iven protocol 
family. However. it is possible that many protocols may exist. in which case a 
particular protocol must be specified in this manner. The protocol number to use is 
particular to the 'communication domain' in which communication is to take 
place. 

Sockets of type SOCK_ STREAM are full-duplex byte streams. A stream socket must 
be in a CDnntdc4 state before any data may be sent or received on it. A connection to 
another socket is created with a CDnn«t call. Once connected. data may be 
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transferred usin11 some variant or the u n4 and rwcv calls. When a session has been 
completed a socfttldosc may be performed. Out-of-band data may also be 
transmitted as described In unJ and received as described In rew. 

The communications protocols used to implement a SOCK_STREAM Insure that 
data is not lost or duplicated. If a piece or data for which the peer protocol has 
butrerspace cannot be successfully transmitted within a reasonable len11th of time. 
then the connection is considered broken and calls will Indicate an error with - I 
returns and with E'TlMEOOlfT as the specific code In the alobal variable errno. The 
protocols optionally keep sockets 'warm' by forcina transmissions roughly every 
minute in the absence of other activity. An error Is then Indicated if no response 
can be elicited on an otherwise Idle connection for a extended period (eg 5 
minutes). 

SOCK_DGRAM and SOCK_RAW sockets allow sendina of data11rams to 
correspondents named in senJ calls. Data~~rams are aenerally received with recll{ro .... 
which returns the next dataaram with Its return address. 

The operation of sockets Is controlled by socket level oplions. Sctsoclopl and 9tlsociopt 
are used to set and aet options. respectlvely. 

A -I is returned if an error occurs. otherwise the return value is a descriptor 
referend nathe socket. 

The soclct call fai Is if: 
[EPROTONOSUPPORT) 

(EMFILE) 
(EACCESS) 

(ENOBUFS) 

The protocol type or the specified protocol 
is not supported within this domain. 

The socket descriptor table is full. 
Permission to create a socket of the 
specified type and/or protocol is denied. 

Insufficient buffer space is available. The 
socket cannot be created until sufficient 
resources are freed. 
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SOCKET CLOSE 

Name 

socketclose- close an open socket 

Synopsis 

socketclose(s) 
int s; 

Description 

Soc:~dosecloses an open socket. and releases any resources. including queued 
data. associated with it. 

If an application terminates under RISC OS without closing an open socket. then 
that socket will remain open indefinitely. 

The call will fail if: 

[EBADF] s is not a valid descriptor. 
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SOCKETIOCTL 

Name 
socketioctl -control an open socket 

Synopsis 
linclude 'ioctl.h' 

socketioctl(s, request, argp) 
int s; 
unsigned long request; 
char •argp; 

Description 

Socieriocll is used to alter the operating characteristics of an open socket. s. The 
parameter request specifies the socketioctl command, and has encoded within it 
both the size of the argument pointed to by argp, and whether the argument is an 
'in' parameter or an 'out' parameter. Macros and defines used In specifying request 
are located In the header file iocrl.~ . 

The call will fall If: 

[EBADF] s is not a valid descriptor. 
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Service calls 
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This chapter describes the Interface between a protocol module and a device driver 
module used by the protocol. The interface will enable multiple protocol SUicks to 
control multiple different device drivers simulataneously, if required . 

The Interface is optimise<1 in its detail to handle device drivers for Ethernet. Drivers 
for other types of network will need to emulate Ethernet In these details at this 
Interface and map 'v irtual Ethernet' values into real values meaningful to the 
actual connected networ~. 

Specifically: 

• physical networ~ addresses are 48 bit quantities. 

• the values or physical network frames ·owned' by protocol modules are 
eJCpressed as Ethernet frame type values. For example: 

Internet owns three types of physical frame. namely frames containing IP. ARP 
and Reverse ARP protocol messaaes. The driver module will be informed of the 
values lrl!OO. &806 and &8035 respectively. 

• At startup, driver modules must set the variable 

lnetSEtherType 

to the text string name of the controlled physical interface type (et. en. etc.). 
with the suffix ·o· (e.g. etO. enO. etc.) . This is for compatibility with Acorn AUN 
and TCP!IP software. The name part is the same string referred to in the Driver 
Information Block. described later. 

When loaded. a network interface driver module will perform various internal and 
hardware initialisation functions. It will then announce its presence via the service 
cal l Service_NetworkDriverStatus (0) and wait for a protocol module. such as 
Internet. to search for device drivers controlling interfaces which the protocol 
wishes to access. This is done via the service call Service_FindNetworkDriver. 
Subsequently. If a protocol module terminates it will notify associated driver 
modules via Service_ProtocoiDying. A terminating driver module issues 
Service_NetworkDtiverStatus (I). 

AUN Accm UniVSfSIJI Network 
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Service_FindNetworkDriver 
(Service Call &84) 

On entry 

Rl = &84 (reason code) 
R2 =pointer to name of driver sought (et, en. etc.). or zero. or - I 
R3 =pointer to Prol.oc4/ln(oroulio" ~describing this protocol. or zero 
R4 =slot number. If R2 • -I and R3 • 0 

On exit 

Use 

Rl =0 
R2 preserved 
R3 = pointer to Driwr ln(onurio" ~ descrlbine available driver 

Service_FindNetworkDriver ma~ a logical connection between a protocol module 
and a driver module. enabling Information about each other to be exchanged. 

Service_FindNetworkDriver may also be used to find out whether a driver module 
is present. without making a logical connection. In this case R2 and R3 are zero on 
entry. Exit register values are the same If dalmed by a driver module. 

Service_FindNetworkDrlver may also be used to find out which driver module 
controls the device located In a given backplane slot. In this case R2 Is -I. R3 is 
zero and R4 contains the slot number (0 • 3) on entry. Exlt register values are the 
same if claimed by a driver module. 
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Service_ProtocoiDying 
(Service Call &83) 

On entry 

Rl .. &83 (reason code) 
R2 = 10 ol exiting protocol 

On exit 

u .. 

All realsters must be preserved 

Servk:e_.ProtocoiOying is issued by a protocol module to notify driver modules that 
the protocol is exiting. The protocol tO is the same value as previously passed to 
the driver in pib.pib_sccall. Driver modules must never claim this service call. 

AUN Acom UnivtJfSal Nerworlc 
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Service _NetworkDriverStatus 
(Service Call &88) 

On entry 

Rl = &88 (reason code) 
R2 ., status (0 ~starting. I ~terminating) 
R3 = pointer to Oriwr Ill/ormation Bl«t describing this driver 

On exit 

Use 

All registers must be preserved 

Service_NetworkDrlverStatus Is Issued by a network driver module to indicate that 
it Is starting up or terminating. This service call should not be claimed. 

Protocol Information Block 
struct pib ( 

}; 

char pib_frtypecnt; 
unsigned short pib_frtype[6]; 
int pib_rxevent: 
struct mbuf ••pib_freeq; 
int pib_sccall; 
struct mbuf ••pib_lfreeq; 

pib_frtyp~nt 

Number of valid fields In plb_frtype)). 

pib_frtypeD 

/vray of physical frame type values which are ·owned• by this protocol. The driver 
module will route alllncomi ng frames with these types to this module. via an event 
sequence governed by pib_rxevent. 

If a given value is zero. then all ISO format Incoming frames will be routed to this 
protocol-In other words frames havlna a length field (range64 to 1500) in place of 
a type field. 

If a given value Is 65535 (Oxffffl then any packet with a frame type not mat ched by 
any other protocol will be routed to this protocol. 
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pib_rxevent dib_swibase 

Base of SWI block owned by this driver module. Number of RISC OS event to generate when an incoming frame of the correct type 
is received. This mechanism is used to pass Incoming frames Into the correct 
protocol module. ·-"·~-_,dib'-addressD 

_ .__ , . .... 7 ~~--·---~ ~ - ... • 

pib ,,eeq ~- - - . .., ~"\. "':'"" f -...0.~ . c 
- ·~ • '=\ : . !":. ~· ; ; ;.-..: ... ; . ' . 

Pointers to physical addresses of Interface cards. Each address is a 48 bit (6 byte) 
quantity. 

available to the driver module to store data associated with Incoming fra of the . dib m,odule 

correct type. (Note: driver modules must never themselves free data buffe · .;. ,, 1 • t O'liXlrtu>iiY. \ Q. 

Address or free list or "small" data buffers owned by this protocol modul,et 1· r-· -~~ At. r ,. • . . . 

obtained from this list I • f.:-t_r •"'5 : t · _ 0 ..... i.l'n6nl 
ccs~·.or.e:~t Cil li'"' ... ~ . ' 

pib_ scx:all .~--:--

10 for this protocol which will be induded in Servire_Protocol()yina on 1't,ETURN i3Y: . . 
termination. Internet= I. ' • 'h ·c·' l f' ul>IIC8tfOJlS. , !:: lee ~~_ . ......;.. .. swleatls.~~-

pib_lfreeq 

Address or free list or "large' data buffers owned by this protocol module but 
avail able to the dri ver module to store data associated with incoming frame~ of the 
correct type. These buffers should be large enough to accommodate a full Ethernet 
frame. There may only be a small number available so a driver module should be 
prepared to ·rai l back' on small buffers if no large buffer Is available. I Note: driver 
modules must never themselves free data buffers obtained from this llst.l 

Pointer to title or driver module (e.g "Ether3') 

Once the startup sequence Is complete. the protocol module will communicate 
with the driver module via SWI calls. and the driver module will interrupt the 
protocol module with events to Indicate received frames. 

The followina set of SWI calls enable a protocol module to pass data and control 
commands to a device driver module. Each different driver will own a unique chunk 
ofSWI numbers whose base Is passed to a protocol module at startup time via the 
Driver Information Block. SWI numbers offset sequentially from the SWI chunk 
base will correspond functionally to the commands described below. 

Driver Information Block 
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s t r uc t dib 
cha r 
i nt 
int 
c har 
char 

); 

dib_name 

*dib_name; 
d ib_units; 
dib_swibase; 
•dib_address[4); 
•dib_module ; 

Pointer to 2 byte text string name of physical interface type controlled by this driver 
module ("ea·. ·en·. ·ec·. etc). 

dib_units 

Number or accessible physical interfaces present of the type contro lled by this 
d river module. 
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Interface Start 
(Offset 0) 

Start a physical interface unit controlled by the owner of dib_swibase. 

On entry 

RO =unit number (0 • 3) 

On exit 

RO preserved 

Use 
Called by protocol module to start Interface and enable subsequent 110. 

AUN Acorn UniV91'SSI Networlc 
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Restart a physical interface unit. 

On entry 

RO = unit number (0 • 3) 

On exit 

RO preserved 

Use 

Interface_ Up 
(Offset 1} 

Called by protocol module to restart interface and reenable subsequent 1/0. after 
an earlier call of SWI_NetworklfDown. 
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Disable a physical interface unit. 

Interface_ Down 
(Offset 2) 

On entry 

RO = unit number (0- 31 

On exit 

Use 

RO preserved 

Called by protocol module to disable indicated interface and disallow subsequent 
vo. 

AUN !.com UniwHsa/ Net'lfOrl< 
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Transmit data via a physical interface unit 

Interface_ Send 
(Offset 3) 

On entry 

Rl =unit number (0- 3) 
R2 " frame type 
R3 = pointer to destination physical address; 48 bit (6 byte) quantity 
R4 =pointer to messaee buffer chain contalnlna transmit data 
R5 =event number to call on completion (or ~ero for no event required) 

On exit 

Use 

R I • R5 preserved 

Called by protocol module to transmit data. held In a chain of buffers. The 
destination physical address and a frame type value Identifying the sending 
protocol are specified. lf the protocol module wishes to be notified via an event 
about the status of the transmission (beyond anyerrorvalue whlch may be passed 
back directly on SWI exit) then the event number(> 0) will be specified. 

If R5 "0 then the protocol module may assume that It can free the associated mbuf 
chain immediately on return from the SWi ca ll . otherwise It must wait for the event 
to occur before freeing the mbufs. 

See SWITxEventRequired below. 
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Interface_ Version 
(Offset 4) 

Return version number of DCI specification implemented 

On entry 

On exit 

Use 

RO • version number lnteeer (this version= 3) 

Called by protocol module to ensure that a device driver module implements the 
version of DCI Interface compatible with itself. 

AUN Acorn Universal Networlc 
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Return physical M1U of supported network 

Interface MTU 
(Offset 5) 

On entry 

On exit 

Use 

RO = M1U. or zero 

Called by protocol module to lind out the MlU or the underlying network. for 
example to enable erfident fragmentation or datagrams. Default (RO = 0) is 
E'n-IERNET MTU ( 1500 octets). 
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Interface_ TxEvReq 
(Offset 6) 

Return whether device driver requires an event value on TX 

On entry 

On exit 

Use 

RO = I if uc event number required. or 0 if tx event number not required 

Called by protocol module to find out whether the transmission strategy used by 
the device driver module requires the protocol module to supply a txevent value 
with every transmission SWI call (SWI_NetworklfSend): i .e. transmission 
synchronous to SWI_NetworklfSend cannot be guaranteed on request . (n.b This 
may impact on performance optimisations within the protocol module.) 

AUN Acom Univfltsal Netwofl( 
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Events 

Interface_ StaNumReq 
(Offset 7) 

Return whether physical network necessarily requires a tUed station number 

On entry 

On exit 

Use 

RO"' I if fixed station number required. or 0 If tUed station number not required 

Called by AUN software to find out whether the underlyillll network necessarily 
requires a fixed ·pseudo·Econet' station number (I .e. set In CMOS RAM). or 
whether a dynamic station number allocation mechanism can be employed by 
AUN software. For example. physical Econet necessarily requires a fixed station 
number. but Ethernet does not. 

An event may be generated by a driver module to indicate that a data transmission 
request has been processed or that a frame has been received from the network 
Different event numbers are owned by different protocol modules. and are 
supplied to driver modules via SWI_Networki!Send (for tx) and 
Servlce_FindNetworkDriver (for rx) calls. 
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On entry to event handler 

RO "'tx event number (specified by protocol module) 
Rl =pointer to data buffer chain containing tx data 

TX Event 

R2 = pointer to name of interface controlled by this driver ('ea'. 'en·. etc) 
R3 =physical unit number (0- 3) 
R4 =error number (driver specific) or zero= ok 

A transmission event does not necessarily imply that a frame has been successfully 
transmitted and received by the target host, merely that the local operation has 
been completed -either with or without a detected hardware error- and so the 
protocol module may free the addressed message buffer chain. A protocol module 
has the option of requesting an event or no event with each SWI call to transmit 
data (see above). 

AUN Acorn UniV61'Ssl Networlc 
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RX Event 
On entry to event handler 

Data buffers 

RO = rx event number (protocol specified) 
Rl =pointer to data buffer chain containing rx data 
R2 = pointer to name of Interface controlled by this driver ('ea·. 'en·. etc) 
R3 =physical unit number (0- 3) 
R4 = rx frame type 

A receive event means that an Incoming frame 'addressed' (via the frame type field) 
to a protocol module has been received and stored within the addressed data 
buffers obtained for this purpose from the protocol module's freelist. Once the 
event is generated. the driver module must forget about the associated data 
buffers. 1l1ese will be received by the protocol module's event handler and in due 
course returned by the protocol module to Its own free list. Data buffers comprising 
an individual frame are chained together via the m_next field (see below). 

The first buffer in each frame chain does not contain frame data. The first four bytes 
contains a pointer to a Driver Information Block describing this driver. The next six 
bytes contain the 48-bit physical address of the source of the received frame. 

The rx frame type (R4) should be set to 0 to indicate that the protocol module 
should discard this mbuf chain immediately. for any reason. 

Data passes across the interface between the protocol and driver modules in 
'mbufs'. These are similar to the data structure as used Internally within the BSD 
UNIX kernel. and also within the RISC OS Internet module, for handling network 
data. Mbufs are aligned on 128 byte boundaries and can either store internally up 
to 112 data bytes. or else reference an external block of data. The format is: 
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l dofino KSIZE 128 
l deCino 104IH0f'l' 12 
!define H'TAIL 
t deUne XL~ (KSIZE·*INOFP-H'TAIL) 

otruct IN>uf I 
etnact lrlb\&t 'ILDext; t• next butter in ehain */ 
unei9ned long 11\...0ff; I ' oft•et of data • t 
ehort ctLlen: r amount of data ., 

cbar 11\_type ; r mbut type ., 
char IJLindir; r data i l indirect . , 
U.DlOD I 

cbar IIIWLdotl ML£11) ; r data l torage ., 
cbar 'll.lft._d..tp; r indirect data polnter • 1 

) ILUD : 
e truct .t:Juf 'ILact ; r uaeod. by protocol IIIQdu,le • I ,, 

t4ef ine IL.4at lr\_W1.1Un_d.at 

t doflno IL.dot p ~u.n.aun_atp 

If the data is indirect then the device driver module must make no assumptions 
about the actual locaUon of the referenced data. 
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This chapter gives details of the • Commands provided by the AUN software. These 

( commands may help you in managing your network. and seeing how it is 
operating. To use the more esoteric commands you will need a more technical 
understanding of AUN than we have so far given you. particularly Its use of Internet 
addressing. 

The list below summarises the commands In this chapter: 

Command S•mmary Pace 
'Configure BootNet Sets the configured state for whether or not 232 

the AUN software is loaded from ROM 

'Eclnlo Displays Econet driver module internal 233 
statistics 

'EIInfo Displays Acorn Ethernet I driver module 233 
internal statistics 

' E21nlo Displays Acorn Ethernet II driver module 233 
internal statistics 

'E31nlo Displays Acorn Ethernet Ill driver module 233 
internal statistics 

'inetlnlo Displays Internet module Internal statistics 234 

'Net Map Displays the current AUN map table 235 
'NetProbe Reports II a remote station is accessible 236 

and active 

'NetStat Displays the current status ol any network 237 
lnterface(s) configured for AUN 

• NetTraceOfl Turns off a gateway's tracing of routing 238 
( protocol messages 

• NetTraceOn Turns on a gateway's tracing of routing 239 
protocol messages 

'Networks Displays the current AUN routing table 240 

'SetStation Sets a station's number 241 
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*Configure BootNet 

Sets the confiaured state for whether or not the AUN software is loaded from ROM 

Syntax 

Use 

•configure BootNet OniOff 

·confiaure BootNet sets the configured state for whether o r not the AUN software 
is to be loaded from ROM. Drivers are always loaded from the ROM. irrespective of 
this configured setting. This command Is only available on stations fitted with 
an AUN client ROM. 

For such stations. you should configure this value to ·on· if the station is to be a 
client station using an AUN-configured network. and to 'Off otherwise (i.e. if the 
station is to be a gateway station. or to be connected to a TCPIIP-<Onfigured 
network!. 

TI1e default state at Installation of the card is 'Off. 

Example 

•configure BootNet On 

Related commands 

None 

AUN •eommsnd$ 
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* Devicelnfo 

Displays driver module internal stalistk:s 

Syntax 

Use 

•Ecln f o 

•Ellnfo 

•E2Info 

•£3Info 

A · oeviulnfo command displays detailed Information about driver module activity. 
Each of the standard Acorn drivers provides such a command: 

Command 

•EcJnfo 
"EIInfo 
"E21nfo 
• £31nfo 

driver for: 

Econet 
Acorn Ethernet I 
Acorn Ethernet II 
Acorn Ethernet Ill 

We expect third party drivers to provide a corresponding command: you should see 
the documentation supplied for the command name. 

Ills presented mainly as an aid to trouble·shoot1n11. should you require it. 

Example 
•R3Info 
Ether) interCace •t-•tiatica 

e.aO : bu111te 16 O•>· alot o. enabled, hardware a Mre11 00:02107:00:79 : 00 

pa~kete rec eJve-4 • 277)S 
bytee rece1v~ • 2040)94 
receJve J.nte rrupt e • 27279 
interrvpte • 29658 

packet• tran.ealttecS • 2:391 
byte• tran .. u.tted • 392460 
traneait interrupt• • 2390 

Fr•• type.l recoonieed: Ox0800. Ox0806, Ox803$ . 

Related commands 

None 
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Syntax 

Use 

*lnetlnfo 

Displays Internet module Internal statistics 

*Inetinfo 

• lnetlnfodisplaysinlorrila~n and statistics about the current state of the Internet 
module. which forms a partofthe AUN software. Most ofthe information displayed 
is runic in nature. It is presented mainly as an aid to trouble-shooting. should you 
require it. 

Example 

• I netinfo 

Resource usage: 

Sockets 
Active 10 

Oa.ta buffer• 
Total 512. InUse o. Hiwat 40, Hfree 238. Hfreerx 234. Mfreerxl 19 

Packet forwarding not in opere.tion 

Related commands 

None 

AUN ·eommands 
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*NetMap 

Displays the current AUN map table 

Syntax 

Use 

*NetMap [net_numberl 

• NetMap dis plays the current AUN map table eitherfor the specified net. or for all 
nets if no parameter is specified. The map table shows the net number of each net. 
its name. and its Internet address. 

Eacll station obtains the information held in the rnap table from a gateway's Map 
file. Since this file Is identical for all gateways on a correctly set up network. the 
output from this command is the same for all stations. and only varies when the 
network's layout is altered. 

Examples 

•NetMap 129 
129 science 1.3.129.x 

•Net Map 

1 compsciA l.l.l.x 
2 compsciA 1.1.2.x 
3 compsciA 1.1.3.x 
128 compsciB 1.2.128.x 
129 science 1.3.129.x 
4 art 1.4.4 .x 
130 business 1.5.130.x 
131 backbone 1.6.13l.x 

Related commands 

•Networks 
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Reports if a remote station Is accessible and active 

Syntax 

*NetProbe net_number.station_number 

Parameters 

Use 

net_number 
stat ion_ number 

remote station's net number 

remote station's station number 

*NetProbe 

"NetProbe reports if a remote station is accessible and active. and hence can be 
reached from the local station and network. This command does so by sending a 
control message to the sped lied station and awaiting a reply. 

Examples 

•NetProbe 128.135 
Stat ion present 

•NetProbe 128.201 
Station not present 

Related commands 

None 

AUN "COmm.nds 
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*NetStat 

Displays the current status of any network lnterface(s) configured for AUN 

Syntax 

•NetStat [a) 

Parameters 

a give all Information. rather than simplified version 

Use 

"NetStat displays the current status of any network lnterface(s) configured for 
AUN. The optional parameter a gives extra Information. lnduding traffic counters 
and fuiiiP addresses. Known network numbers which a re marked with an asterisk 
('*')represent nets In a directly connected Econet network. 

Example 
•NetStat a 
,_t1ve Econet 

Interface 
AUH Station 
FUll addre-sa 

Interface 
NJN Stat ion 
f\lll a cjdreaa 

Known neta 

PQr«rlltla' a supplitJ 
TX etata 

IUC atata 

Module atatue 

Related commands 

None 

0 . ~ 

Ec:onetA .. ~ 
1. 4 . 4.~ 

Ether2 
131.~ 
1.6.1)1.~ 

Ill 
.. 

in/orrtullion for lllllivt Etontl 

in/oriiiAIIion for first AUN illltr/au 

in/oriiiAition for s«ond AUN inttrfau 

128 129 130 

lnfor.u!Uin (¥low 011fv givtrt I optio1111/ 

O.ta.o. Jnnedtat••2. lNl...Jepty. o. ttetry.o 
Error-20. Deta,J.clt•S. O.ta_Rej•O. Broedca e t • lO 
(local•O. global•$ ) 

O.la• 5>. JII'IM'diate•O. Broackaat.o. Diecar<S.O 
Retry.o. Error•O. O.ta_Adt•O. Dlt'-Rej . o 
l-.leply•2. Reply.Jtoj oO 

ouo 
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*NetTraceOff 

TIJms off a gateway's tracing or routing protocol messages 

Syntax 

Use 

*NetTraceOff 

"NetTraceOrt turns otr a gateway's generation of trace Information about its 
transmission and reception of routing protocol messages. For more details. see 
the description of the "NetTraceOn command. 

This command Is provided by the gateway variant of the AUN module. and is hence 
only available on gateway stations. It Is anyway irrelevant to client stations. 

Example 

*NetTraceOff 

Related commands 

• NetTraceOn 

f~ 

~ 

.. ~ . ~.-·._ , .. - ...-.-· ___ __._,..,. ............ ......-r~ 
~ 
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:1 

l · \':;~_:,. ~ ~·~ ~~·( c;)~~:::)·t cfr~:; ·~J ·\· : .: 
c.c;,;t£".·::"1. on this (;;)c.: .. :rne: , .. · 

i . 
~ ··;;~~~.;;·-,:·-·-~~\~ .. :-------... - · .......... - ~ 
, .,t..•~ll.N b { . _ 
: ~':> T<.~ch::ic91 Pub!icatiom.. ~ 
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*NetTraceOn 

TIJms on a gateways tradng of routing protocol messages 

Syntax 

*NetTraceOn [filename) 

Parameters 

Use 

filename name of file to which to dl rect output 

• NetTraceOn turns on a gateways generation of trace Information about its 
transmission and reception of routing protocol messages. This information is 
stored in the given file, or- if none Is specified-In the file !Gateway.Trace. You can 
load the trace file Into a text editor such as Edit In the usual way. 

To view the default file you will need to open the Gateway application directory: 
hold down the S~ift key while you double-click on Its Icon. 

This command is provided by the gateway variant of the AUN module. and is hence 
only available on gateway stations. It is anyway irrelevant to client stations. 

Example 

*NetTraceOn 

Example output 

Fri Mar 27 16 :26:06: 
compsciB 
backbone 

Fri Ma r 27 16 :2 6: 17 : 
compsciB 
backbone 

Fri Mar 27 16 :27 : 31 : 
compsciB 
art 
backbone 

Related commands 

• NetTraceOff 

==> 131. 123 
local 
local 

==> 131. 5 
local 
local 

==> 131. 150 
l ocal 
gateway=l 
local 
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*Networks 

Displays the current AUN routing table 

Syntax 

*Networks 

Use 

· Networks displays the current AUN routing table. This shows the names or any 
local networks (i.e. those to which the station is directly connected). It also shows 
the names of those remote networks that the station knows how to reach. and the 
gateway that it will use to do so 

The AUN routing table alters as gateways start up and shut down. and so the 
information returned by this command varies as the state of the network alters. 

Examples 

*Network• 
art 
backbone 

*Network• 
art 
bac kbone 

Related commands 

•NetMap 

gat eway=131.5 
loca l 

local 
local 

Q client on IM 'bclci&orti nd 
conn«ltd to the 'Qrt' till by 
gatN'll~ 131.5 

a gaiNa~ f¥ttt~ttn tire 'art' 
net and tire 'ba,HIOnt ttt1 

(i.e. siQtion 131.5 above) 

AUN •commands 
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*SetStation 

Sets a station's number 

Syntax 

•setStation [station_number] 

Parameters 

Use 

stat i on_ number a station number In the range 2- 254 

•SetStation sets a station's number. storina It In CMOS RAM so it is not lost when 
the computer is switched o ff. lf no number Is specified then one is prompted for. If 
the new station number given Is Invalid, then the current station number is 
preserved. 

This command is not a pan of the standard AUN software. to prevent users from 
altering station numbers. It Is Instead supplied as a separate program on the 
Support disc of the Level4 FileServerdlstribulion. in the Arthurlibdirectory. You 
can run this prOGram from the desktop by double-clicking on its Icon: a window 
shows the prompt for the station number. 

The number is stored in the same location as is used by Econet to store station 
numbers. If the station Is connected to both an AUN network and a native Econet. 
it will accordingly use the same station number for both types of network. Altering 
the station number for one network will alter It for the other. 

You can find out a station's current station number by typing at a command line: 

•Help St at i on if E;(orut is fittd 

or: 

•Net Stat i/AUN isirutalltll 

Examples 

•setSt a tion 20 

• set station 
New station number : 30 

Related co mmands 

•Help Station 
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Protocols 

This chapter gives same more tei::hnlairlnfcirmatlon ori how the AUN software · ( 
works. You don't need to read this chapter. since you can install. use and manage 
the network without knowing any ofthe Information it contains. However. the more ' 
technically minded amongst you may be Interested In what follows. 

AUN uses the UDP. IP. ARP. RevARP and RIP protocols from the TCP/IP family: 

• The transport protocol is User Datagram Protocol (UDP). enhanced by a 
proprietary handshake mechanism designed to support the semantics of 
Econet SWi calls. This is not a straightforward port of the four·way handshake 
mechanism used by native Econet. but Is rather a two·way handshake protocol 
overlaid with a timeout and retransmission mechanism better suited to the 
characteristics of IP traffic. 
TCP itself is not used. as it is a stream oriented protocol unsuited to 
supporting an Econet-like data delivery service. 

• The network protocol is Internet Protocol (IP). 

• Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used to map IP addresses into physical 
network addresses. 

• Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RevARP) Is used by client stations to 
request their <7Nn IP addresses from gateway stations. 

• Routing Information Protocol (RIP) Is used to pass routing table information 
between stations. 

Software ( 

The AUN software consists of three closely related modules: 

• The Net module implements the two-way acknowledgement handshake. and 
presents an Econet·like service to applications via Econet SWI calls. It also 
implements the RIP function. 

• The laten1et module Implements UDP. IP. ARP and RevARP protocols. and 
exports an industry standard (Berkeley socket) interface to other RISC OS 
software such as the TCP/IP Protocol Suite. 
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device driver. 

The AUN software comes with several driver modules: Eco11etA (for Econet 
Interfaces). Ether I (for an Acorn Ethernet I card). Ether2 (for an Acorn 
Ethernet II card) and Ether3 (for an Acorn Ethernet Ill card). The Econet driver 
a<cesses the network interface via the Econet handler resident In the RISC OS 
ROM. whereas the Ethernet drivers directly access the Ethernet hardware. 

The software in detail 

The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the modules In AUN: 

r······:;:.~~~~·-····1 
ooouoooooOoooyoHu•~••••••• 1 

......... ~~~~;:········1 

................................ ~ 

················· 
i Eoone1 

iEconet 
:sw1 
[interface 

TCP/IP [ 
Pro10COI : 

Suite i 

[·~-~--.-~ .. ~:~ ... · .... · .. ·.· . .! 
Internet i 
socket .................................. ; ! (tn RISC OS ROM) intartaCfl [ 

Eoonet 

1l1ere is a particularly close connection between the Net module and the Econet 
module. The Net module learns which nets may be accessed via a directly 
connected Econet. and which nets need to be accessed via IP (ie nets that do not 
use Econet. or nets using Econet that can only be reached via a gateway). The Net 
module intercepts SWI calls to Econet from higher-level applications such as 
NetFS. NetPrint and Broadcast Loader. and- by examining the destination net 
number- determines whether to route the calls to the Econet module for traffic 
over native Econet. or to the Internet module for traffic over IP. 

AUN T9Chnical information 
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If the AUN station does not have an Econet interface fitted then the Econet 
software module will not be present. and so all traffic will be via the Internet 
module and IP protocol . 

The Internet socket Interface- used by the Net module in AUN- remains exposed 
for parallel use by other applications. Hence other protocols running over IP. such 
as NFS. can run at the same lime as AUN. 

Addresses In Econet and AUN 
Under native Econet. users and proerams uniquely idenlify each station with two 
one-byte numbers. thus: 

nd.SIIIIiDn 

Under AUN. users and proerams use eJCactly the same scheme. to preserve 
compatibility with native Eoonet. However. the underlying Internet protocols used 
by AUN use four-byte numbers to identify stations. The AUN software therefore 
needs to translate each two-byte address passed by a user or program into a 
four-byte IP address. The AUN interpretation of each o( the four bytes is: 

sile.nttwori.ntl.sllllion 

The bottom two bytes lneUIQiion) are the same two bytes as are seen by users and 
programs. The nttto'or~ byte is used to provide additional routing information to the 
underlyingiP software only. so that It can route data to the correct destination 
network. The sire byte Is currently unused and always has a value of one. 

Technically speaking. an AUN IP address is a Class A IP address. with a netmask of 
&FFFFOOOO. 

F'or example. the AUN Interpretation of a command -in the normaiiP emphasis
to: 

'send data t o host 1.3.129. 16" 

is actually: 

·send data to station 129.16... (which Is located In network number 3)" 

or. more meaningfully: 

'send data to station 129.16... (which Is located in the science network)". 
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The difference between the addressing used by native Eoonet and the IP address 
used by AUN Is summarised by t he table below: 

Networt< Byt .. Form EnfT1liM I 

3.2 
Nali•e Eoo,.,.t addresa 2 Mlstalion 8.103 

129.12 

1.1.3.2 
AUNIPaddresa 4 1.MIItOrltMI.tl8liotl 1.4.8.103 

1.3.129.12 

AUN IP address configuration 
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How e getewey station finds its fuiiiP address 

When a gateway station starts up, it reads its station number from CMOS RAM. 
(This number is set by the SelStation command) 

To find the site. network and net numbers of both its interfaces. the gateway 
station looks at its Map file and its Configure file. 

The Mepllle 

1l1e Map file tells the gateway station the IP address of each net on the site. 

Example: Large site network containing 5 dept networks linked via backbone 

compsciA I 2 J I old compblock econet 
compsciB 128 I compblock Ethernet 
science 129 I science Ethernet 
art 4 I art room econet 
business 130 I business studies ethernet 
backbone 131 I backbone ethernet 

The gateway station converts each network name to a network number In the order 
they're read: the first network has the number I. the se<ond is number 2. and so 
on. Adding in the net numbers to the example above. the following fulllP 

AUN TflChnical informstlon 
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addresses apply to the example network. (The site number defaults to I . and t he 
sl4tio" field Is read by each Individual station from Its configured val ue in CMOS 
RAM): 

Network Network Net Returned 
name number number IPaddnu 

1 1.1.1.et.,iol! 
eompsciA 1 2 1.1.2.station 

3 1.1.3.otatiol! 

~B 2 128 1.2.128.stati>n 

scienoe 3 129 1.3.129.sl8ti>n 

art 4 4 1.4.4.statiol! 

business s 130 1.5.130.stati>n 

backbone 6 131 1.6.131 .stati>n 

The Conflcure file 

The Configure file tells the gateway station its own position in the site: specifically, 
which network is connected to which Interface. For example: 

I Exa.G1)lel : 

Econet 
slot 0 

network coq>eciA ie £conet: 
network backbone ie £th•rnet. 

ie eorrpeciA 
i• C.ckbone 

This tells the gateway that Its Econet Interface Is connected to the compsciA 
network. and its Ethernet Interface (In slot 0) Is connected to the backbone 
network. What it does not tell the gateway Is whether the Econet interface is 
connected to net I. 2 or J. The gateway station resolves this by reading the correct 
net number (in this case 2) from an Econet bridge on Its own net. Thus. if the 
station number were 7. the two Interfaces' IP addresses would be: 

1.1.2.7 
1.6.131.7 

for the Econet Interface 
for the Ethernet Interface 

Note that an Ethernet network must always consist of a single net. and so the 
gateway does not have to resolve the same ambiguities as for Econet. 

How a client station finds Its fuii iP address 

Like a gateway station. an AUN dlent station reads Its station number from CMOS 
RAM at start· up time. 
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However, at this stage it does not know its site, network and net numbers: instead, 
it finds these out from a gateway station cx:>nnected to its local network. 

To do so the client station broad<:asts a RevARP message requesting its IP address. 
The gateway receives this broadcast on the interface that is connected to the 
client's network. and returns that interface's IP address. first setting the station 
number to zero: 

sitc.lldwti .ntl.O 

Because the gateway station's interface and the dient station are on the same 
network. the returned site and network numbers are therefore the same as those of 
the client station. The net numbers will also be the same. unless the dlent station 
and the gateway station are on different nets within the same network (which can 
only be the case if they are separated by Ecx:>net bridGes). 

The d ient station takes the returned address and substitutes Its own station 
number. It also determines if it is connected to a bridged Econet: if so. It replaces 
the returned net number- which may be incorrect- with the correct net numbet 
read from an Econet bridGe on its own net. 

Default addresses 

If a client station does not get a response to Its request for Its fuiiiP address. this 
means that no gateway cx:>mputer is present and so the local netwo rk Is isolated. 
Th is beina the case. then: 

• If the station is cx:>nnected to an Econet it will use native Econet rather than 
the Internet protocols used by AUN. 

• I f the station Is connected to any other network it adopts a defaultiP address 
of i .O.i28.slalion. aivina a user address of 128.station. 

When/if a gateway compu ter subsequently comes ·on-line' it will immediately send 
a message to the other stations on the previously isolated network. so they may 
then cx:>mplete their address and routing cx:>nfiguralion. and get access to ali other 
networks in the AUN system. 

Consequently while a network is isolated all its stations may cx:>mmunlcate 
between themselves: stations don't 'hang' awaiting a response from a aateway. You 
may later start up a gateway station to bring the isolated network into your si te's 
AUN network. However. since this is likely to change 'on the Oy' a lithe addresses of 
that network's stations. you must take care only to do this when there are no users 
active on the network.. 

AUN Technical infofmslioll 
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Application program Interface 
The application proeram Interface. or API. Is the same as the RISC OS 3 (version 
3.10) Econet SWIInterface. with certain usage qualifications described below. For 
full details. refer to the RISC OS 3 Pf'091'GIIIIIItr's Rt(ercnu Manual. 

Existing user applications which access Econet do not require functional 
modifkallon at the network Interface in order to run over an AUN network. 

The AUN module Intercepts SWl calls to Econet from user software. It treats the 
calls differently according to how It can access the destinallon station: 

• If the destination station can be accessed directly via Econet. AUN passes the 
SWI calls to the resident Econet handler. This avoids unnecessary IP protocol 
overheads for a localised Econet-only transaction. 

• Otherwise the destfnatlon station must be accessed via IP. AUN maps the SWI 
calls Into calls to the Internet module. having first expanded the two-byte 
nd.sllltion destination address Into a four-byte siU.rvtwti.lld.sllltion IP address. 

The maximum amount of data which can be passed In a single transmission SWI 
via IP is 8192 bytes. 

When transmittina to a stat ion via IP. transmission SWI calls will return only the 
error values Status_NetErro r and Status_NotListening in the event of failure. Over 
raw Eronet other Econet-speclflc error values may be returned. 

Constraints on the use of Econet SWI calls over AUN 

Immediate operation• 

In general the Immediate mechanism Is considered to be Econet specific. The only 
Immediate operation supported by AUN over IP Is Econet_MachlnePeek.. All other 
Immediate SWI calls return Status_NotListening. unless the destination station is 
accessible via a directly connected Ecx:>net. 

Transml551on strateiY 

An applicatio n's choice of values for the Count and Delay parameters It passes to 
transmission SWis may make assumptions about the actual physical 
characteristics of Ecx:>net. For example some Econet utility pcograrns set the Count 
to 0 in Immediate operations. relying on the fact that the return of a scout 
adnowledQe frame In response to a valid scout frame will always be effectively 
instantaneous. However. over an AUN IP network this assumption is invalid: the 
functional equivalent of the scout acknowledge may arrive ·sometime'. or even 
'neve(. 
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Consequently AUN uses a retransmission strategy more suitable to the nature of IP 
traffic. whilst retaining the existing retransmission strategy for transmissions to a 
directly connected Econet. The retransmission strategy for AUN CNer IP Is as 
follows: 

For ordinary data. AUN employs a two-way handshake. A receiving station will 
return a positive acknowledgement If It has successfully received a data frame into 
an open receive block. or else a reject message if there is currently no open receive 
block. or some other detectable reception error has occurred. 

If Count> I 

The maximum elapsed timeout period in seconds (1) requested by the 
application Is computed as: 

T" !Count X Delay) I 100. 

On receipt o f reject messages. the sender will retransmit the data frame 10 
times after I centisecond timeouts. then: 

lfT<5 

T x 10 retransmissions will occur. each after 10 centisecond timeouts: 

Else 

If the destination station is not on the same network as the sender 

exactly 50 retransmissions will occur. each after (T x 100) /50 
centisecond timeouts; 

Else 

If the retry delay< 25 centiseconds 

exactly 50 retransmissions will occur: 

Else 

(T x 4) retransmissions will occur. each after a 25 centisecond 
timeout. 

(This provides some optimisation for simultaneous loading o f software 
from a local file server. whilst protecting against excessive overload at 
gateway stations caused by rapid retransmission.) 

If no response is received at all then: 

lfT<5 

I retransmission will occur. after a 5 second timeout: 

Else 

T / 5 retransmissions will occur. each after 5 second timeouts. 

Else 

The sender wilt transmit exactly once. The transmission status will not change 
until a positive acknowledgement or a reject message has been received. or a 5 
second timeout has elapsed. 

AUN Technics/ information 
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For an Immediate operatJoa (i.e. EconeLMachlnePeek). a SWI call with 
Count= 0 or Count ,. I always results In a Status_NotListening return; no actual 
network transmission is made. In other cases the sender transmits an Immediate 
message exactly once. changlna transmission status only when a response has 
been received or a 5 second timeout has elapsed. 

Brldce protocol 

Use of the Econet Bridge protocol by a RISC 05 net utility program to identify valid 
net numbers does not work CNer non·Econet networlcs within an AUN system. as 
no actual Econet bridges are present to respond. However. cydlng through the 
range of net numbers In a sequence of calls to Econet_Rea<ffiansportType can 
provide this Information without involving any network transactions: the call 
returns R2 = 0 if the given net number Is not currently accessible from the local 
station. 

Note that this constraint does not affect use o f the Bridge protocol onto a directly 
connected Econet system. 

Meanlna of net 0 

In AUN. a station may be connected to both an Econet and an Ethernet at the same 
time. This means that the assumption that Net 0 means the local network is no 
lon~er safe. as the AUN software could not. In this case. distinguish the two 
connected networks with certainty. Hence applications running over AUN should 
strive to supply an actual net number with every transmission SWI call. 

You should note that the actual net number of a connected Econet may in fact 
be 0, if there are no bridges present: however the net number of an Ethernet in a 
correctly configured AUN network can never be 0, so no clash will occur. If a net 
number of 0 Is supplied to a transmission SWI. AUN maps it to the net number of 
a directly connected net. with Econet taking priority over Ethernet If both are 
connected. 

Local broadcasts 

If a station is connected to both Econet and Ethernet. transmit SWI requests for a 
local broadcast- as issued by Broadcast loader- are directed to the Econet only. 

Data delivery 

As with Econet. AUN over IPcannot guarantee that a message apparently correctly 
received and acknowledae<f by a receiving station will not be retransmitted if the 
acknowledgement Is lost in transit Applications using AUN should therefore 
ensure that they can detect whether a transmission has been repeated. This is 
usually done by adding a sequence number or bit to transmissions. 
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Overview 
This chapter describes the changes made to the window manager. Filer. Pin board 
and DragASprite. These changes fall into four main areas: 

• Outline system font 

• Improved error handling 

• Sprite tiled windows 

• New memory management 

Desktop appearence 

There have been sprite and template changes to give a 30 appearence to the 
windows. You should refer to the RISC OS 3 Style Guide for more Information In 
this area. 

The desktop now uses a proportional font in the desktop and can tile the window 
backarounds with a texture. The Filer and Pinboard have been modified to take 
account of these changes. DraaASprite has been modified to use dithered solid 
drags so that you can see the area underneath solid draa. 

New Error system 

The WIMP error messaaes have been changed to be more helpful. consistent and 
user friendly. Applications can now provide a more suitable wording on Error 
messages and buttons. 

Concepts and definitions 

Text in Icons 

Currently. for plotting text In Icons. the wimp calls the kernel using the OS_ Write 
and VDU calls. we shall refer to this method as 'VDU text'. This provides a 
blt·mapped fixed width font which is generally referred to as the system font. In the 
new system the wimp will call the font manager. allowing the use oC a 
proportionally spaced font. We expect that the outline font system will be used 
most by high-end users. and by those who possess high-resolution (square pixel) 
monitors (referred to as VGA resolution from now on). Howevet we do not want to 
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exclude those with low (1V) resolution monitors. and wish to provide them with a 
reasonable path forward. The basic approach Is that we will continue to have a 
single font at any one time which Is used for most purposes within the window 
system. (This contrasts with Windows. for Instance. where numerous different 
fonts are used for different purposes). For the purposes of laying out dialoeue 
boxes etc. applications developers should be aware that this font may be one of 
the old system font (VDU text). Homerton.Medium or possibly 'ninfty.Medium 
(both at 12-pofnt). We expect VGA-resolution monitors to be used with the normal 
anti-aliased font as rendered by the font manager. We expect 'IV-resolution 
monitors to be used with a hand-tuned bitmap at 12 point. this will be referred to 
as Darwin.Medium . 

The Error System 

A RISC OS error Is a block containing a unique error number for that error. and a 
textual string. Proerarns can Identify a particular error by examining the unique 
number. The human-readable text is translated into the users language. when the 
error block is created. It's also possible that an application may wish to display 
fnfomation rather than an actual error using Wimp_ReportError so we refer to 
these collectively as a Report . 

Report Catecorlsatloft 

A new scheme of report cateeorisation is introduced (based on setting bits of the 
nags-see Proerammer Interface section). The different cateeorles are: error. 
information. program and question. each identifiable by a different sprite In the 
error dialog (These are shown in the User Interface section of this document). As 

the PRM states (page 1-4 3) bit 31 ol the error number is used lor exceptions like 
data aborts. these are always Interpreted as 'program reports'. Program reports are 
ones that a normal desktop user should never see in normal operation of his 
machine. They stronely imply that a program somewhere (system or application) 
contains a bug. TI1e user need not know the details o( the cause. although an 
expert user might be interested. Its quite possible that an application will have to 
be terminated to get out ol this. Its even possible that the machine is no longer 
usable until a reset 

Non-program errors are referred to as running reports. They are errors that. sadly. 
ARE to be expected in the normal running of the machine. or which (if they 
happen) do in fact have to be understood by the user. These lndude: lncorrectuser 
input Running out of a resource such as memory or disc Disc sector error- or. 
other non functioning hardware 

Of running reports. an error indicates that something serious/unfortunate has 
happened. even though It might not be a programs fault. Examples Include 
malfunctioning hardware. disc corruption. a corrupt data file. resource file 

Ussr lntBrf(JC(I 
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missing. An Information report Is mote an Information bulletin than an error. No 
evasive action Is typically required o( the user. It can be used for confirmation of 
some Important activity. A 'question' is desirable when the message is neither 
Information nor an error. For instance this mlsht be used when the user is trying to 
quit with unsaved data. If the text is along the lines of ihere Is unsaved data. do 
you wish to discard. save it or cancel quitting?' then confusion should be reduced 
by using the question sprite rather than the error or Information. 

neWatchdo1 

Currently. II a proeram goes Into an 'Infinite loop' (es. It lteeps posting an error box 
without polling) there Is nowaytostopit.Awatchdoewlll be added to the wimp so 
that such rogue programs may be killed and Increase the chances of the machine 
remaining usable without the need to reboot. 

Using an outline system font 

The !ConHgure application will be extended to allow easy choosing ol a desktop 
font. Since dialog boxes will only looll tidy for a small range of font sizes (see 
Appendix A) !Configure will choose a size that will work with most dialog boxes. 
For the softloaded WIMP to be released for RISC OS ) .IX though (see section on 
product organisation). "Configure will be used as described in the Programmer 
Interface section. If painting generates an error for any reason. then the wimp 
does not report an error but falls back to the system font. (This is particularly 
important when painting the error box Itself). 

New error system 

The Wimp error box Is replaced as follows (note the use of the outline font and 
background): 

The title bar contains either Message from Appname or just Appname (repladng 
the previous Error from). Sprite I is usually the sprite for the application generating 
the error. o r a warning symbol if this is not known. Sprlte21s one of error. program. 
question or infromation as shown below: 

Button I above Is a default action button. and typing RETURN selects it. The 
standard butto ns are labelled Continue and Cancel (Button 2). but the application 
can arrange for any button wording. If the buttons make the window too wide 
(which should be rare) then the window increases In width to accommodate them. 

The error text Is either the error message supplied by the application. or. In the 
case ol a program error. replaced with 'Appname has gone wrong. dick Quit to 
stop Appname'. 
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Tiled window backdrops 

If the wimp finds a tile_ I sprite In either a windows sprite area or its own (eQ. 
loaded with "lconsprites) then this is used to tile the baddropof a window with 
badground colour I . The new style error dialos box below has such a backaround. 

The watchdog 

This is intended to kill off a task at the request of the user. though typically It 
should be used as a last resort. Choosing "Quit" from the application"s Icon bar 
menu or the task manager Is obviously preferred as this enables the task to do any 
memory deallocation. If the user presses Break In the desktop. this leads to an 
dialog box Press Stop to terminate roo with buttons Stop and Cancel and Next 
task. Oick.ing the last o f these. changes the question to refer to the next task In the 
task list. This should work even ifWimp_Poll is not being called. eg. for killing off 
rQiue redraws. looping prQirams and the like. This also works when the 
Wimp_ReportError box is up. eg. to kill off a task which Is looping in redraw. 
produdng what it thinks is a user error. 

The Filer 

There are five main main changes to the filer's user interface: 

• variable column width in the filer viewers 

• use of outline font for size/date etc. in full info mode 

• no longer a limit or ten characters to a filename 

• use of sol id dragaina 

• displaying or open directories 

As outline fonts typically have larger capitals than the YOU text of a similar size. 
there is a possibility that the fixed column width (defined in the Filer"s templates 
file) may be too small . As a result the filer will now check the lenaths of all the 
filenames in a displayed viewer and alter the width accordingly as shown In the 
examples below. 

The Filer currently uses YOU text to print the information In "Full Info" mode. This 
wi ll be chanaed so that the current desktop font is used for the date and slz.e etc. 

Filesystems. such as NF'S. support filenames longer than ten characters. These are 
currently truncated by the filer and only the first ten characters are displayed. With 
the variable column width system described above It will be possible to display the 
full filename. though a limit of 63 characters is Imposed for practical and 
ergonomic reasons- the viewer may become unusable for Instance If there Is o ne 
extemely long filename In it . 
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The filer will also use solid draQglng (see picture In OragASprite section below) and 
when multiple files are being draQged a "package" sprite will be used instead of the 
outline. 

Open directories will become more easily identifiable by displaying the directory 
folder sprite as being open. 

The Pinboard 

The only change required to the pin board Is that when displaying an icon on the 
bad window. the text underneath is no longer constant in width. 

DragASprite 

The changes to DragASprite are unrelated to the outline font system. As shown 
below solid drags will be "di thered" so that it is possible to determine what is belns 
dragaed over or dropped on. 

Programmer Interface 

This section describes the programmer interface of the new features. It is divided 
Into the following sub-sections: 

• Outline system font • prosrammer and system notes for the desktop font 

• Changed SWis ·details of existing SWis which ha~ been modified 

• New SWis ·details of SWI ca lls which are totally new 

• Service calls· new service call mechanisms 

• • Commands ·new CLI commands 

Outline system font 

Coatrolllac the desktop roat 

CMOS byte &8C has the following Interpretation: 

bitO 2(){30 switch as dosc:rbd below 

bitt 1-~: val ... meaning 

0 
use WimpSFont, WimpSFontSize,WimpSfontWidlh as descr~ 

below 

1 use VOtJ lUI • S)'tlllm font. 

2·15 UN ROM font (• enu"*-.d In A.OUICM~Jort) at12 point 
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r-MKI (must be tero) 

if set then desktop tiing is disabled. 

The ROM fonts are enumerated In the following way: Startlns at Resources:S.Fonts, 
~ery directory which has a descendant lntMetric" (eg. lntMetrics. lntMetrlcO) Is 
included in the list. E.g. on a standard system the followins mapplnss would occur 
(thoush it should be noted that a certain mappln(! can not be assumed): 

~.Bold 3-Corpvs.Bold.~ 4-Corpvs.Medium 

~OfPUS.Medlun,O>ique 6-0arwin.Medill!'l 7-Hornenon.Bold 

8-Horne~on.Bold.Oblique 9·Horne~on.Medium 1o-Hom~on.Mediii!'I.Oblique 

11· Trinity. Bold 12-Trinly.Bold.halic 13-Trinly.Medlun 

14·Trinily Medium.lalic 15·WIMPSymbol 
----·--·----·-

A new confisure option is also added: 

" Configure WimpF'ont <number> where <number> can be<>-15 representing one o f 
the actions as bits 1-4 above. 

When !Conliguredoes not indicate the use of a ROM font (bits 1-4 being 0) the 
variables below def\ne the outline font to use with the wimp: 

WimpSI'ont the font to use 

Wimp$FontSize 
the size (height) ofthe font in 

1116ths of a point 

WlmpSFontWidlh the width of the font 

The width Is optional . if omitted. the font size is used. If the size is undelined . a 
value o f 192 ( 12 point· approx the size of the system font) is used. 

ea. 

To set Corpus. bold in 12" 10 point (ie narrow) 

Set WimpSF'ont Corpus.bold 
Set Wlmp$FontWidth 160 

as with all system variables. capitals are optional. 

User ln/9rlace 
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3D look 

~ It is not required that an application be able to function In both 20 and 30. 
f Applications that provide this facility should decide which to present by looking at 

/ bit 0 of CMC6 byte &8C. 

f I = 30 desktop look 

!
; other = 20 desktop look 

This should be rechecked whenever there Is a mode change. 

Messace_FontC.h••ced 

/

. The values of the variables and CMC6 settings described above are cheded at 
desktop startup. at a mode change, and when the broadcast 

1 Message_FontChanged is sent by any application: 

when broadcast as a user message: 

mblock+l6 Message_FontChanged (&400CF) 

On receiving this the Wimp loses the current font. examines the variables as 
del\ned above and attempts to find the defined font with the font manager If this 
happens successfully then the Wimp broadcasts the following message toalltasks: 

mblock+l6 
mblock+20 

Message_F'ontChanged 
Font handle or 0 

then all the open windows are redrawn. This ls necessary so that old applications 
which do not understand this message wil l appear correctly. If the font could not 
be found (eg. because wlmp$font was unset) then the system reverts to the VDU 
text system. The font handle Is used in the filer for Instance so that it can calcu late 
how wide the directory viewer col umns should be (see the section on external 
dependencies). 

Fixed width Icons 

Some applications find It necessary to display an Icon on the lcohbar and then 
chanse the text under the Icon to relate the status of the application whilst 
runnin(! Some prO(! rams. such as !Printers. create and delete their icons when the 
text changes. whilst others (ea. ITeletext. !BB) create their icon with a fixed width 
and just update the text at run t1 me. Currently the application assumes that the 
widest the icon needs to be Is 16 C6 units times the number of characters in the 
longest string. 

This will no longer work. lvl application must measure the size of all potential 
strings using the SWI Wlmp_Te.xtOp defined below. These should prefernbly be 
cached and recached on Message_FontChanged. The icon should then be created 
so that all strings (and the sprite) would fit. On a Message_FontChanged. the 
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Changed SWis 

Wimp will do its best to resize iconbar icons but obviously in this case the 
application knows better. The program may either call Wimp_Resizelcon as defined 
below or delete then recreate the icon. 

MlsceUa•eou pro.nammer l1formatlo1 

When using an o utline font or the built-in VDU font. the wimp will perform 
auto-computat.lon of menu width. The application need not worry about setting 
the correct width fo r a menu entry. except for a writable field when the supplied 
width will be used as minimum. Menus will be just wide enough to contain the 
title. and all of the entries. in the menu. Auto width calculation is also used for 
creating icons on the icon bar. In this way the icon need only be sped tied as being 
the width of the sprite. the wimp then calculates the required width so that all the 
text is readable. The width is recalculated automatically on a mode or font change. 

In menus, keyboard shortcuts must be displayed right-a ligned. These are detected 
using the following rule: If a non-writable menu entry contains at least one space. 
and the string after the last space starts with no more than one of the patterns In a 
list in the Wimps Messages file. called Modifiers. and ends with a pattern from 
another message hie list. called KeyNames. then right-align everything after the 
last space. In the UK the Modifiers will consist of\x8b "' "'\x8b \x8b"' (hex 8B is the 
shift key in the symbol font.. , . symbolises the control key) and the KeyNames list 
will consist of: 

ESC PRINT INSERT DELETE COPY HOME PACEUP PACEDOWN TAB EN1ER 
RETURN Esc Print Insert Delete Copy Home PageUp PageDown Thb Enter Return 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F'5 F6 F7 F'8 F9 FlO Fll Fl2 fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 flO fll 112. 

In this way both the modifiers and key names are internatlonalisable. eg. it is 
possible for the rnodifiers to be a whole word rather than just a symbol. as we use 
in the UK. Application writers are encouraged to use the modifiers and keynames 
as listed in the style guide. 

For the following existing SWis. omission o f Entry/Exit details implies that there is 
no change to the Interface as described in the PRM 

Wimp_ReadSyslnfo (&400F2) 
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This has the following new Reason codes (to those described in the PRM. page 
3·218 ... ) for returning information about the desktop such as the system font 
handle: 

US41f lnlflrliiiCfl 
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o. eltry 

RO =information item index 

0• exit 

RO =information value 

Ute 

RO on entry On Exit 
8 RO = font handle of desktop font or zero If wimp Is currently using VDU text 

R I =symbol font handle or undefined i f RO • 0 
9 RO ,. pointer to wimp toolsprite control block 

Wimp_ReportError (SWI &400DF) 

At the moment. this provides the following: (see RISC OS 3 PRM. page 3·179 I 

01 Entry 

RO = pointer to error block (code+ message) 
Rl = naas 
R2 • pointer to applicat.lon name 

0• Exit 

RO corrupted 
R I " 0 for no key dick. I for OK. 2 for Cancel 

Aacs: 

Bit Meaning when set 
0 provideOK 
I provide Cancel 
2 highlight Cancel 
3 immediate return from Wimp_CommandWindow text window 
4 dent prefix Error from In title bar 
5 return immediately with box up 
6 dose the box (usina 0 and I to select a button) 
7 do not beep 
8-J I reserved • must be 0 

The fo llowing Is added to this: 

If bit 8 of the flags Is set then: 
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Rl Blts9 ... 11 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 

Meanlna 
Old error sprite (non classified) 
This Is an information report. 
This is an error report. 
This Is a prOQram report. 
This Is a question. 

R3 "' pointer to sprite name 
R4 = pointer to sprite area (or I to use the Wimp sprite area) 

R5 =pointer to additional list of buttons. or 0 if none. 

Use 

R3-R5 are assumed valid if bit 8 is set. If no sprite name is provided (R3) the Wimp 
tries the application name prefixed by.,. as a sprite name (a desperate measure as 
It may not lnternationalise well). This applies to all old errors as well. R5 is a 
pointer to a comma·separated sequence of strings. terminated with a control 
character. These strings are the text of additional buttons to create in addition to 
the Continue and Cancel buttons (if requested). If neither Continue nor Cancel is 
specified by bits 0 and I then the first of these is the default button. These buttons 
will generate return values 3. 4. 5 and so on. even if button 3 (the first custom 
button) is the default. The first of them will appear to the right. the next to the left 
of that. and so on. If Describe is added by the system this appears at the extreme 
left. 

If the report Is a program error (either bit 31 OR (bit 30AND bit 23) of error number 
set or combination 3 above) then a Cancel button Is always provided. but the label 
on it is Oult rather than cancel. The error text is replaced by: Appname has gone 
wrong. dick Quit to stop Appname. A Describe button is added to the button list. If 
Cancel/Quit is pressed and the program did not request its presence. then the 
application is simply terminated by the Wimp without being reentered. This will be 
done by calling the tasks exit handler (as the error handler may simply call 
Wimp_ReportError once more which would be confusing). If Describe is pressed 
then the message is replaced by the original error message and buttons provided 
by the application. ie. the Describe button disappears. 

(Aside: this assumes the convention used by many applications. that in the case of 
an unexPected error Cancel is used to actually exit the prOQram while OK is used to 
attempt to continue.) 

User lnt6rl8Cil 
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DragASprite _Start (SWI &42400) 

NewSWis 

On Entry 

RO =nags 

Use 

A new nag bit is added (bitS) to control dithering.lfunset(aswould be the case for 
all exisltlng applications) then dithering is enabled. Setting the bit disables the 
feature. 

Wimp_ TextOp (&400F9) 

On entry 

RO 
bits 0· 7 Reason code • 1.2 
bit 31.30 nags 
bits 8· 30reserved (must be zero) 

R I-R7 depends on reason code 

On exit 

Depends on reason code. though typically RO currupted. R I·R7 preserved 

Use 

This call is used by an application to manipulate and display text using the current 
desktop font. The Wimp calls Font_Palnt or OS_ Write according to whether VDU 
text or an outline font is currently being used in the desktop. if an outline font is in 
use. the string Is checked for symbol characters before the operation takes place. 

Wlmp_StrlngWidth (I) 

On entry 

RO= I 
Rl =string pointer (control character terminated) 
R2 =character to stop at 

On exit 

RO =width of string in current font In OS units 
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U1e 

This call is used to get the width of a string (normally before plotting It In an Icon 
or using Rende(fext below) for the current desktop font. F'or Instance. It will be 
used by the Filer when calculating the widths of the columns in the viewer. The 
width returned is that of the first N characters where R2=N. If there are less than N 
characters in the string or R2<=0 then the full string width is returned. 

ReaderText (2) 

01 e1try 

RO z 2 (+Oags) 
Rl & string pointer (control character terminated) 
R2 .R3 reserved. should be -I 
R4 =bottom le.ft x-coordinate in screen OS units 
R5 =bottom lefty-coord inate in screen OS units 

Oa exit 

If V Set. RO = error block 

Use 

This call may be used to plot text on the screen using the current desktop font. II 
bit 31 of RO is set. then the text is right-justified to the given position. lf bit 30 Is set 
then the text will be vertically justified so that the baseline will be where it Is fo r 
VDU text even when an outline font is in use. It is intended that this call be made 
fro m a redraw loop and as such Wimp_SetColours is used to determine what 
colours are used for the text. It shou ld be noted that because an outline fo nt may 
be used. the background colour should be set as well so that the antlallaslng 
colours may be found. This call does not preserve the current font. nor the font 
colours. 

Wimp_ SetWatchdogState ( &400FA) 

On entry 

RO =state (O=disable. I= enable) 

Rl = code word orO 

Oa exit 

V Set. RO ->error block 

User Interface 
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Use 

This call may be used to enable or disable the state of the watchdoa. It is intended 
that It will be used by screen locks and protection mechanisms. When disabling the 
watchdoa a code word may be supplied. In which case the watchdog may only be 
re-enabled by supplying the same codeword. In this way. another program may not 
turn the watchdog back o n. If R I was zero on disabling. no code word is required. 

Wimp_Extend (&400FB) 

This call is for Acorn use only, you must not use It in your own code: 

Wim.p_Resizeloon (&400FC) 

Oa eatry 

RO Window handle (-1 for iconbar) 
Rl Icon handle 
R2-R5 New Icon bounding box 

Oa exit 

V Set. RO-> error block 

Use 

This call is for resizing Icons that have already been created on a window. Although 
general purpose, It Is roost likely to be used by an application needin~ to resize 
icons after a font chanl)ed message. It will not invalidate the area of the icon. 
thoush typically this will not be required since the font changed message is . 
followed by a redraw request. As the Icon bounding box is given. this call may also 
be used to move a previously created Icon. 

Errors 

Invalid window handle 
Invalid Icon Handle 
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A new service call interface allows a separate module to replace the entire system 
or add new buttons. such as a debug button or a help button. Pressing these new 
buttons returns control to the module that sent them. via another service call. As a 
retum from this call the module can specify that the ReportErro r SWI exits. or that 
the box Is reentered. In reentering the box the text in the message window can also 
change. 

When Wimp_ReportErro r f.s called. the following service is Issued: 

Servlce_ErrorStarting (Service call &400CO) 

On Entry 

Rl =&400CO 
R2 = pointer to error Block 
R3 =nags 
R4 =appname 
R5 = pointer to sprite name 
R6 =pointer to sprite area or I 
R7 = pointer to button list or re ro 

On Exi t 

As Entry 

Use 

R2-R7 have the same Interpretation as RQ.R5 for Wimp_Repon Error. The actual 
values of R2·R7 may be altered. but not the memory pointed to by them. By setting 
the nags to exit Immediately (R3 = 64) a module claiming this call may handle 
errors in its own way. It would also need to claim Servlce_ErrorEndlng below and 
set a suitable button number lor return to the task. A module may add buttons by 
copyingiR71 and appending (not inserting) its own button list. It should obviously 
keep track of t he position of its button lor use in the button pressed handler. The 
toolkit should make thi s easier to use. 

Service_ErrorButtonPressed (Service call &400C1) 

This occurs when any button on the erro r dialoa box is pressed. 

On Entry 

RO =0 
Rl = &400CI (reason code) 
R2 =button number ( I .OK.2-cancel.3·right most custom button ... ) 

User lnl9rl11C8 
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R3 ., pointer to button list as It appeared on the dialog (note that If more than one 
module adds a button, this may not be the same as when the Initial ErrorStartlng 
call came round) 

01 Ellft 

RO a 0- retum to application 
R2 " button number to return (normally unchanaedl 

OR 

RO., I ·redisplay error dialog 
R2 ., pointer to new error register block: 

Use 

+0 erro r block pointer 
+4 naas 
+8 title string 
+ 12 sprite name pointer 
+ 16 sprite area 
+20 bu tton list (or rero) 

If a module sets up such a block. it should probably claim the call. If not. other 
modules which add buttons (or change the block themselves) could lead to none 
ol them knowing exactly what state the error box was displayed In and thus the 
functionality will probably not work as it was intended. It need not be claimed if 
only ml nor changes are made (eg. changing the nags to turn the beep of fl. 

When any button on the error dialog box is pressed the lollowing service call 
happens: 

Servlce_ErrorEnding (Service call &400C2) 

This call occurs when the error box is about to dose 

On Entry 

Rl = &400C2 (reason code 
R2 = button number to be returned to application 

Oa Exit 

RI .:O to claimcall 

R2 =button number to return to application. 
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• Commands 

Ute 

A module may claim this call to alter the button number that is returned to the task 
that Initiated the error. This is only of real use when the module has dealt with the 
error Itself in some way. 

•wimpKiiiSprlte 
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Syntu 

•wimpKiiiSprite sprite-name 

Parameters 

sprite· name. name of sprite in sprite pool (eg. small_fff) 

Use 

This will remove the given sprite from the wimp sprite pool. It should be used with 
care as deleting certain sprites will cause some applications to fail. For example 
the directory sprite is necessary for the Filer to work. 

Example 

'WimpKil iSprite fil e_fff 

Errors 

Sprite doesn't exist the sprite given was not found. 
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Introduction 

Overview 

!Boot is an application which resides on the hard disc which gets Invoked when the 
computer starts up. It's job is to set the machine up for the user whenever the 
computer Is reset 

!Boot operates in two ways. It works automatically when the computer starts up, 
and it works interactively when a user double clicks on the !Boot Icon. The 
interactive user interface is described brielly in this chapter and more thoroughly 
In the User Guide. This chapter mainly describes the internal working of the various 
boot files and directories within the !Boot application. 

!Boot takes over the functionality of the following applications. 

• !System. 'Scrap and !Fonts are now sub-applications contained within !Boot. 
The end user does not directly use these applications. 

• A modified version of the RISC OS 3.1 application !Configure is now a 
sub-application contained within !Boot. 

• A modified version of the file system lock utility !FSLock is now a 
sub-application contained within !Boot. 

1Boot controls the desktop configuration of the computer. It gives users and 
applications control over the start up and use of the desktop. 

It allows: 

• Desktop boot saving· as In RISC OS 3.1 

• Hard disc lading with a password 

• Computer configuration using a !Configure type application 

• !System. !Scrap and !Fonts are now part of this application 

• Applications can modify startup files 

• Applications can be linked to the pseudo-directory Resources:$.Apps that is 
displayed when you dick on the Apps icon. 
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File system locking 
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The file system loddng module gives the ability to lock the hard disc drives on any 
hard disc filing system. 

When the filing system Is locked. any attempt to write to the filing system just 
displays an error message. There are however two exceptions to this. 

If the computer Is locked. users can still write to the special directory S. Public. 
They can also create additional directories under this directory. 

Add itionally applications can also write to the !Scrap application (contained In 
!Boot). this allows temporary application space can be created and used. 

If you don' t want a Public directory that can always be written to. you should delete 
It before locking the romputer. The Public directory cannot be created on a locked 
oomputer. 

Even though the filing system is write protected. users can still read the filing 
system and can copy data onto the Public directory or onto Ooppy disc. 

By default the locking system only protects discs that use the internal IDE disc 
Interface. 

Des/clop boot conff}IJfiJtion 
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Technical details 

User Interface - overview 
The !Boot application must always reside In the root directory ot the hard disc that 
is defined as the boot disc. 

!Configure. the part of the application that Is used to change the default operation 
of the system can be erased from the !Boot application. This make reconfiguration 
of the oomputer Impossible. However If the system locking fadlity is used 
effectively this extreme course of action should not be necessary. 

The reconfigure window 

This is based on the RISC OS 3 !Configure application. The following areas have 
been changed: 

The Floppies. Net. Keyboard. Memory and Sound windows remain the same as 
they were in RISC OS 3.1. 

Prin ter window. This has been removed as it only confused the user. 

Applications window. This has been removed. Applkatlons are now auto-started 
from the desktop boot file and all application are stored on hard disc. 

Discs window. The ST506 section has been removed as ST506 support has been 
removed from the operating system. 

Mouse window. There Is now a choice of mouse type. see P31le5- 158 for more 
information. 

Screen window. This allows the choice of monitor by name and a choice of mode by 
parameters. There Is also an area that will allow a choice of background screen 
texture. 

System wl ndow. This window allows you to merge the contents of !Systems. The 
utility !Merge (or !SysMerge) Is no longer needed. 

Fonts window. The following new areas have been added. You can choose a font to 
replace the standard system fonts used In windows and menus. You can use any o f 
the fonts available on your computer. This window also allows you to add new 
fonts to your compute(s existing fonts by merging !Fonts applications. 

Windows window. The following new areas have been added. You can choose to 
use the desktop In 20 mode rather than in the default 3D desktop mode. This 
window also allows you to add textured badirounds to your windows. 
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Lod window. This window controls whether your computer Is locked or not. and 
what the password Is. A locked computer's hard disc cannot generally be written to. 

There lock window has three field- one for the old password and 2 for the new 
password. and three action buttons· (Unlock/Lock). Change password and Cancel. 

If the machine is locked the Unlock/Lock button is set to Unlock and lithe machine 
Is unlocked It is set to Lock. This button Is the default action. 

To change the password both of the new password fields must be filled in with the 
same value and the old password must be correct. If the new password Is empty 
then the machine will have its password removed. thus making the machine boot 
In the Unlocked state. if a new password Is filled In then it will replace the old. The 
Change password button actions this change. 

Using the Lock window 

• To unlock the machine double-dick on !Boot. dick on the lock icon (the only 
available icon). enter the password and press Retum. 

• To lock the machine double-dick on !Boot, select the lock icon (all the other 
icons should be available at this stage) and press Return. 

• To change the password select the lock icon. enter the old password. 
down-arrow to the next icon. enter the new password. down·arrow to the last 
icon. enter the new password again then click on Chanse Password. 

Sequence of activities 
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This is what the start-up procedure when the computer is switched on or restarted. 

Ales run 
1Boot.!Run 

Variables set Comments 

BootSDir BootSPath 

BootSToBeLoaded 

BootSToBeTasks 
<choose which or desktop/boot run> 

!Boot.Utils.BootRun 

!Boot.Cholces.Boot. 
Pre Desktop 

<Aliases> 

<Paths> 

<Options> 

Obey ·c used to give 
robustness. 

Obey ·c used to give 
robustness. 

Sets up command 
aliases 

Sets up useful paths 

Sets up program 
options 

Deskrop boot configuration 

=-~~~·.·~·$,'$$$.~®-::::m~::::::::::::::~:~=:=~::::::::::::~:-.w.:::::::::::::::::x::::::::::::!m::::::::::::>!=t=:::::.-:::::::w.:§»-:.~::::::~:::::::xz.:o::::::x::::::::::::::::::x:::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Rlesr ... 

<Mise> 

Variables set 
<ResApps> 

<Loads/Runs stuff In BootSToBeLoaded> 

!Boot.Choices.SetUp. 
Desktop 

Filer_Boot 
!Boot. Resources. • 

Fller_Run 
<BootSToBeTasks>. • 

Environment set up 

Commeftts 

Sets up links from 
Resouces:SApps to 
applications 

By default empty 

Run the desktop 
file. 

This section lists the system variables and functions that are set up while running 
!Boot. 
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System Variables 

Variables set 

BootSDir 

BootSPath (macro) 

BootSToBeLoaded 

BootSToBeTasks 

AI iasSAJias 

AI iasSUnAI i as 

AliasSPath 

AliasSPathMacro 

RunSPath 

Fu nctlona: 

Comme1ts 

Standard 

Standard 

Points to directory of stuff to be 
Loaded by PreDesktop. Expected 
to be used by applications. 

Points to directory of stuff to be 
Wimplasked when the desktop 
starts up. Expected to be used by 
applications 

Alias to set aliases with 

Alias to unset aliases with 

Alias to set paths with 

As AliasSPath. but sets Macros 

Set to ·.% .. Boot:library.' to allow 
direct running ol the boot utilities 

In <BootSToBeLoaded> the following actions occur: 

Modules - RMLoad 
Sprites - " lconSprites 
Obey files -Obey ·c 
Directories -Run 

Everything in Boot:".Apps is turned into a ResApp 
Everything in Boot:Resources is acted upon by Filer_Boot 
Everything in <BootSToBeTasks> is acted upon by Filer_Run 

Parts of !Boot to be modified by applications 
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The contents of <BootSToBeLoaded> and <BootSToBeTasks> are expected to be 
modified by applications. Each application !<App> is given the entry called <App> 
in these directories. The application may do what it likes with this. create it as a 
directory or as a file. The modification of this directory/file is left up to the 
application in question. 

09sktllp boot configuration 
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The PreDesktop f ile 
The !Boot.Choices.Boot.PreDesktopconLalns the command lineset upsequence. l l 
aets Invoked uslna Obey -c so that filing system or netwoli;software can be 
reloaded during Its execution. The file has been divided Into well defined sections 
for ease ol maintenance: 

These areas are: 

• Aliases 

• Paths 

• Options 

• ResApps 

• Mise 

Aliases 

This section sets system aliases. The first alias set is for Alias itself so that the 
following command works: 

Alias <alias> <command> 

Which sets the alias <alias> for the command <command>. 

The next two aliases are for convenient setting of paths: 

Path <path> <full path> 

which enables <path>:rest to be used for <full path>rest. For example: 

Path lib ADFS::Hard0isc4.$.Library. 

would enable the followlna convenient commands: 

•oir lib: 

/lib:cc 

Path Macro works similarly to Path, except the system variable set is a macro 
variable. For example: 

Set Thing$Dir <0bey$Dir> 

PathMacro Thing <Thing$Dir>. 

To enable thing: to be a reference to <ThlngSDir>. 

The next aliases are commented out as they may not be ol as general use: 
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Paths 

touch· alias for Stamp 
mv • alias for rename 
Basic · alias for Basic64 
Mode • alias to change mode 

This section has been set aside for setting standard paths and directories. The only 
path defined here Is RunSPath which has been set to Include Boot: Library. The 
other paths are programming language specific and have been d ivided into three 
sections. one each for Basic. C and Assembler. 

Basic: 
!Path BASIC ADFS::HardDisc4.$.BasicLib. 

C: 
!Set CLib$Dir ADFS: :Har dDisc4.$.CLib 
IPathMacro CLib <CLib$Dir>. 
!Set RISC_OSLib$Dir ADFS::HardDisc4.$.RISC_OSLib 
IPathMacro RISC_OSLib <RISC_OSLib$Dir>. 
IPathMacro C <CLib$Path>,<RISC_OSLibSPath> 
iSetMacro C$LibRoot <CLib$Dir>,<RISC_OSLib$Dir> 

Assembler: 
IPath Hdr ADFS ::HardDisc4.$. Hdr .Hdr . , 
ADFS:: HardDisc4. $. Hdr. Hdr2. , ADFS:: HardDisc4. $. Hdr. EcoHdr. 

Options 

This section has been set aside for miscellaneous options. TWo examples are 
placed here to give people the idea: 

lset NFSSTruncateLength 999999 
lset Copy$Options "A -c - 0 F N L -P Q R -s -T -v· 

ResApps 

Mise 

This section registers applications with ResourceFS for display in 
Resources:S.Apps. 

AddApp Boot:A.Apps. ! * 

Other bits of setup should go here. Examples Include loading and binding a novel 
system beep. 

Desktop boot configuration 
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;".:::;::::::::::x::::~::;:::::::::::::::::::::-.::~:;.;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:j:::(.::::::::::;:;:;:::: :;:;:;:;:; :; :;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;::~=:>.::::::=:::::::::.:::~::::::::»-:::-::~.:;;~:;;.r.t,:;::::~;:;o;:<:::::::-~ 

Internal applications used by I Boot and other applicatons 

The AddApp transient util ity 

This is used internally within !Boot. but it is alsoeJ[pected to be used in a more 
challenging environment. 

AddApp [<directory>.]<Wildcard> 

This will add entries into Resources:S.Apps !Of all applications matching the 
wildcard in the given directory. If the directory is not specified then the current 
directory will be scanned instead. It is not an error if there are no matches. 

The lfExists transient utili ty 

This is used internally ll'f !Boot, but it is expected to be used in a more challenging 
environment. 

IfExists <file> Then <true command> [ El se <false command>] 

This will OS_File 17 <file> and if it eJ[ists then <true command> wi ll be executed. 
otherwise <false command> will be executed. Note that non-files (d i rectories and 
partitions) will cause the true command to execute. 

The Repeat program 

This program is used internally within !Boot. but is expected to be used in 
conjunction with the AppSize transient utility for other purposes. 

Repeat <Command> <Di rectory> [ - Directories] 
[-Applicat ions) [ - Files I - Type 
<file type> ) [ - CommandTail <cmdtail>) [ - Tasks) 

This scans the directory <directory> applying command to everything it finds 
within the limits of the other parameters: 

·Directories ·do it to directories only 
- App l ications· do it to applications only 
-Files· do it to files only 
- Type <file type>·doltfilesofthegiventypeonly 

The command executed Is: 

<Command> <thing found> [<cmdtail>] 

If -Tasks is specified these will be WimpTasked. 

This utility does not recurse. Only those objects Identified at the top level have the 
command applied to them. 
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Internal appliClltions uS«f by .Boot and olhfl( applicatons 
Y,4.M;:;:;:;:;:(.)~>f.::::.$(.::x:::;:;:;:;:;~i:::~::;:~;:~:;;s:.;:;;:-:;(:M~:;~-:-;~:;::.;:;:;:~;:::::;:;:;:::::::::::::;::.~:::::::::::::;:;:;l; :;:::::::::;:::::;:~ ::::::::::::::::;::;;:;:;:;:: :·:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:~;:;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::>::::: 
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The AppSlze program 

This prQiram Is used to control memory before the desktop has started. It causes 
memory to move from application space to the RMA so that modules and stuff can 
be loaded. 

AppSize <size>( KJ 

The RMA will be grown by <ament app size>-<size>.The memory Is first obtained 
from the free pool. so the application space may be a slightly bigger than 
requested. 

The FontMerge program 

This program Is used to merge new fonts into an existing !Fonts directory. Its 
command line is: 

FontMerge <source> [<destination>) 

Where <source> is the directory of fonts to merge Into <destination>. 
<destination> is optional. in which case the third·from·last element of FontSPath 
is used. This may seem a bit strange. but consider what FontSPath will look like: 

Font$Path1Macro): 
AOFS::HardDisc4.$. !boot .Resources . !Fonts., <FontSPrefix>.,R 
esources:S.Fonts. 

The last element is in Resources· impossible to merge into here. The next· to-last 
element In <FontS Prefix> for old style compatibility· not a good idea to try 
merging here. The third·from·last element is the interesting one. 

Once <destination> has been worked out F'ontMerge merges the fonts from 
<source> Into it. Font Merge automatically overflows into a brand new font 
directory related to <destination> if necessary. thus removing the need for the user 
to worry about this . 

The auto-overflow works as follows: 

If. for example. <destination> is 'ADFS: : HardDisc4.$.!boot.Resources.!Fonts.". 
then F'ontMerge will overnow into 
"ADFS:: HardDisc4.S.!boot.Resources.!Fontsl." and. if that eets full . It will 
over now into "ADFS: : HardDisc4 .$.!boot.Resources.!Fonts2." and so on. 

Before it starts. FontMerge checks for such overflow directories and start merging 
into the highest numbered one from the start. 

When merging into a directory FontMerge automatically processes font messages 
files. Messaaes files for all languages given in the <SOUrce> and <destination> are 
generated. 

Desktop bool oontlguration 
~::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::;:;:}:-:.-=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::z:::;:::~~~~---:x~:::::::::::::-~::::~~:::.~::::::.%-;.;:::~;:..~::s:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::m:::-.::x~ 

FontMerge Is a directory and should be left a directory. This Is to enable FontMerge 
to be localised for a particular country simply by replacing the messages file Inside 
the fontmerge directory. Even though Font Merge Is a directory and not a file. use it 
Is just like using any other command line program. 

FontMerge Is deslaned to be run from other desktop applications. It initialises 
Itself as a wimp task to generate wimp error boxes if it has an error. and does 
Hourglass_Percentage calls as It processes the merge. 

The I Boot application structure 
The structure of the !Boot application Is : 

Table 1: 

!Boot Directory 

!Run Obey file 

Template Templates file 

!Sprites Sprites file 

!Sprites22 Sprites file 

!Help Text file 

Choices Directory 

Boot Directory 

Desktop Desktop file 

Pre Desktop Olley file 

Pre Desk Directory 

!Confieure Obey file 

Tasks Directory 

!Confieure Obey file 

Tasks Directory 

Resources Directory 

!Fonts Directory 
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TM /Boot appliciJtlon lll'llctl/18 

mx::::::::-:m::~:$:::~~:~::::::~~:::~:~:=:=~:=:.~;;--.. ~~::~:;;*'.:.~::::~:::::~::::"~~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::::::::~:~~x--::::~::~~~:::-~(.::~ 

Table 1: 

!Scrap Directory 

!System Directory 

!ARMovie Directory 

!Configure Directory ( 
Configure Directory 

20Tools Sprites file 

Monitors Directory (mode files) 

Textures Directory 

RTexture BASIC file 

Uti ls Directory 

Boot Run Obey file 

OeskRun Obey file 

VProtect Relocatable module 

Library Directory 

Repeat BASIC program 

AddApp Transient utility 

AppSize Transient utility 

Do Transient utility 

I !Exists Transient utility 

FontMerge Directory 
( 

!Run Obey file 

FontMerge Absolute image 

Messages Text file 
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16 File system locking 
XX<-~::;.;~:~"h">/;$$;-~:::::::~:::!::::::~:~:~~::x:::-:::.::::~:::~~xx::..~~~=::::~-::i~:;.:::..:;:::::~i$:~=:-::~~~"»-"<::)...::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:;;;:::.~m:~::; 

5 

FSLock provides protection against Inadvertent (and malicious) chanallli of the 
CMOS RAM contents and hard disc contents. To do this Is Intercepts the SWis to 
update CMOS RAM and hard disc contents and returns an error Instead. Of course. 
a machine which allowed no hard disc updates Is not very useful. so two areas of 
the disc have been left unprotected: $.public S.!Boot.Resources.!Scrap.SCrapDir 
The first Is to allow aeneral file storaae. the second Is to allow Scrap transfers of 
flies between applicallons. 

The chanaes to Reset behaviour are to dose the loophole of delete-power-on and 
to ensure a reset really always star1S the machine afresh. 

Technical Background 

Old reset behaviour 

On RISC OS 3.10 Reset performed the following functions: 

Po.ver.Qn·Self·Test (~) 
Clear RAM 
Check keyboard for CMOS RAM dearing Initialise the OS 

POST was performed on power-on resets only. 

Clearing RAM depended on whether •fx2Q0,2 had been done before the reset, and 
whether it was a power-on reset or not. 

This whole sequence had many variantions depending on whether it was a 
power-on reset ordinary reset or break style reset. whether •r.x200.2 had been done 
before the reset. and so on. To most users this degree of neJtibility was never useful 
simply because it was so complex. 

New reset be~avloar 

Reset caused by pressing the reset button at the back of the case and Reset caused 
by powering the machine on perform the same function. 

This is ensured by the hardware only ever aeneratlng the 'power on' navour of 
reset. The full sequence of reset operations Is performed. 

All power-on and reset button resets will : 

• Perform power-on self test 
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• ClearRAM 

• Check for CMOS RAM dearil)8 

• Initialise the OS 

Reset cause by Break being pre51;ed in combination with one or other of Ctrl or 
Shift will skip the POST and CMOS RAM dearing. but otherwise function the same. 
In other words this sort of reset will : 

• ClearRAM 

• Initialise the OS 

Hardware CMOS protection 

CMOS RAM dearing is controlled by what keys are held down, and by the state of 
the CMOS protection connector inside the machine. With the connector In the 
unprotected position. the CMOS RAM dearing runtions in the same way as it did in 
RISC OS 3.1 0. With the protection connector in the protected position the 
machine's CMOS RAM is protected against being altered in this way. 

If the protection connector is in the protected position. CMOS RAM will not be 
changed in any way as part of any reset sequence (no matter what keys are held 
down). 

The FSLock Module 
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This module performs the function of protecting the CMOS RAM and hard disc 
against unwanted modification. It operates in three states: 

Fully unlocked 

In this state the machine has no password allocated to it. The machine can have its 
hard discs or configuration modified. This state persists over any sort of reset. A 
delete-power-on will set the machine to this state. 

Partially ualocked 

In this state the machine has a password allocated to it . The machine can have Its 
hard discs (I) and configuration modified. although if reset the machine will revert 
to being locked. 

Locked 

in this state the machine has a password allocated to it. The machine is protected 
against having its hard discs (2) or configuration modified. The machine will stay in 
this state if it is reset. 

Fi/8 sysiiBrn locking 
:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:.-:::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::;;::::::::::::::.: .·.·:: ••• ::::.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:=::::::::x:::::=:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~m 

SWI calls 

Not all discs on all filing systems are protected. The FSLoc:k module will 
protect drives 4· 7 on any one filing system. The !Configure sets FSLock to 
protect the AOFS hard discs 4·7 by default. 

2 It should be noted that if the whole hard disc was protected against 
modification that the system would be fairly useless. To get around this 
FSLock permits writing to anything with the following directories: 

$.Public 
$. !Boot.Resources. !Scrap.ScrapDir 

Permitted passwords 

Maximin size· context sensitive 

OS_Byte (&FD) 

This reads the last reset type. On this system it will always return I ··power-on 
reset'. 

In these SWis the lock status is one of these values: 
0 ·Fully Unlocked 
I · Partially unlocked 
2· Locked 
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FSLock_ VensJon (SWI & xxx) 
~:;:;:;:;:;::.::;;:;::::;::;:;:;::.~::::~:;:;;:-:::~:;;::::;::::.::."::;:;:;:;:;:::»-:::<::::::::-.::::::-.:=:::.::: ;:;: ;:;: :;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:; :;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;: ;:;;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::-::::-x:~:::=::::::x::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:%;!:::;;:;:;:::;:;:m: 

In 

Out 

Use 
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Returns information describing the module 

RO"' version number • 100 
R I "' Pointer to module's workspace 

FSLock_ Version 
(SWI & xxx) 

This SWI returns information describing the module. RO gives the module's version 
number and R I gives a pointer to the module's workspace. 

Fi/9 sysiiHTI locl<ing 
~;:;:;:;:r.;:;::::o:::::::o::::::::x:;...:::::::::::::~;:;:;::;;:;:;:;:;~:::::x::::::;:;:;:;::.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~;:;:;:;:;;:;;::;~-:;::-~~::::::::~~::::?.::.:::::.:::;:;:;:;:;:;;:;:;m;;:;::::*:X::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;::~~:;::::::::::~:. .. ~ 

In 

Out 

Use 

FSLock_Status 
(SWI & xxx) 

Returns the current lock status and the locked filing system 

RO = lock status 
Rl =filing system locked (undefined If status., 0) 

This SWI returns the current lock status and the filing system which has been 
locked. The filing system number of the locked filing system is given. 
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FSLock_ChBngeStatus (SWI & vx) 

::::::~:~::::~;;::::::::::::::::--t~::;-.::::::::~::::::::"~h~::::%::::::~x~=~:~:::.:::: ::::::: :::::::::::::~~:::::::::: :=: ::::::::::~~=:::~~~:-;:;~~::>:::--::::::::.:--:::-:~~> .. ~~: 

In 

Out 

Use 

•commands 
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RO "' new status 
R I ., o ld password 
R2 • new password 
R3 • new fillna system number 

FSLock_ ChangeStatus 
(SWI & XXX) 

This table describes when the passwords must be aiven: 

Old lock ltatu 

0 I 2 
New 0 0 0 
lock I N ON 0 

status 2 N ON 
0 • Old password must be aiven 

N · new password and filing system number must be 
alven 

II the old passwo rd is needed and not given correctly an error will be returned. If a 
filing system number is needed then a check will be made for that filing system's 
exlstance. 

File sysl9m locking 
::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::: :::::::::::::::::=:::::::::;::::::::::::::::x::::x( .. ~:::::::;:::~:;:w.:::.::::::~::::::::::::::~::-:::z5?.:::::::::::::::::;.m:: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:~:::::::::::: 

*FSLock_ Lock 

Locks the computer from the partially unlocked state 

Syntax 

Use 

•FSLock_Lock 

This command wllllodt the machine from the parti ally unlod.ed state. If t he 
machine is fully unlocked or locked then a suitable error messaae will be aiven. 

t. ,.._., ... ....... 6< ... .. -,-~ • ...-..,....-... .... ..,.,at-c:t.l 

l r~ .. "":. rr ~ ~·ooF I 
I 

, , ,•~;:,l: ••• ~ fi-'' E,., • 
~·· ·~ .. 11. \:- ~ 0 ..... •• i 

. I 
~ ' 
1 ; . ··· ··"'· • ·~ '<p t cn;Jnrtllri ' y c·~ f i • '·' .. '' ·· ," !· . ... t .. 1 : 

l .z:o;nm01·1t on ·ihls Do~ument.. l 
t .... -·-·· --···----- J 
~ r; :.::rL':~ i .. i 8'( : •I 
~ 'r. l·,~-,·,..i .... ., l Pub1it'·" tions 't- t...V -., t I .._, ,... 1 . \ .,1( ~ • f.;._..-·-···- · ................ ............. .... ot _, ............ "' ............ ... . 
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•FSLock_ ChangsPassword 
~:::«:::~=: :::::::::::::::::::::wm::::::::::::$:::::.~::::<:::::w:::::::;::::::::::::::~:=::~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: .. .... :.::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::ID:-~::::::::::::::::::$)~~'!=:::::=:J:~.:::::::~::::x:..~*m:::::::::::::::::: 

Syntax 

Use 
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*FSLock_ Change Password 

Chaflies the filing system and password 

FSLock_ChangePassword <FSName> I New password I New pa.ssword !Old 
password Ill 

This command changes the filing system and password. II the machine was fully 
unlocked then the old password need not be given. If any of the passwords aren't 
given then a prompt will be given where the password can be typed in without it 
appearing on screen. Hyphens("-') will be displayed for each character typed. 

Fikl sys tsm locking 

W»~;>:::.<::::;:;:::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;::::::-::::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;::::::::x:~::-:::~·:=:<~::::::~:;:;:;:;:;:::;:::::::;:;:;:;::~::::~:;:;:::.~;~~::::::z::::::;:;:;:;:;::::m~-:::::::::;::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~;:::::~::::~:;.~:;:;:;:;:;::::::m. 

*FSLock_Unlock 

Fully unlocks the computer 

Syntax 

Use 

FSLod,_Unlock HuiiiiPasswordl 

This unlocks the machine. 

If the -full switch is given then the machine will be fully unloded. otherwise a 
partial unlock will be done. lf lhe password Is not elven then the user will be 
prompted for the password. At this prompt all characters are displayed as hyphens 
("·')so lhat reading over the shoulder won't work. If the machine is already in the 
required state (partially or lully unlocked) !hen an a ppropriate error will be given. 
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17 Miscellaneous items 
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Character Input 

OS_Byte129 (SWI &06) 

On exit R I retums t he value of &A5 for RISC OS 3.X when reading the OS version 
Identifier. 
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18 User interfaces 
:~:.~::::::::::::::~:::~::}.:::::::::~:>.:~~::::::;:::::~::w~::::::::::::::x$::::X::::f.x::AA::::::::::.-::;<::.<::X**~-x:::: ... ~:r.~~~:~~~~::::;::::".:=:::~~~>=~.:~~~~:.~~==::=:=:=:=:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~":::=:.~ .. ~: 

This chapter brin115 t011ether technical details ol some ot the new User Interlaces 
that will be used in RISC 05 3.X. 

This Information Is to enable developers to get an Idea of how the chanaes the 
operating system have affected the User lnt~rface. 

This chapter may not be present In future versions of this manual as applications 
will be described In the User documentation. 
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Task managsr U58f int91fac9 

~=~=::::::::~~*::~::r..::x:::::::::::::~:::;:::;:::;::::::::.:::::=::-:=:=:=::e~~~:::::~::::;:.;::::=:=:=:=:::;;::~:;:::l:::.~::::~~::::.:~::::~:::;:;:;:;~$::::::=:::::::::::::::::.::::::::::~::..~:::::::::::::::>.:::::::::::::~ :::::::: :::::::: 

Task manager user interface 
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Task manager and large RAM sizes 

The Task manaaer's Task display window does not cope well in this area at present. 
The combination of a 16-lold Increase in maximum RAM size and an 8·fold 
decrease In paae size means that the existinalinear I pixel -per-paae model will not 
be practical on larae memory machines. 

The window now represents the total memory size. It increments In single pages 
when small. but Increases exponentially as you draa the area larQer. 

Usgr intsrl8csls 
§?.::.:::::"!=::::::::::::::: :::::::: :;:::::::::::::::::::~:::::~oc • :t~~::(l$:;:~::::::::::::::::::::;.~:::::::::::::::::x::::::::::::::::::.::::lZ:.::::::::::::::m-~:::::::::~::::w::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:&;-s:;j?, 

Mode Chooser user interface 
Mode changes are handled by a new application. the Mode Chooser. 

The Mode Chooser makes the choice of screen mode easy for ordinary users. The 
old mode number scheme was complicated and difficult to understand. 

With the Mode Chooser. screen modes are described uslnQ the number of colours 
provided and the resolution of the screen. These may be linked with terms such as 
VGA and SVGA. 

Mode ChOOHr wl•dow 

This Is the Mode Chooser window: 

When this window Is opened. the fields show the current screen mode. The colour 
menu shows the colours available. The resolution menu shows the resolutions 
possible. 

Colours menu 

The colours menu Is displayed by dkkinQ on the menu Icon. The user can then 
choose on ol the colour resolutions. 
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Mod9 Chcos9r vsar in19rlace 

~::::::;:;:;:~;:;:;:;:·: .·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·.··:···:·:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::~::~::::~::::::::~::;:::::::::::::::.::;::::*::.":;;;:::~:::;:;::::::;.::.:::'-:::;$;:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:· .:.:;:;:;:;:. :;:;:;:;::·::;:;.;:··· :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;::::::::::=: 
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Resolution men• 

The is screen resolution menu: 

How It operates 

The Mode Chooser uses the new kernel screen mode enumeration facilities to 
determine what is actually possible with the hardware configuration. It is able to 
select a high frame rate mode when running with VRAM screen memory and to 
offer trade-offs when running in a DRAM only system. 

None of the colour or resolution entries are greyed out. even though it may not be 
possible to display that combination of colour and resolution. 

When a choice which is not feasible is chosen. the behaviour of the system 
depends upon which menu the most recent selection was made in. The most 
recent choice is deemed the most important to the user. 

If a resolution was chosen the currently selected number of colours is used if 
possible. otherwise the number of colours are reduced until the resolution chosen 
becomes possible. 256 colours are reduced to 16 colours. 256 greys are reduced to 
16 greys. 

If a colour setting was chosen: the currently selected resolution is used if possible. 
otherwise the resolution is reduced until the number of colours chosen becomes 
possible. 

It may not be possible to actually change into the chosen screen mode due to 
memory constraints. If this occurs the Mode Chooser gives an error message; 
either. 'There is not enough memory fitted' or 'Not enough free memory- nnnK of 
memory is required for this screen mode'. 

Clicking OK changes to the screen mode defined by the colour and resolution 
choice or produces an error message explaining why it cannot do so. 

Clicking Cancel doses the window. and discards the settings chosen by the user. 

User inll9rfaces 
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c•ooslac apedal~~eree• modes •sl•c tbe leo• bar meu 

The Screen mode option on the Icon bar menu displays a diaiOQue box which 
allows nonstandard screen modes to be accessed. It consists of a writable icon and 
an OK icon. 

This icon allows screen modes to be chosen by the old method of entering a mode 
number. It also allows access to screen modes not selectable by the fixed choice of 
colours and resolutions available in the mode Chooser window. Screen modes can 
be chosen using the Mode specifier syntax. 

Clicking on OK causes the screen mode to be selected. or an error to be generated. 

Whenever this dialogue box is opened it Is set to the current screen mode (in either 
mode number or mode selector syntax. 

This mode specifier format is also used by several SWI calls and the star command 
"WimpMode. 

This is defined on page XX. 
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Screen Modes are selected using the Mode Chooser. However. before selecting 
your Mode. you need to define the monitor type you are using. 

The monitor types available have been expanded. there are now six monitor types 
and an auto monitor type. 

This Is a diagram of the modified Screen dialogue window from !Configure. 

M o11ltor types: The following monitor types are available: 

• CGA (15kHz) 

• Multiscan (15kHz- 35kHz) 

• VGA (31kHz) 

• SVGA (31kHz - 35kHz) 

• XGA (31 kHz-64kHz) 

• XGA (JikHz-78 kHz) 

• Auto 

The monitor types are defined as Mode info flies. these are supplied in the directory 
!Configure.Monitors with an Auto entry added to the end. The configured monitor 
Is ticked. unless the configured monitor isn't one of the !Conflgure.Monitors files. 

Colo urs a ad Resolution: These are selected in the same way as with the mode 
selector. If monitor Auto Is selected then both these fields will come up'Auto' : you 
won't be able to change them and the menus won't be available. 

Blank delay: This works In the same way as In RISC OS 3. 1. except the action Is 
only applied if OK is clicked 

Vertical adl .. t : Thi.s is the same as in RJSC OS 3.1. exce.pt that it isn't writeable 
and Its effect is only applied If OK Is dicked. 

User inlrJrfrJcef 
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Default: This causes default values to be filled ln. The default va lues will match the 
factory shipped values. 

Ca~cel: A dick Select quits the box. no further action. A dick Ad[ust fills in the 
values in fcxce when the box was last displayed. 

OK: Apply and save the values In the dialogue box. 
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The user interface lor three colour models. RGB. HSV. CMYK Is described here. 

Common elements of the user interface 

This section discusses the workings of the User interface from a technical 
viewpoint. 

Colour model selectfoa area 

This is the area at the top of the window containing the radio buttons. These select 
which colour model is currently active. There can only be one selected colour 
model- both clicking Select and Adjust selects the desired colour model. 

Colour model area 

This is the area below the radio buttons controlled by the currently active colour 
model. There are several different types of colour model can be selected. 

The buttons and sliders always remain active even if the None button (no colour) is 
selected. Adjustments in the colour model area automatically deselect 'None·. The 
sliders do not become hatched if None is selected; the hatching on the colour 
patch (see below) is sufficient. 

Actloa buttoa area 

This is the area at the bottom of the dialogue box which contains the colour patch. 
the None option button and the action buttons. 

The colour patch is filled with the currently selected colour. If None is selected then 
the colour patch is cross hatched with black lines on a white background. When the 
user moves any sliders in the colour model area. or makes any other adjustments 
the colour patch follows the changes immediately. 

Ussr inl9rlace6 
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The None button is optional. It is controlled by the client application. The button 
Is an option button which toggles on/off with both did Selects and dick Adjusts. 

The action buttons Cancel and OK are always present. Selecting these causes the 
dialogue box to do the appropriate action and dose. Clicking Adjust keeps the 
dialogue box open. The OK button is always the default. this can also be selected 
by pressing the Return key. The Escape key has the same effect as clicking on 
Cancel. 

Colour model areas 

The standard colour models. RGB. CMYJC and HSV are used. 

As a general rule. II one of the adjustments Is altered. the other things affected by 
this follow the change immediately. For example. if the central slider is moved In 
the RGB model. the colour slice chanaes. the red writeable field changes and the 
colour patch changes. 

RCB model 

In this model the user selects a proportion of each of the colours red. green and 
blue. This is combined to give a colour that the user sees. This is the most natural 
colour model lor a computer displaying on a standard colour monitor. 

The three sliders control the red. green and blue amounts added to give the colour. 
The colour of a slider indicates which component that slider adjusts. The 
component each slider adjusts is controlled by the radio buttons in the colour 
model area. The slider closest to the buttons adjusts the component selected by 
the radio buttons; the other two sliders take up the other two components . . 

The large rectangle to the left shows a slice through the colour cube which 
corresponds the two sliders next to it. A dick anywhere In this slice selects the 
corresponding position In the RGBcolourcube.Adjusting the slider detached from 
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this slice changes which slice is taken from the cube. In this example the slice has 
a constant red component and has the green component varying up it and the blue 
component varying acroos it. 

The radio b1ttoM determine which of Red. Green and Blue remains constant 
acroos the slice through the RGB colour cube. Only one of these buttons can be 
selected at a time. 

The wrfteable field• allow the user to spedfy as a percentage (with I decimal 
point) the proportions of Red. Green and Blue. The arrows to the right ol these 
fields allow twealdne of the component. A Click on the arrows will change the value 
by 0.1%. a Shift ..Click by 1%. 

The desktop colour butto•• allow quick selectJon ol one of the desktop colours. 

Uslnc the RGB model 

Clicking inside the col our slice throu1h the RGB ube selects that colour. A click 
anywhere on the colour slice sliders selects that value of that component. 

Clicking on the ellder close to the radio buttonschanges the colour slice to using 
that as Its constant component. 

Oicking on the radio buttons changes which component is constant on the colour 
slice. The colour slice is updated to follow the chanee. 

Clicking on the wrtteeble fleldsadiusts the values by 0.1% (or 1% If using 
shilt-dick). The sliders follow the change. Accepted values: 0.100 in steps ofO.I. 

Clickine on the desktop colour buttons chooses these colours. The sliders and 
writeable fields are filled In with the corresponding values. 

HSVmodel 

It is assumed in this description that the user is familiar with the HSV colour 
model. 

• Hue gives a colour. 

• Saturation elves how far the desired colour is from white to the full colout 

• Value how bright the white is. 

US8r lniBrfaC66 
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This model is more natural for a user to understand. 

Referrlne to the dlaloeue box It Is very like the RGB window. It behaves very 
similarly. Here are the differences In Interpretation. 

The colour slice is a slice through the HSV cone with the left edge being on the 
cone's axis. the bottom at the apex of the cone. and the top being a radius of the 
top of the cone. 

This gives a triangle of colour in the top left half o{ the rectangle where the left 
edge is from black at the bottom to white at the top. and It fades acroos to a strong 
colour along the diagonal bottom left top rieht edee. 

The left slider controls Value. t he bottom slider controls Saturation and the right 
vertical slider controls Hue. The Hue field Is an Integer from 0.359 deerees which 
wraps round from 359 back to 0. Saturation and Value are percentages as in the 
RGBfields. 
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CMYK model 

Here there Is no colour slice. This model is most natural ror printing where Cyan. 
Yellow. Magenta and Blad inks are used. This is very hard to represent visually, so 
no at.tempt to do so has been made. The 4 sliders work as in the RGB model. 
adjusting the value they correspond to. 
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Symbols 
•configure BootNet 5·232 
·oeviulnfo 5·233 
•E !Info 5·233 
•E21nfo 5·233 
•E31nfo 5·233 
•Ednfo 5·233 
•HelpStation 5·241 
•1netlnlo 5-234 
•NetMap 5·235 
•NetProbe 5-236 
•NetStat 5-237. 5·241 
•NetTraceOff 5·238 
•NetTraceOn 5·239 
"Networks 5·240 
· setStation 5·241, 5-246 

A 
accept 5·193. 5·202 
Address Resolution Protocol su ARP 
addressing see IP address. net (number) and 

station (number) 
ADFS 

selecting 5·173 
API 5· 249·5·251 
application program Interface su API 
ARP 5·243 
AUN 

client ROM 5·232 
definition 5·183 
loading 5-232 
program inte rface see API 
user interface su user Interface 

8 
BBC computer 5·187 
bind 5-193.5-194, 5·200 
bridge protocol 5-251 
bridge see Econet (bridge) and Ethernet (bridge) 
broadcast datagrams 5·200 
Broadcast Loader 5·189·5·190. 5·244 

c 
client station 5·232 

definition 5·186 
CMOS RAM 

allocation 5-47·?? 
reading 5·64. 5-67, 5·69. 5· 70. 5· 71 . 5· 72 

colours 
cal ibration 5·113. 5·123 
graphics 5·127 

• plotting actions 5-128 
ColourV 5·165 
connect 5·195·5·196. 5·203. 5·207. 5·210 
connection 

0 

accepting 5·193 
initiating 5-195·5·196 
listen ing for 5·202 
shutting down 5·209 

data delivery 5· 251 
disc drives 

parking heads 5-171 
stepping heads 5-171 

discs 
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formatting 5·171 
reading id 5·171 
speci fying 5-171 
verify! ng 5-171 

driver 5·233. 5·243 

E 
EACCESS 5-211 
EADDRINUSE 5·194. 5·196 
EAOORNOTAVAIL 5-194.5-196 . 
EAFNOSUPPORT 5·196 
F:ALREADY 5·196 
CBADF 5· 193. 5-194.5-196. 5·197. 5·198. 5-201. 

5·202. 5-204.5-206.5-208. 5·209. 5-212. 
5-213 

ECF patterns 5·128 
Econet 5- 183. 5-185. 5·249 

bridge 5-185. 5-247. 5·248 
native 5-188 

Econet_ReadTransportl'Jpe 5-251 
EconetA su driver 
ECONNREFUSED 5-196. 5-202 
EFAULT 5-193.5-194, 5-196.5-197. 5·198. 5-201. 

5-204. 5-208 
EINPROCRESS 5-196 
EINVAL 5· 194. 5·206 ~ 
EISCONN 5-196 
EMFILE 5·2 11 
EMSCSIZE 5·208 
ENETUNREACH 5-196 
ENOBUFS 5·197. 5-198. 5-208. 5-211 
ENOPROTOOPT 5-201 
ENOTCONN 5·197. 5-209 
ENOTSOCK 5·209 
EOPNOTSUPP 5-193.5-202 
EPROTONOSUPPORT 5·211 
Ether I su driver 
Ether2 su driver 
Ether3 su driver 
Ethernet 5·183. 5-185 

bridge 5· 185 
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ETIMEDOUT 5-196. 5·211 
EWOULDBLOCK 5- 193. 5-204. 5·208 

F 
FD_ ... macros 5-205 
file server 5- 186 

using 5-184 
FileStore 5-187-5-188 
filing systems 

select! ng 5-173 

G 
Gateway application 

Configure file 5-247 
Map file 5-246-5·247 
Trace file 5-239 

gateway station 5·232. 5-239 
definition 5·186 
number 5·187 

getpeername 5-197 
getsockname 5-198 
getsockopt 5-199·5·20 I. 5·211 

irmnediate operations 5-249 
interface stt API and user interface 
Internet module 5-243 
Internet Protocol su IP 
ioctl.h 5-213 
IP 5-243 
IP address 5-237. 5-243. 5-245-5·248 

default 5-248 

L 
Level3 FileServer 5- 187-5·188 
libraries 5-191·7? 

lnt»x 
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listen 5·193. 5-202 
local broadcasts 5· 251 

M 
map table 5-235 

su also Gate'\l•ay application (Map file) 
Master computer 5-187 
MDFS FileServer 5·187-5·188 
MSC_ ... constants 5-203 

N 
net 

definition 5· 185 
number 5-184. 5-185. 5-245·5·248 
128 5-185. 5-248 
zero 5-185.5-251 

Net module 5-243 
NetFS module 5·244 
netmask 5-245 
NetPrint module 5-244 
network 

definition 5-184 
name 5·184-5- 185. 5·246 
number 5-245·5·248 

NFS 5·245 
NFS file server 5-189 
numbering see net (numben an~ station 

(number) 

0 
Open Systems 5· 183 

p 
palette 

reading 5·116 
setting 5-116 

PaletteV 5-116 
peer 

gettlns name 5· 197 
PF_INET 5-210 
print server 5-186 

uslns 5-184 
pros ram interface set APt 
protocol 

number 5-199 

R 
recv 5·200. 5·203·5· 204. 5·211 
recvlrom 5· 203·5·204. 5·211 
recvmsg 5-203-5-204 
RevARP 5-243.5-248 
Reverse Address Resolution Protocol su RevARP 
RIP 5-243 
Routins Information Protocol Set RJP 
routing table 5·240 

s 
sectors 

readlna 5· 171 
writing 5-17 1 

select 5-205-5-206 
send 5-207-5-208. 5-211 
sendmsg 5-207-5-208 
sendto 5-207-5-208 
setsockopt 5-199-5·201. 5·211 
shutdown 5-209 
site 

number 5-245·5·248 
so_ ... constants 5-200-5·201 
SOCI\...DGRAM 5·195. 5·21()..5-211 
SOCI\...RAW 5·21()..5-211 
SOCI\...SEOPACKET 5-202 
SOCI\...STREAM 5· 193. 5·195. 5-202.5-207. 

5-21()..5-211 
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socket (library call) 5·193, 5·194. 5·202, 
5·210·5·211 

Socket... ... SW1s see Sockllb (SWI calls) 
socketclose 5·200. 5·211. 5·212 
socketioct1 5· 213 
sockets 

closing 5-212 
controlling 5-213 
creating 5-210-5-2 11 
errors 5-201 
getting name 5·198 
multiplexing 5·205·5-206 
naming 5-194 
options 5-199·5-201 
receiving messages from 5-203·5·204 
sending messages from 5-207-5-208 
types 5-200 

Socklib 5·191-5-213 
SWi calls 5·191·5-192 

SOL_SOCKET 5·199 
station 

T 

definition 5-186 
number 5-184.5-186-5-187. 5·241. 

5-245·5-248 
su also client station and gateway station 

TCP 5-243 
TCPIIP 5-183. 5-189.5-232 

application note 5·183, 5·189 
TCP/IP Protocol Suite 5-183, 5-189 
trace information su Gateway Application (Trace 

file) 
tracks 

reading 5-171 
wri ting 5-17 1 

Transmission Control ProtocolsuTCP 
' transmission strategy 5-249-5-251 
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UDP 5·243 
UNIX 5·189 
User Datagram Protocolsu UDP 
user interface 5-184 
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